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BRUCE A. WILSON 

Application of small business computers in the commercial sector 
of the fishing industry. 

ABSTRACT 

Examination of the Australian fishing industry, using a 
number of different approaches, established with reasonable 
certainty that there is currently no significant use of micro
computers as an operational or business management tool, at least 
in small to medium enterprises in the industry. This is true of 
the catching, p·rocessing and aquaculture sectors, although there 
are some recent developments in the catching sector, which are 
described here. A range of potential applications for micro
computers was developed and evaluated, with particular emphasis 
on the catching sector, and a broad-brush examination of costs, 
benefits and market prospects was carried out. The type of 
system considered to have most immediate application in the catching 
sector was the "Catch/effort data base", in essence the maintenance 
of fishing log book information-,in a computer data base, with 
flexible and powerful interrogation facilities. A simple proto
type was developed, based on a Tasmanian danish-seining operation, 
to illustrate the capabilities of such a system, and to identify 
practical issues relating to hardware, software and overall system 
use. Coincidentally, a project involving a prototype trout farm 
feeding system was initiated, and the results of this are reported. 
A significant point to emerge from the catch/effort system trial 
is the possibility of using this concept as a means of improving 
the quality of catch data provided by fishermen to fisheries 
authorities. 



MICHAEL G. COSGROVE 

Species composition, abundance, fecundity and morphometry of 
the crab by-catch from a Gulf of Carpentaria prawn research project. 

SUMMARY 

The abundant species found in the crab by-catch from the 
Gulf of Carpentaria were the swimming crabs belonging to the 
families Portunidae and Calappidae. Fewer crabs were found in 
winter and during the daylight hours. 

Males and females of the five most abundant swimming crabs 
were represented in approximately similar numbers. Species of 
the family Portunidae maintained a similar size range between 
the sexes and for the family Calappidae females remained in a 
narrower size range than males. 

!� '' 

The family Calappidae also possessed fewer soft carapace 
animals than did the family Portunidae. Moult stage was related 
to reproductive condition and not to temperature. The calappid 
M.inermis had the most ovigerous females, caught mainly from
summer. Ovigerous females of other species were poorly represented.

The relative growth of P.rubromarginatus and P.gracilimanus 
using rnorphometric techniques was different between the species. 
Both linear and weight measurements were used to ascertain 
differences in the three dimensional conformation of the 
cephalothorax and abdomen. Growth was isometric between the 
sexes of P.gracilimanus. The relative growth of P.rubromarginatus 
differed between the sexes with both positive and negative 
allometry shown. Carapace width was confirmed as a suitable 
reference measurement. 



CATHERINE COLGAN 

The analysis of length-frequenty data of juvenile and adolescent 
banana prawns, Penaeus merguiensis: a comparison of computer and 
graphical methods. 

ABSTRACT 

This paper examines three methods of analysing length
frequency data: the Cassie method, the Macdonald Pitcher program 
for analysing distribution mixtures and the ELEFAN I method. The 
aim of the study is to answer the following questions about each 
method: (i) ease of use, (ii) subjectivity, (iii) time taken to 
apply each method, (iv) biological application of the results and 
(v) possible combination of methods. The data used in this study 
was collected by Staples (1980b) for juvenile banana prawns, 
Penaeus merguiensis, in the Norman river from September 1975 to 
September 1976. It was found that the Cassie method had the 
advantage of being easy to use by subjective in the selection of 
the number of groups in a set of data .. The Macdonald Pitcher ,. 
method was also easy to use but the number of groups in a set of 
data had to be known before the method provided useful results. 
With ELEFAN I it is suggested that the Von Bertalanffy growth 
equation on which ELEFAN I is based may not adequately describe 
the growth of juvenile prawns. The method required accurate 
values of K and Loo to be entered into the program before running 
otherwise the results were unsatisfactory. 

It is suggested that ELEFAN I and Macdonald Pitcher could 
be used together to give a better tool for analysis. A further 
development could be the modification of the ELEFAN I program 
to describe the growth of juvenile prawns which approximates a 
linear relationship. There should also be further study into 
the growth of juvenile prawns to try and accurately determine 
their rates of growth before applying length-frequency methods. 



GRAEME R. CORNELL 

Species composition and abundance of juvenile fish from Trinity 
Bay and Mornington Island Prawn Nursery Grounds. 

SUMMARY 

Juvenile fish were collected by beam trawl at three sites 
for a period of twelve months in Trinity Bay, Cairns, North 
Queensland, Australia. Species composition, abundance and 
richness are compared between trawl sites which had different 
seagrass covers. The fish species composition is compared with 
samples collected from the Dugong River, Mornington Island. 

Species richness and abundance was found to be greater in 
an area of dense seagrass than an adjacent site without seagrass 
demonstrating the importance of these areas of nursery habitats 
for many species of juvenile fish. Fish abundance'·throughout 
the survey period were greater in the warmer months than in

winter while the species richness was variable. 

The fish abundances were dominated by just a few species. 
In Trinity Bay eighty percent of the total fish were the species 
Leiognathus splendens, Pelates quadrilineatus and species of the 
Siganidae, Sp.5. In the Dugong River the family Teraponidae 
accounted for eighty seven percent of the total fish numbers with 
P. quadrilineatus and Helotes sexlineatus prevalent.

Only a few of the juvenile fish were of commercial value 
and.the importance of the sea grass beds in this study do not 
seem important as nursery areas for these fish. This study was 
confined to small fish by the selectivity of the gear and the 
importance of the seagrasses as feeding grounds for larger fish 
has not been established and needs investigation. 



RYSZARD A. WIEK 

Separation of coral trout species based on otolith morphology. 

SUMMARY 

Investigations in this project have shown morphological 
differences in the otoliths of the five species of coral trout 
examined. 

Statistical analyses carried out show those differences to 
be significant. 

Otolith length/standard fish length relationships were found 
to be significantly linear for all four Plectropomus species 
tested. The regression equation, Y = 28.0 + l.3X, expresses the 
otolith length/standard length relationship for the species 
P.leopardus, which exhibited the strongest correlation.

The otoliths from the species Plectropomus maculatus were 
sifnificantly larger than. in other species. 

It was found that otolith length/standard length ratios of 
the different species were not significant and not an aid in 
species identification. 

Otoliths from the species P.areolatus were readily 
distinguished on the basis of their morphology. The surface 
features of the otoliths of the other species, were similar with 
interspecific differences predominantly located in the posterior 
half of the otoliths. 

Characteristic features were not sufficiently developed in 
P.leopardus until a standard length of 17.0cm. There exists a
large degree of morphological variation within the size ranges
of the different species. The extent and degree of this intra
specific variation is unknown, so that the reliability of using
otoliths in species identification cannot be determined.

Further work needs to be carried out to determine the extent 
and degree of otolith variation and otolith development in each 
species at different age groups. Data on the ageing and growth 
rates of the various species were not available. This material 
would be necessary to evaluate within species variations and to 
gauge the reliability of otolith morphology in species identification 
of coral trout. 



DAVID LOWE 

The effects of 3 different on board handling treatments on the 
landed quality of the Tasmanian commercial scallop (Pecten Fumata). 

ABSTRACT 

The landed quality of scallops taken in Banks Strait, Tasmania 
held under three on board treatments was tested by sensory 
evaluation. Bagged scallops were held whole in shell in bags on 
deck with one treatment having a 'curtain of ice' placed over the 
top of the bags, the other left uniced. The third treatment had 
whole scallops stored at 0° C in below deck air chillers. 

The scallops, from each treatment were tested by trained 
tasters using profile and consumer acceptability panels after 
storage of 0,3 and 5 days at 4 °C. 

On the basis of various odour responses the chille� S?al\ops 
were s�en to•give a significantly bettei product than eith�r of 
the two on deck treatments, of which the curtain of ice was 
superior in terms of quality. 

Responses for taste and textural characteristics gave less 
significant results in comparison with odour. The consumer 
acceptability panel using deep fried, breadcrumbed scallops gave 
no significant results, whereas the steamed scallops used in the 
profile panel showed significant differences in the quality of 
product held under the 3 treatments for odour and overall 
acceptability. There were no significant differences in flavour 
responses for both panels conducted. 

Recommendations to the scallop fishery with regards to on 
board handling are here given and the possibility of the removal 
of the at sea shucking restriction discussed. 



GEOFFREY J. DEWS 

The investigation and evaluation of using larger mesh size in 
prawn trawl to reduce drag resistance. 

SUMMARY 

The need for more economical fishing gear in the prawn trawl 
fishery has led to the investigation of ways of reducing fuel oil 
operating costs. 

The use of large mesh sizes in selected parts of prawn nets 
was investigated. 

Large mesh sizes reduce the twine area in the net, hence a 
reduction in drag resistance was anticipated. A reduction in drag 
would result in fuel oil savings by trawlers when towing nets. 

A full-scale Florida Flyer design prawn net was tested in 
the Flume Tank at the Australian Maritime College for drag/speed 
relations. These results were compared to t�sts c�rried ·out on 
the net when the twine area was reduced by increasing the size of 
mesh in the forward section of the net. 

An attempt was made to test the catching performance of a 
full-scale prawn net, with larger mesh, in the southern Queensland 
prawn fishery. 
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ABSTRACT 

Examination of the Australian fishing industry, using a number of diffet·ent 
approaches, estat>lished with reasonable certainty that tt1ere is currently no 
significant us� of micro<:omputers as an operational or business management toot at 
least in small to medium enterprises in the in<lustt·y. Thi; is true of the catching, 
p1·ocessing and aquaculture sectors, although there are some recent developments in 
tt.1e catching sector, which are described here. A range of pmential applications for 
microcomputers was developed and evaluated, with particular emphasis on the 
catching sector, and a t>roa<l-brush examination of costs, benefits and market 
prospects was carried out. The type of system considered to have most immediate 
application in the catching sector was the "Catch/effort data base", in essence the 
maintenance of fishing log book information in a computer data base, with flexible 
and powerful interrogation facilities. A simple prototype was developed, based on a 
Tasmanian <Janish-seining operation, to illustrate the capabilities of such a system, 
and to identify practical issues relating to hardware, so�ware and overall system use. 
Coincidentally, a project involving a prototype trout farm feeding system was 
initiated, and the results of this ai·e reported. A significant point to eme1'ge from the 
catch/effort system trial is the possibility of using this concept as a means of 
improving the quality of catch data provided t>y fishermen to fisheries authorities . 
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1.00 IlfT1iWDUCTIOll 

1.10 Back6{round 

The enormous growth in recent years in the use of microcomputers in business, in 

ed�ation, and now in the home, is a common1y-lmo,m phenomenon. Primary 

industry has not been isolated from these developments, and small-business 

computers vith specalist softvare packages are used by an increasing number of 

farmers, particularly in areas of intensive stock-raising and cropping. However, in 

the fishery sector, there ore indications that the microcomputer has thus for not 

been embraced as a clerical and management toot to the same extent as it has in 

land-based primary industries. To be sure, a number of the larger fishing companies 

have developed their own computer-based accounting, control and reporting systems, 

for example the KEV /HF/SR system( Kesteven & Carter). Mexwe11 and Carter(1984) 

have described some of the applications already employed by companies· and other 

larger institutions associated vith the fishing industry, and have outlined some of the 

potential applications, covering various levels in the industry. Eighteen months 

do,m the track, it appears as if little if any use is being made of microcomputers and 

associated commercial soft"Ware applications by the smaller elements of the industry. 

This is surprising, given the increasing use of medium to high technology 

particularly in the catching sector), the considerable capital investment in even a 

small family fishing enterprise, and the need which most enterprises of this kind 

have for good management information and efficient clerical activities. Accordingly, 
. 

' 

it is of value to gain an informed view of the extent to which computers are presently 

being used in the fishing industry, and to identify the areas of greatest potential 

benefit to the industry in the use of microcomputers. 

120 A word abou� microcomputers. 

The terms "microcomputer", "small business computer", and "personal computer" tend 

to be used interchangeably. Some computing writers make a technical distinction 

t>etween these terms, based on criteria of price, capability, or type of use (Webster 

and Champion 1984). However, for the purposes of this report all can be considered 

simply as denoting devices comprising: 

. central processing unit; 

. screen (visual display unit); 
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. keyboard; 

. printer; 

. storege medium {usually one or tw floppy disk units). 

3 

Although all microcomputers operate in much the same way, they vary greatly in 

power and capability. Hence. price can vary from as 1ov as around $1000 to well in 

excess of $10000. Nevertheless, machines at either end of the price scale can still be 

meaningfully referred to coliectively as "small business computers". Given the 

preponderance of technical jargon in the computing industry, a glossary of such 

terms used in this report is attached at .Appendix 1. 

1. '30 Proi ect Objectives

i. To obtain an overviev of the present level of use of small business computers in

the fishing industry in Australia with particular reference to the smeller end of the

industry { inclooing catching, processing and aquaculture).

H. To examine and evaluate a range of potential small-business applications (ie

programs), together with an attempt to asess their marketability in the industry.

iii. To illustrate the likely prospects and problems of such applications by developing

and testing at least one "live" prototype system, in either the catching, processing or

e.quo.cutture sector, and to examine the market potential for systems of this kin<!.

1.40 Project Scope. 

A.s suggested earlier, this project seeks to limit itself to the commercial application of 

microcomputers to smell enterprises involved in the catching, processmg and 

aquaculture sectors. That is to say, it is not concerned with the use of computers by 

larger companies. nor by government bodies or research institutions. The 

applications of primary interest are those whereby the computer is used as a tool to 

improve the efffoiency of c1e:rico1 o.ctivities, ond to ossist the monogement of o. 

fishing enterprise in commercial decision-making. Hence ve are not concerned 

vith applications involving resource assessment and maneiement. except insofar as 

these might form part of a smell company's range of decision-making tools. Having 

said this. the point should also be me.de tho.t computers can be a valuable tool in 

education, and fisheries training is no exception in this regard. Consequently, 

although this project is primarily concerned with commercial applications of 

microcomputers, the systems discussed herein also have potential as educational tools, 

particularly in the areas of economics and 'business man�ement. This point 'If/ill be 

reiterated throughout the ensuing discussion. 
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2.00 PROJECT S'IllA'IEGY and KETBODOLOGY 

2.10 .Anol�is of current usege. 

Vith the overall objective of gaining an overview of the present level of usage of 

microcomputers in the small commercial sector of the industry, the following 

approaches were token: 

4 

i. l'irst, a search was made of technical and industry periodicals for any details on

the development and marketing of software tailored to the commercial fishing

industry. Although this project concerns the industry in Australia. it was considered

appropriate to inclu<le overseas developments in this search, given the pe.udty of

indications of this software availability in .Australia. together wHh the common

practice of marketin� commercial software pack�es developed overseas in Australia.

In addition to this search of formally listed material in regular databases, a perusal of

computer and fisheries m.egezines ( published both in this country and overseas) was

undertaken, with a view to finding advertisements or promotional articles for su.:h

produ.:ts.

ii. Secondly, personal interviews wre·carried out with a wide range of peopfe

associated with the fishing industry, in both the commercial and government

institutions sectors. In addition, a programme of direct canvassing of the fisheries

industry for information on this matter was undertaken.

iii. finally, a visit we$ arranged to the fishing industry exposition Sesdsrs, held in

Melbourne from 5 - 8 September 1985, to inspect possible displays of fishing-industry 

oriented business software. 

These approaches are detailed in the following sections. 

2.11 The literature search carried out accesse<l the Die.log database, end the following 

files vere accessed: 

i. Eile 44: ..4 qus.tk S.:ieni:e A t•stra.:ts, using the combination of key word sets

l'lSH? .AND ( COMPU:rER PROGRAMS OR COMPUTER PROGRAMMES OR

MICROCOCOMPUTER? OR SOETW ARE ). It was felt, after some initiol broader seerching

of the database, .that this combination was necessary and sufficient to pinpoint

references in that particular database to e.ny published software developments

relevant to the commercial sector of the fishing industry.

ii. Eile 51: Food Si:ieni:tt 8nd 1ei:hnologr Abstnii:·ts, using the key-word

combination fISH? AND ( SOI'TVARE OR COMPUTER? OR MICROCOMPUTER? ), which

( 
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again was considered capable of accessing any material of interest in this area. 

iii. file 2'32: International Sol'tw·are llatatia.se, using the keyword :FISH?.which it

vas considered likely to access the description of any commercial software on this

particular <latat>ase concerning fisheries applications.

It "W8S consi<lere<l that commercially-available softvare packages would not 

necessarily be covered by the abstracting services associated vith these databases, 

particularly software designed t>y private industry, so in addition to the literature 

search, en examination was carried out of the folloving hard-copy catalogues of 

microcomputer software: 

. Greentiook .,(1984), which is the most authoritative guide to software e.veilable on 

the Australian market; 

. Microcomputer Sol'tw·are Burer :S- Guide, Webster and Cham.pion (1984), 

another A.ustralian publication; 

. !he Sof'lw•are Catalogue, which is an American publicetion in similar vein to 

tinu,ntiook an<l is in fact the herd copy version of the lnu1rnaaon4J Sof(w•11rt1 

Patabase 

. The provisional world list of fisheries programs, compiled t>y McElroy (198'3 ), which 

is an attempt to bring together into the one volume a list of software applications used 

in fisheries ( in the research, insHtutional and commercial sectors}. This list is based 

. on responses to a questionnaire publishe<l in a number of international fisheries and 

aquaculture journals and newspapers in 1982/8'3 requesting a<lvice from fisheries 

institutions and companies on their use of software. Although McElroy·s investigation 

was somevhat institutionally-oriented, it is consi<lered this line of investigation 

. voulo still have a fair probability of turning up applications markete<l by and for the 

private sector(the results �onfirm this supposition). 

finally, relatively recent Mitions or the following fisheries and computer trade 

journals were examined to elicit evidence of commercially-available software, 

through either a<lvertisements or promotional articles: 

. J ustraJian Fisheries; 

. Prof'es.sional Fishermen; 

. Fis/Jing News International; 
. To.:lar'.s Computers; 

. A u.stralian Personal Computer. 
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2.12 Direct canvassing for views from the industry on present USflie of 

microcomputers took the form of a letter to the Editor of those journals most likely to 
l>e read by people in the fishing industry. The letter sought advice from readers who 
vere using microcomputers in their business, With regard to the follo'Wing: 
. type of application; 
. hardvare/software used; 

. benefits �eined; 

. problems experienced; 

. s�gested improvements. 
View were also sought from readers {whether they used a computer or not) on the 

types of applications they would like to see developed for their sector of the industry. 
The letter was published verbatim in the September issue of Prof'essionsl 

fis/Jeroum, and was also published in the October issue of Fis/Jletter. a newsletter 
produced for the New Zealand fishing industry by fishing Industry Services Limited 
of Christchurch ( Welker, pers. comm.) . .At the time of writing.(eerly November 85), 
the letter had not yet been published by the other journal concerned, Austrslis.n 
fis/Jeries. altho�h an aclmowled�ement had been received. 

To supplement the direct canvassing, personal interviews were carried out with a 

large number of peoplt: ��i.o.ttl<l with the fishing industry, including researchers, 
academics, public sector manf;iers. fishermen ( includini skippers and vessel 
owners), processors and aquaculturists. Where time permitted, discussions vere held 
vith other people not directly connected 'With the fishing industry, but having en 

input to this project, for example agricultural advisors with experience in the 
development and operation of computer-based ferm management systems. Most of 
these discussions were conducted in person or by telephone. These contacts are listed 
in the "Personal Communications" section of the bibliography. 

2.1 '3 Vith re�ard to the See<iB,t•·s visit. it should be said that altho�h it is not as 
lerge as the Fishe.rpo expositions which ere held everyJ years or so, Seede:r•"S' 

represen te<l the only opportunity in 1985 for the fisheries supp 1y /support industry to 
demonstrate its products. It was assumed that any significant development in 

commercial software for the fishine indwtry voul<l be likely to be displayed at that 
venue. 
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2.20 Evaluation of potential applications. 

The objective in this segment of the project� to specify, in some degree of detail, e. 

number of potential microcomputer applications in the fishing industry and, in 

consultation vith the en<! users and other interested parties. develop a "short list" of 

the most useful (an<l marketal>le) applications. It should be remarked here that the 

fishing industry, like eny other area of productive activity, is "vide open" e.s it were 

to potential uses for computers and related technology. All that is required to develop 

a list of suggested applications is a rudimentary lmoviedge of the capal>ilities of the 

technology, some knowledge of the in<lustry, and a fertile imagination. Hopefully, the 

temptation to make this part of the project a "blue skies" exercise, has been resisted, 

and the range of applications suggested here are all systems which could be 

developed commercially and utilised l>y the industry nQ!l. using proven techniques 

and without embarking on·a path of technological experimentation. 

2.21 .Although the overall scope of this prof ect includes all sectors of the fishing 

industry ( catchirig, processing and aquaculture), it was found impractical, given the 

time constraints, to properly carry out this exercise for each sector. Consequently, it 

'V8.S decided to concentrate effort on the catching sector, given that: 

i. this is the area of the .Australian industry 'With the largest number of indivi.<lual

owner-operators;

ii. it is also the area preliminary research showed to have the least acquaintance with

computer-bo.se<J systems.

Therefore, this report contains only a superficial discussion of the potential

. applications in the other sectors. although it is suggested that these areas too present 

a great range of opportunities for commercial soflware development. 

2.22 The strategy employed ,:,as essentially along the same tines followed in the first 

part of the project, namely the eliciting of opinion from as many people involved or 

interested in the fishing industry� could be consulted, together with a peruse! of 

Australian and oversees trade literature for reports of experience and opinion in 

computer applications. This "fact finding exercise" established a short list of potential 

applications, from which an attempt was made to identify the one or two most 

important applications. Finally, a simple cost/benefit evaluation vas carried out, 

together with a brief market analysis, to gain some perspective on the commercial 
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prospects for these applications. 

2.'30 Development of prototype systems. 

As already remarked at>ove, it was decided to concentrate effort in examining the 

range of potential applications in the catching sector, given the constraims of time 

and resources. for the same reason, it was not feasible to develop more than one 

prototype application, and so the catching sector was again chosen for this purpose. 

Coincidentally, however, an interest was expressed in this project by the School or 

Business Stooies at the Tasmanian State Institute of Technology (TSIT), and a second 

prototype application in the aquaculture sector was pursued at the suggestion of the 

author, although it was primarily carried out as a computing project by a student at 

the TSIT. The methodology employed in this second application is detailed in Appendix 

4. 

2.31 Choice of an application in the catching sector. 

After contemplation of the list of possible applications in this area { see Discussion, 

Section 4.2 ). it was decided to develop as a prototype the Catch/Effort database. Some 

initial wrk w.s done on the Vessel History Log and Cash Book systems, 1>ut these were 

not pursued. given the time constraints. 

2.'32 Hardware 

Hardware chosen for the prototype applications was an Apple Macintosh 512K 

microcomputer with 2 floppy disk drives {handling 3.5 in. diskettes, with 400K 

capacity) and an Apple Imagewriter 15 inch printer. The whole unit was purchased 

,by the author as an apple" business package". In addition to this, a Sharp PC-2500 "lap 

top" microcomputer was borrowed briefly from Cox-Kay Pty. Ltd. in Hobart and used 

for testing a possible operation involving initial data capture at sea on a smaller 

machine of this kin<!, With sut>sequent transfer of <!ata to an on-shore system, such ss 

the Macintosh. Inspection of the Viatel-based l ISHllEI system being developed by 

the Trawler Owners Association required use of an .A.pple communications mo<lem 

connected to the Macintosh. 

The reason tor the choice of the Macintosh, rather than a "mainstream" small 

business computer, such as an IBM Personal Computer {or one of its many 

imitations), was largely for personal reasons (ie for educational use by the author's 

family). Ho--v,ever, it was also felt the Macintosh vould be appropriate for the project, 

for the following reasons: 
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i. Ease of OP.ere.Hon

The Macintosh has a unique operating system which is aimed at making it as "user

friendlyN os possible, through the use of a simulated "de.sk top", "icons" (pictorial

symbols vhich represent logical elements of the system), and the "mouse",which is a

device by which the user can quickly select and movo icons on the screen. This "Ve.$ 

felt to be an advantage in this project, given the relative lack of microcomputer

expertise of the author, the short period wherein an application '\l7aS to be developed

and teste<1, an<1 the fact that the ultimate user (the fisherman) was likely to have no

computing experience whatsoever.

H. High guaHtY. screen disP.lay and Qowerful gr§P.hics

This is an undisputed feature of the Macintosh, and preliminary examination of the

project strategy-had suggested that an effective way of introducing computing

concepts in the catching sector wuld be by means of systems with comprehensive

ire.phical (indeed, pictorial) outputs.

iii. Size

There was a prospect of developing an applicalion which could t>e used on board.

Accordinely, the small size and compactness of the Macintosh. by comparison to most

other PC's (with the exception of portables), was a definite advantage, as was its

pioneering use of3.5 in. floppy diskettes, rather than the conventional 5.25 in. ones.

iv. finally. it was discovered that Macintoshes are being used extensively by a

number of fisheries-related institutions - at least in Tasmania. These include Dept of

Sea Fisheries, Dept of Inland Fisheries, CSIRO Merine Labs and the .Ante.retie Division

of the Dept of Science. Although this was not a deciding factor, it gave further

support to the author's decision .

2.3'3 Software 

L .A. number of software packages were briefly examined. includini the spreadsheet 

Hultipl11n and several database programs, including Helix, PBM11ster, Microsoft 

Filt:end Omnis .'l. Eventually, it '\l7aS decided to use Ht:li.1� produced by the Odesta. 

Corporation, a copy of which had been purchased t>y the CSIRO in Hobart. Reasons for 

the choice were basically es follows: 

. Heli.i• had been used extensively by a number of people in Hobart, and others of the 

e.uthor's acquointonce elsewhere, and "VOS generally considered a good pe.ckoge for 

this particular type of application, whereas some of the other databases were an 
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unknovn quantity . 

. Hultipl8n, like other spreadsheets, while probably capable of doing the job, was 

not felt to be os eosy to operate for the first time user than o. do.to.bese such es H�liJ.• 

(vith its custom-designed forms and other features) . 
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. Qmnis .'l 'lf/8S recommended by a number of users e.s bein2 more powerful and 

sophisticated than Helix, but the author felt that the time period involved in 

m03terini Oauu's "ff031ike1y to be too loni, iivon the limited duration of this project. 

. finally, in a recent review of 13 <latal>e.se programs available for the Macintosh 

(Aker 1985). Heli.rws rated very highly, particularly in the areas of ee.se of use, 

power and general performance. 

Version 1.1 of H�Ji.r"fflt?J3 used initially, but this wes subsequently upgraded to Version 

1.13. 

ii. To carry out the test data interface between the Sharp PC-2500 and the Macintosh.

the Ha.:f11rmi.ru1J communications sof't'ware package was used. Unfortunately, for

the brief time the Sharp wes on loan, a voltage leveller and interface cable was not

available anywhere in Hobart, nor was any comparable hand-held computer

available for testing. Consequently the communications process ha<l to be simulated

in a piecemeal fashion, e.s follows:

. a small progrom ""1IOS written on the Sharp to receive entry of the Catch data (by

means of simple screen prompts), store a group of records corresponding to a whole

trip, and transmit this data e.s text to the Sharp 's communications port, when

required;

. it vas kno,vn that the Macintosh was capable of receiving such de.ta input in text

form through its ovn RS232 serial port, using MB.:lerminal;

. finally. the capability of a Heli.\' file to receive data in text form (ie from a text file

already created in the Macintosh) using the load command and place it correctly

formatted in o. nomino.ted colle<;tion,""1/0S tested simply by <;reating: e. text file in

Ma.:w•rfte an<l loading it into Cat.:-l1d8t8.

iii. For accessing the FJSHNEfsystem, both M8.:lermin8land Ma.:f.'ideote.1·

software ve.s required by the Macintosh. These 'lli'ere me.de e.vellable through the

Tasmanian Dept of Sea :Fisheries.

2.'34 Fact finding and system specification. 

This is the most important phase in the development of a computer-based system, 

involving the investigation into the user's requirements, an<3 the <lraving up of 
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detailed system specifications, which define the future shape of the system. 

This exercise was carried out largely in consultation vith Mr D. O'Brian, who operates 

a danish seining vessel out of Hobart, and consisted in examining the specific 

information requirements of Mr O'Brian in respect of the Catch/Effort datat>ase. Mr 

O'Brian, like many other professional fishermen, has maintained a detailed manual 

logbook for many years. It was fairly straightforward, therefore, to construct a 

database consistent 'With the information gathered by Mr O'Brien's system over the 

years, and this formed the t>asis of the prototype Catch/Effort system. 

2.'35 Testing the prototype. 

The Catch/Effort database was tested by keying in actual data from Mr O'Brien's 

fishing tog, covering the 12 month period 1 May 198'3 to '30 April 1984. This comprised 

123 fishing days, giving 428 shot records, each containg data for up to 23 fields (ie 

data items). The fields comprised number, text and date-types. Although most of the 

data en try was performed by the author, Mr O 'Brian also carried out some data en try, 

vith the objective of testing how "user-friendly" this part of the system was. 

Mr O'Brian was given a brief training ·session in the other aspects of the system. 

namely specifying queries and setting up and running (?Utput reports, again with the 

objective of assessing how easy the system was to use. This session vas supplemented 

llith a set of operating instructions, a copy of which is attached at Appendix '3.

Unfortunately, due to unavailability of the hardwere, there "W8S not the opportunity 

to carry out a live test of the on-board capture of data on the Shari> PC-2500, however 
.

. 

this pt·ocess was simulated, to establish how feasible it was. 
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3.00 RESULIS 

3.10 Current usage 

As a result of the investigations into the current level of usage of small business 

computers in the fishing industry, the following results were obtained. 

3.11 Literature search 

12 

i. The A qustic Science A bstnxcts search produced _107 items. of which the great

majority were concerned with the application of computers in fisheries research and

(biological) management. Breakdown of items of even marginal interest to this

project is as follows:

. nine items concerned the commercial aquaculture sector. although here too. the

majority were produced by research institutions: nor was there any indication in the

abstracts that any of these described commercial software which was available to the

aquaculture sector in Australia;

. only two items concerned the application of computer models to the catching sector,

namely Mansgement Workshop 81 Rull and Lierens (1978), the abstracts of

vhich suggested that in neither case would these be directly applicable to the

commercial catching sector in Australia;

. only one item on the practical application of computer technology in the

processing sector ( Bertheussen 1984 ), which may be of interest to the processing

sector, although it does not con,cern softwai'e commercially available in this ,country.

• . eighl items concerning the application or computers in gear design an<1 fishing

operations, but, as with the other examples, all related to the work of overseas

research institutions and were not regarded as coming within the scope of this

1 project;

. finally, there was a reference to the Provf sionsl World list of' Computer

Pro,i'rammes .... ( see McElroy 1983). whi,ch is discussed below. 

ii. The Food Sden,:e and Ie.:hnolog,t•" Abstracts search, as might be expected,

turned up more items concerning the application of computers to the processing 

sector. None of the abstracts refererre<l to software commercially available to the 

industry in .Australia but those thought to be of interest are listed in the further 

Readin3se�tion of the Bibliography. 

iii. The lnterntxtionol Sof'tw•sre llatabose search did not identify any items
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which related to business software applications for any sector of the fishing 

industry, notwithstanding the fact that this database has been recently promoted in 

issues of Aque..,--ulture magazine (Elsevier, New York) as a medium for listing 

software packages of interest to the aquaculture sector. 
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iv. None of the commercial software catalogues referred to in section 2.11 listed any

soft'V8J'e specifically tailored to the fishing industry, either in Australia or

elsewhere. The most comprehensive catalogue was 6reent-ook .7(1984), which did

contain listings of software available in Australia for other vertical markets, such as

real estate man8iement. farmin�. and hotel man�ement. It is reasonable to

conclude, given the range of software carried in this catalogue, that any serious

attempt to market software packages for the fishing industry in Australia wuld give

rise to a listing here.

The provisional software list compiled by McElroy (198'3) wul<l also be likely to

contain this type of software, given the manner in which the survey was conducted.

Indeed this catalogue does list both the IHFISH system (see Kesteven and Carter) and

the Fish Farm Computer Programs (see Landless). Since the author had already

been acquainted with these from other sources as repre·senting two of the very fev

commercially-available packages, this tends to support the proposition that the

Provisionlil Vorld list is a reasonably comprehensive list of such software, at

least as at 1982/8'3. Apart from these two packages, there were no other software

listine:s which "\Vere directly relevant to this project. altho�h there "\Vere a number

of systems modelling various aquaculture operations, which appeared to be of a

research-oriented nature. It was noted that the McEh'oy listing was indeed

P.rovisional and contained reference to fill updated version based on a new

• questionnaire, however, at the time of writing (November 1985), no such further

publication had been located.

Peruse! of recent copies of general-interest fisheries and computer magazines also

failed to turn up evidence of the existence of commercially available software aime<l

at the smaller end of the fishing industry. Indeed the only recent reference to

commercial so�ware for the A. ustralian industry was contained in advertisements for

the fisheries consultants Laurie Walkear and Associates ( see section '3.13 ), whose

major activities in this respect appear to be in connection with the Trawter Owners

Association project (see sect. '3 .1 '3).
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3.12 Direct canvassing and personal interviews. 

At the time of writing, only one reply has been received as a result of the published 

letters to the editors. This outlines the private development of a datadase program for 

rock lobster fishing in Western a ustralia - essentially a catch/ effort database. Tw 

interesting points emerge from the reply: 

i. The fisherman involved is, to his knowledge, the only one in his area using a

microcomputer for this sort of purpose, despite the fact that it is the centre of a very

lucrative and proiressive fishery,
ii. The system is being developed by a hobbyist friend, after a period of unsatisfactory·

software support from the local computer dealer.

Personal interviews confit'med the original impression that there are at present no 

sof'tva.re packages being generally marketed. in this country, aimed at the small 

operator in the fishing industry. this appears to be equally true of the catching, 

processing and e.quaculture sectors. To be sure, the /Nl'ISH and Fish l'srm 

Computer Progrsmro.es systems, as already mentioned, are listed as being 

commercially available. However, neither falls within our criteria for such 

packages. The /NEISH system is aimed at the larger, fleet type of operation, and 

communication with D. C8.1'ter in<Ucated that the purchase price of this 18.l'ge and 

complex system would place it well outside the scope of the small o"'11'tler-operator. The 

Landless Fish Farm package is appropriate to even quite small trout farms, but 

although a copy of the system has been purchased by the TSIT, the sytem could not be 

regarded as being generally commercially marketed in this country. 

Moreover, Walker (pers. comm.) advises that in his opinion, the situation in the Nev 

Zealand industry is similar to that described above, with few if any operato1·s using 

microcomputers for applications other than accounting and stock control (and these 

are limite<l to the companies). 

Despite the present dearth of commercial packages in .Australia. some developments 

are now under way in this area. 

i. The Trawler Owners Association are developing some commercial softvare for the

catching sector, which is discussed below.

ii. The Tasmanian Dept of Sea fisheries is developing a salmon farm package under

the auspices of the S4h8s salmon farming icint venture. This contains a feed
budgeting system, together with a financial analysis system t>ase<1 on a spreadsheet
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concept. This is not strictly a commercial softvare venture. but 'Will be made available 

to members of the SBltss consortium. 

iii . .A number of individual operators who have an intet·est in computers are devising 

systems for their own use, and in some cases are considering making these available 

comm�r<:ially to other operators in their particular area of activity ( this appears to 

be more the case in aquaculture than in the other sectors). 

3.1 '3 Visit to Seadars 8..'i 

This visit was of great benefit because SesdBrs did contain an exhibition of the 

developments currently being carrie<l out by the Trawler Owners Association(TO.A), 

which were the only activities of their kind on display. These developments, which it 

is understood are partly run<led by f!RTA, comprise tvo parts: 

i. the F ISHNl'l fish marketing and industry information service. using the Telecom

r.1iatel system;

ii. Business software tailored for the catching sector, designed to run on

microcomputers, or to be accessed through the ViBtel system: 

Because of the significance of these developments. they are described in more detail 

in .Appendix 2. 

'3.20 Potential applications 

3.21 As indicated in the Introduction, Maxwell and Carter (1984) described a range of 

applications in the catching an<l processing sectors where the microcomputer an<l 

associated technology were already proving their wrth. Although it "&'SS not 

specified. these applications all appeared to have been implemented by the 

companies, rather than by small operators. Broadly, they fell into t-wo categories. 

i. On-board applications, including. catch/effort data recording( and transmission in

code to base) and logging of vessel performance (for maintenance purposes).

ii. On-shore applications. inclu<1in;:::

general clerical/book keeping work;

processing plant manegement;

marketing communications;

trainin� (e;:: usin;:: simulation techniques};

resource management (ie in co-operation vith goverment institutions).
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'3.22 The KFV JNF JSR brochure ( Kesteven and Carter), gives a faidy detailed 

pkture of the type of applications used by that company. Although these relate to the 

management of e.n integrated catching e.n<l processing operation which is large t>y 

A.ustralie.n standards. using a large central computer installation, they are considere<l 

to represent in most cases the type of system immediately applicable to the smaller 

operators in the industry . .Accordingly, it is useful to outline the KFV applications 

here. 

i. Catch Analym

predictions

yearly and seasonal trends (quelity an<l quontity)

ground performance

vessel deployment

ii. Vessel Men�ement (Engineering).

. refit and maintenance

cost con trot 

performance analysis 

licensing 

iii. Stock Control
on board

on shore { processed and unprocesse<l)

stock movements (ship to shore, store to store)

product in production

sales and orders

• iv. Pro9uction Analym

yields, recoveries and vastage 

. �st breakdown of production 

. relative and absolute profitability 

v. Crew Man�fil!lfilll

personal records and employment history

bonus calculations

licen<:e listing;

3.2'3 PotenHel applications in the catching sector 

Discussions 'With people from various areas of the in<lustry, having regard to the 

company developments oulined above, together with developments being undertaken 



by the Trawler Owners Association. suggested the following set of applications. each 

of which was considered to be of potential benefit to the small operator in the 

catching sector. Each application(ie system) is described separately. although it is. 

likely that any commercial software development would link the appticalions in an 

integrated system. Comments on the general attitude of contacts toward each 

application are included. 

i. Catch /Effort Data Base
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This is essentially a file based on the fisherman's log book. storing relevant details of

each fishini operation and providini flexible and powerful enquiry facilities. The

data base would include such items as positions, depths, time of day, type of gear,

catch by species, hook ups etc.

The primary purpose of this data base is to assist the fisherman to identify patterns in

his catching results, with a view to guiding fishing strategy in the future ( ie w·hen.

v-·here and how· to fish), in order to improve catch rates and/or reduce effort. A

secondary purpose of this system would be as an input into a financiol performance

reporting system for the catching operation.

This could be either an on-board or on-shore system. although it would have more

direct benefit on-board, giving the fisherman the capability of enquiring on the data

base in the course of a trip, and thus allowing immediate decisions to be ma<le on such

things as moving to another location, changing gear, or returning to port.

Technically, this application can be classified as a typical data base management

system.

Comments: This was considered by those fishermen contacted to be the most 

tmportant application in the catching sector, for the reason that any means of 

improving the catch: effort ratio in fishing operations is paramount. Other contacts, 

such as non-fishing vessel owners and fisheries educators also consi<lere<l this to be 

one of the most important applications, although not necessarily the most important 

from their own point of view . .Although it was generally agreed that the operation of 

this sy·stem on-board would be the most desirable option (and there -were suggestions 

that position co-ordinates could be input by linking the micro to a satellite 

navigator), it was generally felt that the system would sti11 be valuable as an on-shore 

application, should it prove impractical to carry the microcomputer on the vessel. 

H. Vessel Hi$tory

This system is again a data base type of application, comprising several related files



on the performance and maintenance history of the vessel and fishing gear; for 

example: 
. Maintenance Log, detailing wrk carried out to the vessel, by whom, and at what 

cost; 

. Performance Log, recording on a continuing basis such items as running times 

(main and auxiliaries), operations carried out (eg steaming, trawling), fuel 

consumption, and perhaps more detailed parameters, such os fuel flows, manifold 

pressures, fish room temperatures etc . 

. Parts Inventorv. comprising a list of at least all the important components of the 

vessel an<l gear, <letailing such things as manufacturer, serial number, address of 

supplier, expected life etc. 
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The primary purpose of this system would be to support an informed strategy of 

preventive maintenance . prompted by reminder/ checklist reports generate<l by the 
system ( eg prior to the next survey inspection, or in preparation for the next fishing 

season). Additionally, the system would have the potential to save time in ordering 
replacement parts on the occurence of breakdowns, by means of access to the parts 

inventory file. finally, it would assist cost control of the maintenance function. and 

could be an input to a financial performance system for the whole catching 

operation. 

The Vessel History database could reasonably be meinteined as an on-shore clerical 

application, although the· Performance Log subsystem could be sufficiently advanced 

to involve the collection of data on board using data-logging devices(eg connected to 

engine room instruments). 

Comments: Interestingly, this system concept generated more divergence of views 

from the people contacted than the other suggested applications. 'With opinion on its 

usefulness varying from great enthusiasm at one extreme, to less-than-lukewarm 

acceptance at the other. The attitudes depende<l on the backgroun<l, cit·cumstances, 

an<l particular experience of each in<livi<lual. Even among the ovner-operators 

contacted. opinion varied. Some re�arded such a system as essential, relating 
anecdotes about the catastrophic failure of some key component at the beginning of 

the fishing see.son, the possible detection of which would have paid for a computer 
system several times over. Others suggested that this type of system wul<l be 

unnecessary. eiven the relative simplicity of mainteinin� smaller vessels. ano the 
efficiency of experienced maintenance and support firms (this latter point being 

-disputed by several of the contacts). 
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Hi. Book KeeQing and Financial Anel�is S�tem 

This is an application suitable to either a data base package or a spreadsheet, and 

consists in a computer-based record of all the fisherman. 's financial transactions ( ie 

revenue and expendHure). Expenditure items are classified by user-defined "budget 

heads" for example "fuel and lubricants", "crew payments". "bait and ice" etc. and 

revenue should also be broken down to some extent, eg by type of fishing operation. 

The system wuld perform the function of the Cash Book, maintained by most 

fishermen, and as well as serving as an ongoing record of financial transactions 

(which the fisherman. is required to maintain, as a taxation record if for no other 

purpose), allows the fisherman to carry out an ongoing analysis of the profitability 

of his operations. This data con also be used in the preparation an<l monitoring of 

various types of t>udgets, including cash flow budgets. l'inally. the rr,·/uu if? 

capability of spreadsheet or database software allows the fisherman. to calculate 

quickly the likely financial outcomes under a variety of circumstances (eg a change 

in interest rates or fuel prices), and accordingly to plan future .business strategies 

and to evaluate the feasibility of new ventures. Stuart (1982) demonstrates the basic 

layout of a spreadsheet as applied to the evaluation of a new trawling venture. 

Comments: This type of application was recognised by most people contacted as 

being useful and desirable. Not surprisingly, most in favour were those having a 

management, advisory or educational connection 'With the industry. A number of 

interesting points were made in the discussions on this application . 

. It was maintained that failures of smell fishing enterprises are more frequently the 

result of bad financial management than poor fishing ability, and some saw the most 

important function of the microcomputer as being a device for encouraging 

• fishermen to become more familiar with the basic mechanisms of book keeping an<l

budgeting.

. .Another point supporting this type of application was its focus on the "bottom line"

ie overall profitability of the operation, which is after all, the piece of management

information which is of most immediate concern to the fisherman. This aspect was

seen as a good selling point for the whole concept of using microcomputers in the

catching sector.

. It was also maintained that, when a fisherman is seeking a loan from a financial

institution. a properly maintained set of financial records greatly assists him in this

process. A computer-based recor<l wuld be, if anything, more impressive.
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iv. General clerical SY.2tems

The range of general clerical tasks which can be performed by the small business

computer shoul<l not be overlooked as suitable applications in the catching sector. It

is maintained that the most common use of small business computers is in word

processing, and even a small fishing enterprise would be expected to have a range of

tasks such as letter writing, address lists etc.

J.24 Potential applications in the processing sector

As mentioned earlier, it has not been possible to devote any significant time to

evaluate applicati?ns in this or the aquaculture sectors, however the folto'Wing types 

of applications suggest themselves as being appropriate, after examination of the 

processing applications employed in the KI'V INFISHsystem (section '3.22), and brief 

discussions with people involved in the processing sector. 

i. Stock Control SY.2tem which would keep a record of product at various stages of

processing and storage in order to ensure minimal westage, optimal use of freezer

facilities, allow order filling to be carried out etc. Such a system is considered of gr�at

value in an activity such as seafood processing, where a range of valuable,

time-sensitive product is involved.

ii. Plant Monitoringd�tem

This would record the level of inputs and outputs at various parts of the process in

or-der to monitor performance of the plant against predetermined standards ensuring

that resources (eg labour, raw materiel, energy) are being used as efficiently as

possible. A more sophisticate<l extension of this, which should perhaps be separately

·categorised as a Process Control S� involves semi-automatic control of machines.

veighing-off of product, labelling, bar coding etc. There have been numerous news

notes in Fishing New·s lnterntUional over the years concerning, in particular,

the use or computers connected to weigh-sorting machines, particularly for

fillet-packing lines. Computers are particularly useful in this regard as. when

confronted with e. batch of fillets, each of sliihtly different (known)veiiht, they

can quickly run through a large number of alternative packing arrangements to

select the option which minimises the degree of overwight packing, vhile ensuring

there are no underweight packs.

iii. Book keepJ.ng, accounting and general clerical aQP.lkations

As already describe.a for the catching sector, these types of·e.pplice.tion would be

appropriate for even a small processing operation, assisting the administrative and
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financial management process, through such subsystems as payroll, invoicing, 

debtor/creditor records, budgeting etc. 

3.25 Potential applications in the aquaculture sector 
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Given the similarity of at least some forms of aquaculture to intensive farming, the 

type of computer system already common in areas such as pig farming should be 

e.pplicat>le to intensive aquaculture (ie pond or cege rearing of fish). Examination of 

software directories, such as Green bool.} or rne Sotrrr-·o:re Co:talogue reveal 

numerous packages designed for specific areas of farming. Generally these are built 

ru·ound a feeding and growth monitoring system, extending in some cases to a 

complete, integt·ated fru•m management package retailing for thousarids of dollers. 

Given the significance of feed in the cost structure of se.lmonid fru•ming (the most 

common form of intensive aquaculture in Australia). a system based on feed/gromh 

monitoring would seem the most obvious application here. The prototype application 

being developed for Sevrup Trout PtyLtd (see Watson 1985) follows this form and is 

oulined in Appendix 4. A larger see.le system along similar lines is currently being 

developed by the Tasmanian Dept of Sea Fisheries on behalf of the Se.ltas atlrultic 

salmon joint venture in Hobart {Woodward, pers. comm.). These intensive fish 

reering systems have some similarities, typically comprising the following basic 

subsystems: 

i. Fish Accountingdystem which is essentially a stock recording system, keeping a

record of number and weight of fish in each pond/cage, updating this database in the 

light of information on expected growth, known mortality, end transfers in and out 

. (eg after culling for market). 

ii. :reed RationingdY.stem which calculates at each feeding time the optimal ration for

each pond, l>ased on known stock numbers, size, and growth parameters such as feed 

composition, water temperature etc. 

Hi. :reed MonitoringdYJ:tem which monitors the effectiveness of the feeding regime 

l>y means of periodic sample checks of weight gain in the ponds, an<l in turn can 

influence the parameters used in the rationing calculations. 

This basic management system can be extended t>y means of additional data inputs and 

enhanced reporting facilities to include such functions as feed mix planning an<l 

ordering, controlled growing (eg to ensure a steady flow of product onto the m8i'ket), 

and a range of financial monitoring e.:nd planning systems similat· to those discussed 

for the catching sector (section 3.23). 
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The major form of non-intensive aquaculture carried out in Australia is oyster 

groving, which ego.in suggests itself as an area where microcomputers can assist in 

the improvement of operational and financial mangement. Discussions with a. 

number of oyster farmers in Tasmania suggest that there is a basic requirement for a 

stock-monitoring system which can record the progress of batches of hatchery stock 

os they ere grown out, perio<Jico11y gra<Jed, merged with other batches an<l culle<l for 

market. Further, given the extreme! y seasonal nature of oyster growing, there is a 

clear need for accurate and comprehensive cash flow budgetting. Stuart (1983) 

discusses the requirements for cash flow 1:>udgetting in oyster growing operations, 

together with other financial monitot'ing systems such as annual operating budi;ets 

and financial evaluation of new ventures. 

'3.'30 Prototype application - catching sector 

After evaluating the type of applications appropriate to the catching sector, outlined 

in section 3.23. it was decided to proceed with the Catch/Effort database as the system 

tq be developed as a prototype. Basically, the reasons for this decision were as follows: 

. it was the application with the most consistent appeal over the range of industry 

people consulted (see discussion, sect. 4.21} 

. live data to test the system and its capabilities was immediate! y available, namely 

through the fishing log books kept by Mr O'Brian; 

. it represented a fairly straightforward data base application, and so was appropriate 

to the available software; 

.. it coul<l be applied to both on-boar<l and on-shore <lata collection proce<lures; 

. it was relevant to the perennial problem in the industry of accurate log book 

returns, currently something of an issue in the South East Trawl management 

scheme. 

A detailed description of the system is containe<l in Appendix '3. 

'3.'31 Hordvare 

Performance of the Macintosh in setting up an<l testing the prototype system was 

generally very goo<l, and by and large the features which initially attracted the 

author to the Macintosh were found during the course of the exercise to apply, as 

outlined in the following observations. 
l
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Jilote: It should be emphasised that. given there was no comparative testin;:: of the 
system with different hardware or software, these observations are only intended to 
in<licate that the chosen approach was satisfactory. They are not ad<luce<l as facts 
supporting any contention that this was necessarily the best approach. 

i. Ease of OP.eta.tion

The author was able to familiarise himself with the general operating procedures in
2-'3 days, sufficiently to be able to run and test a number of different software
packages. More importantly. Mr O'Brien (a first-time user of microcomputers) was
able to run the Catch/Effort system after only a 2 hour practical training session
carried out by the author, involving both the general operation of the Macintosh and
specific instruction in the operation of the Catch/Effort system. This was <lue in part

· to the software. but was also largely attributable to the "user-friendly" nature of the
Macintosh and its operating system, around which the HBli.r software is, in any
event. <lesigne<l.

ii. High gualitY. disQlaY. and graP.hics
This feature of the Macintosh was not really exploited by the prototype application,

vhich does not make use of graphical or pictorie.1 displays. However, the capability of

the Macintosh for this type or feature is clearly demonstrable through the use of
other softvare, such as Mti.:PB.in t, Microsoft Chart and various games. Moreover, it
is understood that the latest version of Heli.1· has graphics capability, which could be

incorporated with advantage into a full-scale Catch/Effort system( see discussion on
this aspect, section 4.J'3).

iii. ComQactness and P.Ortabilit:Y.
The Macintosh is sufficiently compact to take on a medium to large fishing vessel
(larger than, say 20 m..), where it can be accommo<1ate<1 on a <lesk, chart tatle or

similar. The unit ('Without the printer) is also easy to carry between ship and
shoreside, if this was a requirement(say each trip). Indeed, the author took his
machine on the training vessel Bluefin for the visit to the Seiii:k1r.s exhibition in
Meltourne :w'ith no <lifficulty (except for a slight tendency for the operator to feel
seasick during prolonged periods of operation in a moderate sea!).
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iv. CaP.acitY.

This is the only orea where the Macintosh configuration used "WeS found to be

van.ting, even though this configuration (512 K main memory and 2 x 400 K floppy

discs} is by no means the smallest available in the Macintosh line. It is difficult to

judge how moch of this deficiency can be attributed to the hardware, how moch to

the particular software used, and how moch to the manner in which the author

<Jesigned the system.
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It was foun<l that the 12 months' information in the Catch/Effort database, together

vith the database specifications ( field descriptions, form layouts etc.) was about the

maximum sized collection which could be safely accommodated on a 400 K disk, given

the following operating needs:

Disk 1 

Operating system 
C&t.:-hdEJtEJ collection: 

Balance 

132K 
125 K 

138K 

Disk 2 

Heli.r program 
Backup copy of C1xt.:-hdEJta: 

Balance 

260 IC 
12j K 

11 IC 

The major constraint here is the second disk, which contains the backup copy (the 

following discussion on software explains the need for this), although even the_ fair 

degree of space on the first disk is needed under some circumstances (eg for larger 

print jobs). 

This problem of capacity becomes more serious when we consider the following 

points: 

.. this Cat.:-hd11t11 collection was only partly developed, requiring in the longer term 

additional data fields, more space for additional reporting facilities, as well as 

inclusion of the lrip log subsystem; 

. many of the records in the database contained several blank field entries, that is, if 

more data Hems had been filled in, capacity would have been reached with 

considerably less than 12 months' records. 

Given the impossibility of spreading a collection over more than one disk (see 

discussion on software below). it is concluded that the only way of storinfl a 

reaonable-sized <latabase ( ie with several years' data} would be by upgra<ling the 

hardware co.po.city, for example to a hard disk with capacity of severe! megabytes. 
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v. Speed of 01>eration

The key processes involved in operating the Cat.:hdata system Tire subjected to e.

"bench test", the results of which a.re given in Table 1. below . .As for the capacity

question, speed of execution is a composite function of ha.rd'W6!'e, soft'W6!'e an<l system

<lesi�n. but for convenience the results a.re listed in this section. All tests relate to the

12 months' danish seinini data (ie 428 records).

Tat>1e 1. Benchtest or Cat.:Julata processes 

Process 

. start up system· (load disk, 

step through initial screens 

to working screen): 

. enter data for complete 

record(ie shot) and file away: 

. set up query (ie set 

limits on several fields): 

. find first record under 

preset query conditions: 

. run "list query" under 

preset query conditions 

. run "file stats" report 

. re-index whole file 

{ 2 new in<lex fields) 

. backup whole collection 

Execution time 

about 2min 20sec. 

about 1.2 min per record 

when number of records 

entered (ei: a trip) 

about 1 min. for J fields 

immediate( 1 sec.or less) 

about 40 sec to display 

list on screen 

about 2 min 15 sec . 

for 14 reporting items 

about 1 min . 

about 50 sec. 

Remarks 

this rate achieved 

after a little 

experience 

time indept. of 

quet'Y <:om p lexity 

time indept. of 

query complexity 

seemed a linear 

function of no. of 

items 

�after each data entry session} _____________________ _ 
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3.32 Software 

By and large the performance of the Helfrpack.ege was considered good in this 

regard. The basic processes of setting up fields, indexes and queries for each relation, 

end designing templates for input and output forms were straightforward, and with 

practice, a user without programming skills could set up a complete database 

application in a couple of hours. 

If anything, Heli.1' attempts to be !QQ simple, overdoing to some extent the use of 

icons for the ver.ious processes, which in some cases might be more quickly 

performed by the use of more conventional commands, algorithms etc. 

One minor irritation was the slow response to "dragging" operations on the screen, 

partkularl y in the specification of data and text rectangles when setting up 

templates, although it is conceded that , as with othervaspects of specifying, is only a 

one time occurrence for any particular system. 

The manual is very comprehensive, running to some 235 pages. However, the author. 

had some diffi<::ulty on occasions in coming to grips with the overall logical structure 

of the software, that is, in applying general principles of the package to the solution 

of some fairly fUndamental problems. For example, the t>est approach to adopt when 

dealing with several related. but different files ( namely the lrip Lo-gand 

Cst.:-hdsls relations) turned out to be in creating separate relations and running 

common reports by use of a facility called the "lookup tile", but this fundamental 

characteristic of the system was covered only cursorily in the manual. Even now, the 

author is by no means sure that the Cet.:-hdete collection has been set up in the most 

efficient vay, making the best use of Heli.11s capabilities. 

A. limitation of the lookup tile which had a bearing on the Ciit.:hdete specification

vas its inability to link relations on the t>asis of more than one common field. This

facility would be useful in setting up the Log book return(as yet unspecified). which

requires the accessing of records on the basis of both date and shot number. There

may be some way of <loing this in Heli.1� but it is not as straightforward as the author

would like!

ii. QP.erating the s1-2tem

This aspect of Hehr was also good. Data entry was fast and simple an<l run time for 

reports was considered satisfactory, with the possible exception of the "File stats" 
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report which. as reported in the bench test results (Table 1 ). took more than 2 min. to 

summarise a few items on 1 year's data. and appears to be proportional to both the 

number of items reported and the number of records. It can be estimated therefore 

that summarising, say 2j items for J year's data could take about 12 min. which is a bit 

unreasonable. The query facility. which is the most important type of report to be 

provided within the Cst-:hdsts system was quick and easy to operate and run. 

The system was, in some respects, a little too flexible for the operator, in the sense 

that it is not possible to constrain the system operation to a strict sequence of menus. 

That is. the operator could. deliberately or inadvertently. "iet into"the system 

specification parameters, which are contained in the same windows as the operating 

selections. Again, as a result of this flexibility, the sequence of operating procedures 

was not constrained, and the operator on occasions would need to vary proce<lures, 

depending on the prior sequence. To illustrate. under some circumstances, accessing 

a particular selection will throw up the "show selection� 'l.-indow. retne..r then the 

required report or blank form, and so the operator must know how to access the 

required window. 

Another slight irritation in operating the system "l/l8S that selected queries would be 

automatically "de-selected" under certain operating sequences. Again, this is not a 

major problem, but does require the operator to exercise a degree of flexibility and 

care. 

During the testing of the system. a number of "crashes" occurred. For the most part 

these were attributable to errors made by the author, although there was at least one 

inexplkable system failure. These resulted either in a situation where some form of 

recovery procedure was required, or in the destruction of the whole CBtchd8t8 

collection. which could have been somewhat embarrassing if the collection had not 

been backed-up(which is a highly recommended practice). Two examples of this: 

. the author attempted to run Reli.\' using a utility program celled !urboo:-ontrol, 

which speeds up the execution of programs on the Macintosh by loading the more 

o�en-used routines or files into a predetermined amounbt of RAM( '32K being

nominated on this occasion), rather than leaving them on a disk: this resulted in a

catastrophic crash situation which required the system to be aborted, and resulted in

the loss of the Cc:tcl1dst8 collection ( Heron advises that lurboo:-ontrol £sill. be

used 'With Helix 'With no ill effects, using up to '32K. but the author would recommend

against this practice);

. on another occasion, a CBtc-hdBl8 field containing some data was discarded,

because it was considered not to t>e useful: although He1L1· provides appropriate
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prompts in this circumstance. it still allows the user to discard a field. and in this case 

produced a curious result, namely a 1>1ank query template, which itself had to be 

discarded and recreated before the field transaction could be finalised. 

The examples quoted above indicate that the version of Helix used was t>y no means 

fool proof (ie author proof}, and that system problems could destroy an entire 

collection, rather than just parts of it. 

3.33 The C!itchds.ui system overe11 

The tests carried out with Mr O'Brien supported the proposition that it is a useful and 

easily-operated system, with considerable appeal to the fisherman. However, further 

development is required (eg incorporating the !rip log relation, and e!towing the 

production of Log Book returns and other trip reports) before it could be considered a 

vial>le system. 

There has not been an opportunity at the time of writing to carry out a detailed 

analysis of Mr O'Brian's historice! catch data, but it is clear that the CB!Chd!ifB 

system is quite capable of identifying patterns an<l causal factors in fishing 

performance, where they are present. The most significant result of the prototype 

development is described below. 

Mr O'Brian was impressed with the relative ease of running quite powerful and 

flexible queries on the data base. He took the view that the availability of this facility, 

together with access to the historical data, could constitute the best incentive for 

fishermen to provide accurate Log Book returns in the first place. 

This issue has been taken up with the Tasmanian Department of Sea :Fisheries, and 

there are indications that procedures will be established to provide retrospective Log 

Book data to those fishermen who request it, in a form which will allow them to 

enalyse their own data in a manner similar to that used by the C11to:hd11ta system. 

Tasmania,, unlike some of the other states, has maintained for a n  umber of years a 

detailed Lo;! Book programme for several of its fisheries. The trawl data is currently 

stored on CS/RONE!, t>ut is being off-loaded onto a hard disk-based network which 

can be accessed by a number of Macintosh applications. 

'3.34 Lap top calculator and communications link 

The results obtained here are inconclusive, due to the lack of opportunity to set up 

end comprehensively test the procedure for on-board data recording and transfer 

on-shore. The simulation that was carried out (described in sect.2.33) established that 
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there was no te.:hnicBl problem in using a portable micro such as the Sharp to 

capture data, store it, then transfer it as a text file into a larger on-shore installation 

such as the Macintosh, using an RS-232 port, and in turn to load the data into a 

structured database, such as Helf.1•. The simulation was not sufficient to 

demonstrate to the author's satisfaction that this procedure could be acccomplished 

easily by an inexpert user. 

'3.40 Prototype system - aquaculture. sector 

Results arising from the development and trial of the prototype Trout Feeding system 

are covered, together with other aspects of that system, in .Appendix 4. 
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4.00 DISCUSSIOB 

4.10 Current usage of business computers in the Australian fishing in<lustry 

A.s a result of the investigations carried out in this phase of the project. the following 

pfoture of current nature and extent of use emerges: 

i. The initial observations, made at the commencement of the project, have been

largely confirmed. To reiterate, the small business computer and associated

information technology have made minimal penetration of the fishing industry in

this country, with particular reference to the smo.ller end of the in<lustry. This

proposition appears to hold for all sectors, namely catching, processing and

aquaculture.

ii. The larger fishing companies have developed, or are in the process of developing

their own computor-b03od accounting, f1oot mon�omont ond business information

systems. These systems· are nm, however, <lesigne<l to be applie<l generally (ie by

smaller operators) in the industry.

iii. There are a few individuals who are using microcomputers, and are developing

applications appropriate to their own areas of activity. Some of these people are

contemplating the possible commercial marketing of software. However, there is no

evidence of any_co-ordination of these individual activities, at either a private or

institutional level.

iv. To date, vertically-integrated software packages suitable for various sectors of the

fishing in<lustry are not generally available in this country. The only commercial

developments in this regard that are known of at present are those being undertaken

by the Trawler Owners .Association( see Appendix 2).

4.11 It is impossible in principle to prove conclusively the non-existence of some 

phenomenon. Accordingly, the picture dra,m above cannot be considered as 

conclusive, particularly given that this investigation has been carried out from 

Ta.smenia, somewhat remote from the major centres of so�ware applications 

development and from the major part of the Australian fislling industry. 

Nevertheless, it is submitted that the literature search, perusal of commercial 

industry magazines, and consultation with people in the industry should have 

i<lontifio<l e.ny significe.nt softwere development, if it existe<l (in<lee<l, it coul<I be 

argued that any development which takes place unannounced to the industry at large 

would hardly qualify a.s a "significant commercial development"). The poor response 
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to the author's letters in the fishing magazines, while again not being conclusive, is 

at least consistent with the overall picture of little if anything happening in the area 

of software development. It is conceded though, that the incidence of microcomputet· 

use t>y private individuals in the industry could t>e higher than that uncovered t>y 

, these investigations. given the likely desire of such individuals to gain an advantage 

over competing operators in their sector, by the use of more effective business 

management tools. Those vith this e.ttitu<le would be unlikely to publicise their 

activities in fishing publications or to respond to the author's canvassing of the issue. 

4.20 Potential Applications 

421 Catching Sector 

Each of the four broad categories of application outlined in section 3.23 was 

considered by at least so.uu1 of those consulted to be of potential benefit to at least 

some areas of the catching sector, although there wes no consensus on their relative 

merits or importance. This is not surprising given the range of different interests 

and backgrounds of these people. 
i. It can be conclu<led however that the Catch/Effort Data Base vas the most favoured

individual application overall. Fishermen and owners felt that this system had the

potential to in.:reBse catch while .aiBintBining or even redu.:ing effort, which

is clearly the most fundamental objective of a catching enterprise. It is perhaps no

coincidence that:

. the only response to the published letter described a form of catch/effort database

for the W.A. rock lobster fishery (which was claimed to be beneficial to the

fisherman);

. the Trawler Owners Association appear to be currently concentrating software

development on a "Log Book" (ie catch/effort) system(see Appendix 2).

The point should l>e made that the fishing log is in most cases the onl,T•· document

pertaining to fishing operations which is systematically maintained by the

fisherman . .Although in some fisheries the completion of a regular (official) fishing

loi return i3 compulsory, it o.ppee.rs that tho major roeson for such on o.ssi<luous

collection of data in an otherwise "paperless" activity is the belief that this historical

data can give a clue to the more productive grounds, times of <lay, types of gear etc. It

is easy to demonstrate that the comprehensive analysis of such a database, extending

bac� over a number of years, is relatively simple and quick for a microcomputer, 
vhereas it is impossible to perform a similar analysis manually. 

For these reasons, together with some other practical aspects listed in section '3.30, it 
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application for this project. 
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H. Of the other suggested systems, the Vessel History system, or at least some parts of

it, had the most appeal to vessel operators, although as reported in the result.s(sect. 

'3.23) there was a range of opinion about the necessity for such a sy-stem. The 

uncertainty here is consi<lered due in pert to the fact that manual systems to maintain 

this kind of' data a.re not commonplace, contrasting -w·ith the fishing log situation. 

Given the limited opportunity to evaluate potential systems in this project, it can only 

be concluded that the Vessel History system "w'Ould be a worthwhile option in an 

integrated softwe.re packoge (it cet·tainly figures as a me.jot· element of the KFV 

INE/Slf system), tut its use is likely to a case of "horses for courses". That is, some 

operators -w·ould make use of such a system, and could no doubt demonstrate 

significant savings through promt>t identification of declining fuel consumption, 

quick loca(ion of spare po1·ts etc. Others might be so much in command of their vessel 

maintena11ce routines that such a system \Vould be redundruu. Even in the latter case, 

however, it can te argued that a new 01mer may not initially find the vessel 

maintenance procedurns so simple, and would benefit from a systematic record of 

components, suppliers, e.nd work <�arried out. Indeed it is suggested that an up to date 

list of this kind, maintained on a computer, would actually constitute a selling point 

when disposing of a vessel. 'qlith regru·d to the Performance Log subsystem. there was 

some enthusiasm expressed about the potential benefits of a "fully-wired" vessel, that 

is, one containing an on-board computer linked to sensing devices ell over the ship, 

allowing a comprehensive and continuous monitoring of all relevru1t aspects or the 

vessel's performance. While conceeding that this l/as an attractive idea the author 

feels that its exyloit&tion would be somuvhut premuture in llie o�'lwr-operutor sector 

in Australia �there there is even some debate about the merits of a simple system 

involving the manual recording of a few key items, such a.s engine running times. 

iii. The Book KeeQing/Financia.1 Analysis type of system proved even more difficult to

"se11" as a concept than the Vessel History system. ·while there is no doubt that a

microcomputer is a useful tool in supporting systems of this kind, many of those

consulted "l}'tere not <;on vinced of the merits of such a system in the first place ( not all

of these were fishermen). In discussions, the point was often made about fishermen's

well-known relucta.n<:e to commit tu1ything, pa.rticule.t'ly fine..ncie.1 information, to

paper. There is no easy response to tllis proposition, --w•hi eh essentially involves a

philosophical debate about the merits of "scientific" as opposed to intuitive business
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me.nagement.. The fauthor -:::onfesses to being a little 1>erplexed that a11 enterprise ii:ith 

a <:apitalisation in excess of $200 .. 000 1:111d 1:1m1u.:i1 turnover of $100 .. 000 or more c131·1 

continue in<lefinitely es a vie.Me unit without some sot·t of stru,�ttu·e<l financial 

management. Per11aps tlle increasing finc11·1dal f'roMems t•eing faced t,y BJ 1eest some 

fishet'ies "'1::ill gener;:1.te a <lem;�n<l for systems of the kind proposed! Certainly the 

Tt·awler Owners· Assoc softw·ore developments appear to recognise this point. 

iv. vlith reger,1 to general derical systems (eg 'w1:ir,j i)roc:essing)_. there is linle to t>e

said .. ap.�t from the fa<:t that the small business com:i>uter is 1:1r1 effective labour

saving device in clerical acti vuies. This type of "'<v·ork, ii:here it 1s ctiiT1ted out m ct 

smaller -:;atd1ing enterprise .. is usu.-3.lly performed by ei. member of the fo.mily, a11d is

not reg::,rde,j a.s an oi::,erating cost. Althoug:h it is unlikely that these systems on their

01/n '.i"tould t:•e (onsi,jered justifko.tion for the acquisition of a micro<:omputer, they

--w·o1:i1d inevitably become one of the most often-used applications.

4.22 Processing ;:ind 8.q1.1aculture sect.ors 

Given the (:On(:entrat.ion of this phc1.se of the the project on the catching sector, there 

has been no opportunity to consider the relative merits of the tyf;es of 

mkrocomputer •:t.f-'f>li<:;ations suggested for these :::ectot·s in section 3.24 and '3.25. It j.:,, 

(:1eai· that t:-oth sectors (jemonstra.t.e (OnsMerc1.Ne potent.ial t;enei'its from the 

applk:ation of su-::.:h systems, end some ex8.mp1es ai·e outlined in the c:ost /benefit 

discussion below·. 

It is likel'l· .. in f,:1.,::;t_. that these se,:::t.ors of the industry 'X•·ould be if e.nything moi'e 

amenaNe th8n tl1e -::::8.t(hing se-::tor t.o t.11e appli<;ation of microcomputers, given: 

,i. Processing_pl1:1s1ts are l8l'ger operations ( thc1r1 fishing vessels) 1/ith more staff .. 

eq1.i':llly signifkant energy-ma1·1;:1gement problems .. storage inst811ations, more form,:11 

c1eri(e1/book keei,ing systems, afr:l o:,nsequently more comf,lex m8.t16gement 

requ1remenr.s. To 11lusu·ar.e, t.he IAC report on the fislung indusu-y quotes 1977/76 

figures of ti9 processing estc1.blishments with 4 or more employees, 811 average Yitoge 

till of $200000 p.a ... and 8.ver8ge turnover of f>ro<luct valued at $2.1 '3 m.( I.AC 198}. 

pA 41 ). Con trost this with compai·atle data in Ta.tie 2 belo'l:� (p 38 ). 

ii. Agua,::;ult.ure 02era1.ions, although not ne,::essarily t,igger tha.n catching 

Of)erations, tend to be meHBged using more formal t.e,:hniques, possibly be(�ause of 

their closer resemblon(:e to farms, 8.!"1(j f;ossibly due a1so to the ba<::kgrnund of the 

people involve,j in these activities. They also tend to have processing futKtions 

in ,:�orporate,1. 

iii. There is also a stronger element of ,:;·ot1 Uol over the outi:•ut in t,oth the
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aquaculture arid (to a lesser extent) the processing sectors than in catching. To 

illustrate: the fisherman is largely at the mercy of the -w·eather, natural resource 

stocks e.nd gove1·nroent policy, over which he hos little or no control. When he hos a 

fUll hol<I, he must return to port and dispose of it es quickly as possit>le. On the other 

hand. the fish farmer can make decisions about ho�, much to feed, ,-/hen to cull stocks 

for market etc, and the 1,ro.-::essing plcmt manager can make some decisions clbout 

holding stock fot• some time prior to and afte1· processing, es well es about purchasing 

fee<lstoct in the first place. These increased options for mal::ing management 

decisions may also increase the perceived need for decision-making systems. 

4 .23 Cost/Benefit Ev8.l uation 

Although it has been suggested throughout this report that the fishing industry, and 

the catching sector in particular, would benefit from the use of microcomputers and 

specie.lly-designe<l soft,i-re.re, there hos been no attempt to qu...'1..ntify this assumed 

benefit and relate it to the costs involved. Nor is it possible to carry om such fill 

exercise properly ,-1ithout performing a detailed er1alysis of the economics of a 

particular fishing operation, which is beyond the scope of this project. 

A number of people consulted during the project made the point (not unreasonably) 

that fishermen would not contemplate the use of microcomputers as a 

decision-making tool until they ,vere convinced that the.investment in har<l'ri1are and 

soft"w'8.1'e would produce a c:oncomiter1t increase in their profits. The follo"wing 

at·gument, albeit simplistic a11d generalised, attempts to attach some notional costs atld 

benefits to the use of corµputer applications, in order to put this issue into some sort 

of pers:1>ectiv"e. 

Catching sector 

i. Costs

Assume the fisherma11 purchases a reasonaMy po'IX•'erful small business computer ..

su�h 8.S IBM PC look-alike, Macintosh or similru·, with integrated fisheries software

pacl:e.ge arid communications modem, at a purchase price of, say $6000 (net of s8.les

tax).
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ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS: 

. intefest on borrowed f\mds fo1• pu1·chase (@ 18% p.a.) 

. depreciation (@say 30% p.a. "straighlline" method) 

.. consumables (ribbons, paper, disks etc) 

. repairs & maintenance 

. insurar1ce(ie household contents) 

Subtotal: 

. reduction in income tax accruing to the annual 

operating costs ( @say, 40 <� in the dollar) 

TOTAL ANNUAL COSTS: 

ii. Benefits

$ 

(1244) 

$ 

1080 

1800 

100 

100 

___ 3Q_ 

__ 3110 

lci66 
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In order for the purchase of a system of this kind to make economic sense, the

computer must te able to demonstrate ar1ml8l savings in excess of these operating

costs, that is ,with a breakeven point of say, $2000 p.a.

The following is a range of h,Ypotheriad situations, or "scenarios", each of'9lhicr1

could satisfy this breakeven criterion.

11 Reduction in c1e1'ical labour ( ie making use of booh: keeping and '\l;•'Ord processing 

software etc.): if labour valued at $8 per hour .. breal(even would require reduction of 

2�i0 hours p.a . = :i h01..u·s per ,;,eek. 

� Increase in catch ( ie from improved decision making resulting from the

Catch/Effort data base): assuming annual catch valued at $100 .. 000, breakeven would 

require increase in catch(ie fishing po'l'rer) of 2%. 

11 Redoction in steaming time ( again, based on ar1alysis of the Catch/Effort data 

bese): assuming fuel costs of $1:> per hour for a 20m. vessel, breakeven would 

require re<loction in steaming time of 1J3 hours per annum, the equivalent of 

approx. 6 full days steaming. 

11 Increase in P.rice received for catch ( ie through use of ma1'keting systems such as 

f L"."'f/Nl'l, 01· concentration of effort on higher valued species, guided by 

Catch/Effort data base): assuming $100,000 annu .. =J. catch value, breakeven would 

require inct·eese in average price of product by 2%. 

■ Reduction in do'rm time ( ie by use of the Vessel History Log): assuming a net



\ operating surplus (ie surplus of revenue over variable costs) averaging $2�)0 per 

(trip) day, breakeven 'ii'Ould require a reduction in do,:rn time 1:>y 8 days p.a. 
Comments: 

The figures quoted above for costs and revenues are only 11,Fpotl:l&·ri.:td, 
nevertheless they are considered to represent a reasonable and conservative 
assessment of the financial factors typically involved in a modest sized fishing 

operation. 
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It can be seen from these c81culations that, for the most part, even a modest 

improvement in the performance of any one· of these operations i;roul.d achiev-e the· 
breal,even point for the acquisition of a small business computer. Any further 
improvements would constitute a profiteNe out..,�ome from the decision to 

computerise. To be sure, not all of the above scenarios will apply to all fishing 
operations, for exemple, the author would expect the reference to a possible saving in 
clerical labour to be disputed by many fishermen, --w·ho 'ii'ould regard this as an 
uncosted domestic task! Again, some fishing operations(eg those governed by catch 
quota systems) will have no opportunity to improve financial performance l>y 

increasing total catch. 

These scen8.rios do, however, establish the point that there are a number of options 

for improving the profitability of a fishing operation, e11d that any combination of 

these ,;·ould jus1.ify the acquisHion of a business computer system, provi<led it can t>e 

shown that the computer will contribute to a mo<lest improvement in operating 

performance. 

The most likely scenario is some combination of the above exemples, and we conclude 

this analysis by setting out the following .:om Nned groui:> of possible benefits of 
computerisation, -w·hich in total would justify the acquisition of an integrated system, 

by improving the trading postion of the fishing operation by at least $2000 p.a. 

reduction in clerical labour t>y 1 i 2 hr per weel(;

incre8.se in ru1nual catch by 1 / 2 % ;

reduction in steaming time by 36 hours p.a.; 

increase in average price by 1; 2 % ;

reduction in down time by 1 day p.a. 

Processing a.t1d aquaculture sectors 

It is not proposed to go to the same degree of detail in evaluating the cost/benefit 
scena.t•ios for these sectors, t>Ut tl"le same son of ru·gument as at>ove ,�oul,d t>e a<lvance<l 
to illusti-ate the type and oi·der of magnitude of opei·ational improvements arising 
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from computerisation to justify acquisition of a hard'ilare/soft"1h,are packc1ge. Again, a 

proper cost/t>enefit analysis "w'Ould have tote performed for each specific operation. 

Costs for smaller scale processing or aqtl8.CU1ture enterprises wouM be the same as 

<lescrit>ed for the catching sector, al though a processing plant might justify some 

additional special 1>urpose hardware such as weigh-scale interfaces, bar 

coding/reading devices and the like. 

Benefits accruing from the types of applications referred to in sections 3.24 e.nd 3.25 

could include the following examples: 

11 reduction in clerical labour (likely to t:>e a more significant component in t11e 

pt·ocessing operation); 

11 increase in the turnover of freezer room stock ( t>y use of better stock-control 

information); 

11 
reduction in inputs to the processing operation, such as po�•·er an<l water( t>y 

means of better-informed f)lant management decisions); 

11 reduction of overwe1ght level in pacl(aged product; 

11 t·eduction of feed requirement in the fish ferro( by using optimising feed 

rationing system); 

11 increase in growth rates in the oyster farm ( eg by identifying more f>roductive 

ereas of the lease, be.sed on historical gro"w'th data); 

11 receiving bettet' pt'ice for product ( eg by use of marketing systems such e.s 

E ISHll.l'l, controlling production to take advantc1ge of seasonal movements in 

. market prices etc). 

It is dear that in these sectors too, only a modest improvement in one or more aspects 

of' the enterprise resulting from computerisation "wDuld be required to justify the 

original acquisition. 

4.24 Market Prospects 

It is appropriate to discuss bdef1y the !)Otential market for a vertically-integrated 

fisheries software package, and associated h&dware. Ttiis discussion has t>een limited 

to the catching sector, as there has been insufficient opportunity to gather relevant 
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information relating to the processing 8f'ld aquaculture se<:tors. 

Table 2 summarises structural aspects of the o1irner-operator sector of the Australian 

fishing industry, erid is <lerive<l from the DP! fisheries Report No. 34 (Su<lmeilisl 981 ). 

Unfortunately this dataref1ects the situation as it was in 1977/78, tut it is understood 

from discussions 1i'ith the Bureau of Agricultural E,:onomics that there has been no 

similar com�)rehensive stu<ly performed since then. The Australian Bureau of 

Statistics does have more recent statistics on fishing vessels, 1:>ut these ere not in a 

form as accessible 8f'ld usable as those in the DPI report. 

Table 2 

Structural Aspects of the Ovne:r /Operator Sector of the 

Australian fishing Industry 1977-78 

Vessel No. of Av. Engine 

Lengt.h (m.) Vessels Po"vter (KW) 

less th8f'l 6 3026 40 

6-9 1809 7:) 

9- 12 1228 100 

12 - 15 941 120 

15 - 18 493 140 

over 18 '306 2�)0 

811 vessels 7803 83 

Source: DPI fisheries Report No 34, April 1981 

Notes: 

Mo.rket 

Value($.) 

7000 

29000 

55000 

80000 

11:)000 

280000 

47000 

. excludes semi-commet·cial vessels and tenders (ie less than 4 m.) 

. excludes f1eet vessels (ie 'Ji'here 3 or more vessels have the one o�mer) 

. Market Value.inchl<les vessel, geru· 01·1d all licences 

. Annual Catch expressed as gross val.ue, averaged over l 97'j/76 - 1977 /78 

Av. Annulil 

Catch($_)_ 

8000 

17000 

27000 

39000 

56000 

130000 

25000 

In considering mru·l(eting implications, the above data needs to be adjusted f'or the 

effects of inflation since the data was gathered. Examination of Commonwealth 

statistics on the value of fish, crustacean ru-id mollusc production in Aust1'a1.ia.,. 

pul>lished in issues of A ustro:lian fislieric-s, indicates that overal.1, the nominal 

val.ue of product has more thru-1 doubled between 1977178 8f'ld the present. Although 
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supporting data is not to hand, it is suggested tr1at marl::et value of vessels (inc. gear 

and licences) will have increased similarly over this period, and average engine 

power is also likely to have increased, although less significantly. 

These statistics a.re useful in mating er1 s: .N'ia·ri assessment of the potential mc11·ket 

for hardware/softl:1a1·e packages, although obviously a proper market survey 1/ould 

be part of any serious commercial analysis of the prospects for software development. 

Consider the following points: 

i. The majority of vessels over 18 m( at least 80%, say, which equates to 240 vessels)

are likely candidates for a microcomputer system, given:

. the high capitel value of the vessel, in comparison to which the $6000 investment is

relatively insignificc111t;

. the high value of catch (averaging, say $250000 p.a. at CutTent prices) - the

cost/benefit evaluation above indicates that an improvement in this catch level

attributable to better catch/effort data of only 0.8% would pay f
o

r the

microcomputer;

. the high level of operating costs for a vessel of this size and horse power - again,

minimal improvements in the finer1cial operation thrnu.gh better trip management

end better finc111cia1 management 'l\1ould cover the cost of the information system.

Vessels in this size range would be appropriate for an on t>oc11·<l microcomputer

system( see <liscussion on hat'<l'w'at'e, sect 4.32). Note that the figures quoted in Table 2

do not inc1u,1e f1eet-01;rned vessels, so it could be expected that few if 81Y'f of this group

of operators would presently me.ke use of compute1· systems.

ii. A significant proportion of the vessels in the lSm - 18m size range ( at least say,

·so%, equating to 240 vessels) would be a potential market. The cost/benefit evaluation

cc11·ried out above use-d parameters appropriate to the see.le of Of>eration of vessels in

this "midJle sized" group, and led to the conclusion that just a few modest

improvements in operational/f"iner1cial efficiency would justii'y the acquisition of a

mkrocomputer. In vessels of this size, an on board system seems a less feasible

prospect, so er1 on shore system 1:'0uld be the most common prospect for this group.

iii. Even some vessels in the groups less ther1 12 m vlould be expected to represent a

potential mc11·i�et. These me.ke up the majority of the population of commercial vessels,

ru1d it can be assumed that those at the upper end of the range (ie in terms of market

value, horse po1i1er 81°1<l value of catch) 'i"lould satisfy the broad criteria suggested for

justification of a microcomputer. Let us make the arbitr&y (and probably
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conservative) assumption that the t>otential mo1·ket here comt>rises 20% of the 12m -

15m v-essels, 10% of the 9m - 12m vessels, 5% of the 6m - 9m, and none of the v-essels 

un<ler 6m. This equates to about 400 vessels. 

The above argument, arbitro1·y and hypothetical as it is, is considered to be a 

conservative meo1·1s of assessing the scale of the potential market. Even so, this yields 

a total estimate of some 880 potential sales in the catching sector in Australia.. with a 

gross value of $5.28m. By Austt·a.Har1 sto11<lo1·ds, tl:1is represents quite a significant 

vertical market for hard'litare/sof'tware packeges, for example perusal of commercial 

soft'lilare catalogues st�h as Cre·e·11 t•etpk} reveals that there are fe"w' packages 

marketed in this country with sales of more than, say 100 units. Of course .. this may be 

more a ref1ection on the m®ber of competing suppliers or on consum.er resistance 

in these markets, rather than on the size of the potential market. 

It is not propose<l to go into an examination of the likely p1•ofitabi1ity of developing 

and marketing sofTw&e f'or the f'istiing industry, t>ut it is rele·va.m to this <liscussion 

to point out that a professionally-designed soft'litare packege with good quality 

. documentation car1 <=ost tens, or even hundreds of thouso11ds of dollars to develop. 

There ot·e also significant costs involved in marketing the packege, providing user 

support (ie initial training e.nd follow-up advice) .. o11d maintaining/enhotKing the 

sof't1'tot'e. These costs could be po1·ti(;ulo1·1y high for a market such as the fishing 

industry, where the operators are "first time users" of computers, and are widely 

spt·ead geographically. Therefore it is quite possible that, notwithstanding the 

appot·em attractiveness of tbis potential mot·ket, the overall economics may not t:•e so 

attt·active. It is possibly for this reason that this market has not been exploited by 

commercial software companies. 

4.30 Prototype application - catching sector 

The Catch/Effort data base, although not fully developed by any mear1s <hiring the 

course of this project, is consi<lered to be a successfUl prototype application, for 

reasons that will be discussed in the conclusion to this section. 

4.31 Hardwo1·e - General 

It is not proposed to enter into the contentious area of comparing different types of 

hard1/are, which inevitably involves: 

. more-or-less philosophical issues such as "user friendliness";"upward compatibility" 
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(ie the ability of the microcomputer to communicate with mainframes): use of 

"industry- standard" operating systems; accessibility of the operating system to more 

expert use1•s; 

. practical issues, such as the size of the unit; the availability of commercial software; 

the reliability of the supp Her. 

The current protagonists in these arguments are those espousing microcomputers 

with innovative (ie non-ste11dard) operating systems, of which the most popula.r 

example is the Apple Macintosh , and tl"1ose advocating machines llitl1 standat'dised 

operating systems (eg the IBM: PC and all its imitations). 

It has already been indicated (sect. 2.'32) that the author's choice of the Macintosh for 

development of' the prototype system Yi/as based on considerations outside the scope of 

this project, at1.<l it is not suggested that this machine was necessarily the best one 

for the job. Indeed, it can be asserted with confidence that ear recent model of small 

business computer from a reputable matrnfacturer is quite capable of supporting the 

types of potemial applications for the fishing in<lustry outlined in sect. "3.20. 

lt is also asserted, with equal confidence that the Macintosh, despite its 

unconvention81 features, is not thereby disfxdven teged es a serious 

business/operational mane.gement tool. Burns at·1d Venit(198�)) catTied out a 

comparison berween the Macintosh at·1d the IBM PC in terms of their performatKe of 

a :range of business applications, at1d concluded that, overall, the t"¼rc1 machines "w"ere 

not significeiitly diff'e1'ent in performance, at·1d that many of the statements made by 

supporters/detra<:tors in respect of eithet· machine were e:rnggerated. In fact,it i;,as 

suggested that these machines i?ere follo-v/ing a path of .:·o-n verg.t·tlt e·vo-.lutio·n 

(the author felt that this was a bit exaggerated!). 

The original proposition that the Macintosh h8S e.11 advantege over more 

conventional microcomputers in tJie at·eas of ease of operation and graphics 

capabilities is supported by Burns & Venit. '9lalker(l 985) outlines current soi'tl;.-a.re 

developments which emulate this "Mac interface" on more conventional machines. 

4.32 Hardware - ont>oat·d computers 

The technical issue concerning the use of microcomputers on board vessels is of 

particular interest. Discussions with various contacts revealed a rat1.ge of opinion 

about how feasible it W8S to take these machines aboard even medium-sized vessels, 

the major concerns being: 

i. the effects of the maritime environment on sensitive electromechanical
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<:omponents such as disk drives; 

ii. the effects of f1 uctuating voltages in the vessel's power supply (ie corrupting data

in RAM or on disks).

The liternture and ot1·1er searches describe<! earlier in this report, although directe,1

toward identifying commercial software developments in the fishing industry_ �ret·e

stt·uctured in such a �lay as to identify any material relating to technical aspects

concerned in the use of on-boru·d computers. No such material was found.

The author has already repone<l ( sect. 3.31) the experience of ta.king a Macintosh on

board the 34 m BluefiJ1. Marchent (1985) describes his experience in successfully

operating a Macintosh aboard the ru-:itarctic research and supply vessel JI. V l/6-lla

£Jan, which although being a fairly lru·ge vessel ( ?Sm), would be expected to present

the same problems in this reg01·<l 8S woul<l a lru·ge fisrdng vessel, given the rugged

conditions experienced in the Southern Ct.:;ea.n.( rolls of oYer 45° are commonplace).

Carter (pers. comm.) advises that Apple II micros have been used on board some of the

KFV vessels ( at'Oun.d 2:> m in length) for pe1'io<ls of up to 3 yeru·s in the Northern

Prawn Fishery without any hardware proMems, <lespite the fact that they have been

located in a vc11·iety of sites on board. There is also anecdotal information to the effect

that microcomputers are becoming a sts.ndard piece of equipment on board 12 m

racing yachts .

.A1thoug:h it is tey-ond the scope orthjs project to evaluate the technical aspects of

on-t>oo.rd computers, it can be <.:onclu<le<l 'rlith some confidence that microcomputers

generally, and Macintoshes in particular, can perform satisfa<:torily on board lc11·ger

vessels (eg Uf>"l"/8.t'<ls of 18 m), with their relatively dry '\ltheelhouses and protected

power supplies. It is also likely that many smaller vessels ( say, lc1.rger than 10 m)

could accommodate micros without undue technical problems. finally, the interesting

"point has teen made to the author that micros could have a particul& advantage over

lru·ger computers on boru·d vessels of any size, in the respect that the beru·ings of

large disk <lrives ce.n suffer extreme mechc1.nical 11ea1· resulting from ti-1eir

gyroscopic stability in a roll. Light f1oppy disk drives do not have this problem.

Vessels which are unable to accommodate a small business computer could still tru(e 

a<lvan tege of information technology by use of small portable computers. There are 

many makes of battery operated, programmable hand held micros, and the simulated 

exercise in data capture and transfer using the Sharp, while not conclusively 

demonstrating its practicality, is at le8St technically feasible. Heron and Lru·net· 
(pers. comm.) are confi<.lent that 81"1 at'rE.u1gement of this 1-ind could also t>e made easy 

to operate, involving only the writing of communications/formatting programs in 
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both the on-board and the onshore computers. Yet another solution to this problem 

could consist in the exclusive use of the more po1v·erful types of portable comf>Uter 

( such es Ep.son_. Ka,Ypro.. llu.:?k_v. lo.sl:tit-e etc) which have large fol<l-up LCD 

<lisplay screens, large memories ( eg 256K of RAM), and use standard operating 

systems such es MS-DOS or CP/M. Some of these machines afe specially designed for 

"hostile" environments. 

The H.e-Jix datat;&.se package, although quite satisfactory for the simplistic prototype 

development the.t wes ce.nied out for this project, is limited by a number of factors, 

some of the more.important of �lhich are: 

11 unconstrained access of the user to the specification parameters of the collection, 

with the attendant rislc of inadvertent loss of these specifications; 

11 sheer size of the Helix application, ,;rhich limits the amount of' data which car1 be 

stored on one disk - and it does not seem possible to store a coUection on more tht111. 

one <list (this could be overcome 1'lith upgraded ht11·d,;.-are); 

11 vulnerability of the whole collection to system crashes; 

11 inability of the "statistical tiles" (ie met111.s, totals) to be delimited by query settings; 

11 difficulties in linldng records from dif
f

erent relations. 

The key role of 8. d8.tat>ase t>ti.ctage suc:h as Helix is ln the initial <lrai1 specification 

phase of a system, 11here user requirements are particul&ly likely to go through a 

continuing process of adjustment. Ho'(,;,·ever, subsequent to this ( ie in the plrnse 

where the commercial program is being written), it is considered that a more formal 

language or system vroul<l be better. This 8Sl>ect ha� not been investigated in Jetail_. so 

it is only possible to mate suggestions. based on advice from other people. Omnis] is 

advanced as one option; this appt11·ently has the kind of f1exibility t11-id 

user-friendliness as llc-Jix, but at the same time has more powerful file-handling 

<.:apabilities, as well as having more constraints on. the operator. Again, more 

traditional languages such as Ps:s.:·o:1 or even Microso� Bo:sk t11·e considered -well 

able to dea l with this kind of application while making optimum use of the interactive 

features of the Macintosh. 

Another point which emerged during the development of this prototype Yitas the 

desirability of exploiting the graphics caf>&bility of the Macintosh (although other 

micros are now emulating this, see Walker 198:>). The Catch/Effort database could be 
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made more grc1.phical ( end hence more user-friendly) by, for example, displaying 

the resulls of queries on histc,t'ical catches as symbols superimposed on digitised 

charts. Fig. 1 below is a cru<le ( e.n<l non-foctu.�) example of this concept, depicting a 

distribution of avernge see.Hop catches in a particular region, 'Xfith shading denoting 

different levels of catch rate. This type of presentation would be fairly 

straightfor"w'erd to display on a Macintosh, either on the sct·een or as hard copy. 

fig. 1 

FLINDERS 

ISLAND 

148
° 

Scallops per hour 
dredged - pm shots 
Aug-Sep: 80-84 

' 

Tufte (198'3) enunciates a number of principals applying to the efficient, effective 

and aesthetic representation of information in graphical or pictorial form, and is 

recommended reading for anyone interested in this p8.rticular aspect. There are 

several software pacl(ages on the market which can handle graphics as t>at't of a 

database, of ,-1hich the ne'l'ft version of Helix is an example. 
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4.34 The C8.f.;hd8.t8. system - overall evaluation 

As elready reported in the Results ( sect. TJ3), there was a pe..rticularly significant 

point \Vl'lich emerged from the C/3:!Ch<lb:tti: development, namely the notion trrn.t 

feedback to fishermen of the ldnd available through the Cs:tch.JB!a: query facility 

would <:onstitute the best possible incentive for them to complete their Log Book 

t'eturns honestly and reliably. This is considered by the authot· to be the most 

significant outcome of this project. 

It is axiomatic of primary industry statistkal systems that, un:less there is an 

incentive or quid pro quo, such 8S useful feedba<:k re1>orts, information providers 

will be less than 8Ssiduous in the accut·acy of theit· reporting to the authorities. 

Wallace (pers. comm.) advises that tl"1is is c1. recogniseu prot>lem in the areas of 

agricultural an<l forestry statistics, and that ef
f

orts are being made in these brea.s to 

provide useful analytical reports ta<�k to the field. It is understood that there is some 

thought being given to providing feedback to fishermen in the South Eest Tra,-11 

fishery, for which a new log book prograr.f.lme is ctu·rently a contentious issue. 

It is a common allegation, often by fishermen themselves, that the <lata in official 

fishing returns is, t>y and large, compl_etely unreliable ( note: O'Brien ·s data is no 

doubt one of the few exceptions in this regard!). 

Given tl1e large commitment of scientific resources in s11sl,vsi!ig this data, c1n<l the 

significance of b8Sing mana.gement decisions on this analysis, it can be safely 

concluded that Ei:11.1,• device i/hich can improve the accuracy of the data b8Se, even t)y 

a few percenta.ge points, h8S a potential wo1·th to the industry that could be enormous. 

4.40 Prototype application - aquaculture sector 

The trout feeding system is discussed in .Appendix 4. 
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5.00 CONCLUSIONS 

This project has demonstrated that there is a significant potential market for 

microcomputer eJ>plications in the Australian fishing industry, with a range of 

useful applications being seen for the catching processing and aquaculture sectors. 

With the exception of the projects now t)eing undertaken t>y the Trawler O'ftners 

Association (TOA), it appears to date that there has been no significant development 

of commercial software oriented toward the smeller enterprises in the industry. Even 

oversees, there is little indication of this type of development. 

The TOA activities, particularly the use of' mo<lern communications technology to 

improve the marketing and distribution of fish, are timely and commendable. 

The prototype applications carrie<l out 'flithin this project, simplistic as they might 

have been, a1'e consi<lere<l to have been successful prototypes, and have <lemonstrate<l 

in pra.ctici:i1 terms some of the potential benefits arising from the use of 

microcomputers in the catching an<l intensive aquaculture arees. 

The trout farm feeding system can prnduce significant savings in the feed c:osts of 

triis type of operation, and at the same time provide an immediate and detailed picture 

of the stock situation in the farm. 

The catch/ef
f

ort <late.base can assist the fisherman in his fishing strategies, i;rith the 

potential to improve catching perf'ormar1ce while redudng ef
f

ort. 

Ho,;,•ever, the most significwH point to have emerged from tr1e project is no( tr1at tr1e 

microcomputer car1 assist small enterprises in the fishing in<lustry to improve their 

opet·ations and hence their pt•ofits, although this is an important point. It is, rather, 

that one way of addressing the perennial problem of inaccurate fishing log book 

returns , c111<l theret>y improving the b8.Sis upon \Vhicl1 key reso1..u·ce manegement 

decisions c11·e made, is to introduce a form of' feedback ref)orting to fishermen, along 

the lines of the primitive query facilities developed in the prototype C'Edcli/.fff'or( 

data base. Although this issue •:loes not directly 1·elate to the private use· of 

microcomputers, its significance vifas brought to attention t>y the development of tl"1e 
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prototype application. If this project can con tribute even in a small way to the 

improvement in the qualit,v of information maintained by fisheries authorities, it 

can be considered e. major success. 
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Recommendation No 1: The relevant fisheries authorities should, as a matter of 

priority, develop a mechanism by which log book data held in their computer files 

cfil'1 be made ave1ilable on request to each fisherman who provided the <la.ta., in a form 

suitable for f1exit>1e structure<l queries on the <lata base using a private 

microcomputer. The option of producing some st81'1<lar<lise<l 81'18.lytical reports to be 

returned regularly to fishermen, using the authorites' o-wT1 computing reso1..u'ces 

should also be followed up. 

An a!'ea which is considered yery important, but "ili;J$ not really covere<l adequately in 

this project ·was the potemie.1 to use simple computer-based systems .. sucl'1 8S financie.1 

spreadsheets, as e.:h.1ca:tio110:! devices. It is suggested that pe1·t of the difficulty in 

ev81uating some of the potential 8.Pf)lications '(l;/'8.S the fact that many fishermen 

simply do not nm their businesses in a struct1..U'ed fashion, conducive to the 

in u·o<luction of a computer. 

Recommen<lation No 2: The Australian Maritime College should use this project as 

a starting point in the development of some soft'Il8.1'e, p8.rticulru·ly in the 8.1'e8. of 

financi8.1 man5gemem, to be used as a training medium in the business m8.11agement 

modules of its fisheries courses. 
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APPENDIX 1. 

COM:PUSPEAX: - A Glossary of Computer Jargon. 

The purpose of (his gloss31•y ism elucidate tl-ie computer jargon whicl1 is use,1 
1.1n8.void8.t,1y and .. to some extent inadvertently in this report .. and --w·hich may also be 
encoumere<l in rea<ling put:>1ications on compming. The definHions 31•e derived in 
part from the glossB.ry produced by Sbllman(l 982) .. itself derived from 
McG1ynn(1979) 31·1d Populb:1' Computing (1981), in pan from the glossary in 
'Webster and Champion(l 984), 81"ld partly from the author's underst811ding of current 
usage of these terms. 

Application 

BASIC 

Byte 

Compile 

Consumables 

Database 

"Database 
Management 
System(DBMS) 

fieM 

File 

floppy disk/disk
ette 

Hard copy 

Hard disk 

Specific problem 01· 31·ea of activity to 1;rM.:::ti a specific compmer 
program or set of related programs can be applied. 

The most popu181' high level 181"lgu8ge used on microcomi>uters; 
an acronym for "Beginner's All-purpose Symbolic Instruction 
Code". 

Sequen<::e of bin31·y digi1s grouped in such a vlay as to represem 
to the computer an alphabetical or numeric character. Usually 
the sm811est unit in a syst.em vhich car1 be a.ddressed. 

The process of converting(automatic811y) program instructions 
'wTitten in a high level, symbolic l811guB.ge into machine 
l811g1.IBge :P.t'ior to the execution of the program ( con u·ast. <vli 1.h 
"interpret"). 

Those materials used up in the 1>rocess of running a computing 
sy:nem, e.g. paper, printer ritt>ons. 

A stt·uctured collection of information, or collection of data files, 
whid1 can J::.e treated as an entity.

A system which is designed to create and msintain a <latatsse .. or 
group of related databases, inclu<ling the facility to produce 
various types of reports resulting from interrogation of the 
databases. 

Reserved 81'88. in a record 'vlhi-:::1"1 rjenotes ar1 it.em of data 811d i-1as 
the same me311ing for all records in a related group. 

An organised, named collection of records, treated as a unit. 

Small data-storage device in form of small, flexible magnetic disk, 
typically holding 300 - 400 Kb. 

• Output of the system in visually readable form, eg printout on
papet'.

Rigid, high capacity magnetic data storB.ge device, typically
holding 5 Mt> to over 300 MB.



L 

Har<lwere 

High level 
language 

Interface 

Interpret 

Kb or K. 
storage 

LCD 

Machine 
Language 

Menu-driven 

?!.•It>. 

Mo,jem 

Operat.ing 
System 

Package 

Professional 

Program. 

RAM 

The collection of equipment forming a computing system 
(contrast with Sof'tw•Eire an<l [onsuuu'ibl&·s ). 
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Programming method that uses commands --w·hich symbolically 
represent the operations required of the computer (contrast "vtitll 
"machine langUBge"). 

Boundary bet--w·een different elements of a system, across which 
there is a tr811smission of infonaation(eg interface t>et,;reen 
main unit and printer). 

Process of translating in to machine lang1.IBge and executing each 
step of a program while the progam is running (see "compile). 

Xilot•,vu·: measure of data stornge capadty of computer or 
medium, such as a disk; eqtial to 1,000 bytes. 

liquid ..,�r,vstal ..:iio,21;-: form of display on screens of small 
portable or hand-held microcomputers, similar to that on digital 
watches and games. 

Method of expressing program commands in binary code directly 
comprehensit>ie to the computer. 

Met.hod of structuring a program so that the user directs the 
course of the progr8.ffi by selection of choices disf;layed on the 
screen(ie a menu) at strategic points of execution. 

MegB:t•,vtc-: as for Kt•, equal to 1 million bytes of stor&ge. 

Device which al10'w'S a computer to send an-1 receive informaHon 
through the normal telephone network; short for "modulator/ 
demodulator". 

Soft"vt81'e that. cont.rols 1.he overa11 opern.tion of 1.he computer 
fog con trolling the simultaneous execution of a number 

rJt' pro,�esses .. 1u vukin� stun<lurd hul1Sekee1>1ng nn<l 
troubleshooting routines). 

Used in the context of sof"tw·B:re· p8.;k'"t:;__.f[6• .. meaning a set of 
commercial programs, together with documentation, menuB1s .. 
-wru·ranties etc which is sold as a complete package. 

Person whose native language is C.c-·mpwy.•&·.td,. 

Set of coded instructions which, when" executed" , direct the 
computer in its task of receiving, storing and processing aata. 

li.'6:1-:tdom A .:-.s"&"ss .Mn:aOJ',V; memory internal to the compuT.er 
which stores program. instructions and data, and which can be 
overwritten by the user. Any specified pan of this memory C8.n

be immediately accessed by the computer(ie without searching 
through the information file from beginning to en<l). 
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Record 

Report 

ROM 

RS-232-C 

Software 

Sprea<1sheet 

Storege Me<lium 

Terminc1J 

User 

. User frien<lly 

Vertical 
(market) 

VDU/VDT 

VIATEL 
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Co11ection of related items of data (ie" fields") treated as a unit. 

form of output from the computer system, eg hard copy printout 
or output listing on the screen . 

. 

J;":'.i• .... �-d-onlv lrl.i•ou;·rr,•· 1,a.rt of the h8.rd--w·are which contains 
permanently stored fr1formation(ususally programs); can be 
re· .. <"id from at any time .. tut cannot te oF·e- rrvritte·n. 

Convention s1)ecif'ying the requirements for compatibility 
bet-w·een computers or other connected ,1evices (eg modems), 
allowing the transmission of data; usually describes the "ports" or 
input/output conduits of a computer or peripheral device. 

Prograrus ( including operating systems ) ttSSO<:iated ,vHh a 
computer system. Contrast 'w'ith HEirdlf.'Ea'e, 'w'hich is controlle<l 
by the sof1,-rare. 

Type of sof'lware package 'tthich alto,-ts the user to specHy 
formatted arrays of related information(ie "spreadsheets"), 
which structure the way data is input, processed, and output; 
although p8.rticular1y useful for acco1..1.nting-type 8.f;plications .. 
they are useful for many other types of application 8s well. 

Physical means by 11rhi(h informe.liui.· .. !!".1 rhe system is 
permanently stored (eg internal RAM, h8.!'d disk, magnetic tape). 

Device equipped 'w'ith keyto&rd and output facilities(eg printer) 
'w'l1ich is conne<:te<l to a -:::ornpur.er syst.em eiU-1e.r dire<:1.ly or 
indirectly (eg by means of the telephone lines). 

Person who seeks to use the computer as a tool to achieve some 
ot>jective beyond the computer itself. 

Description of a compmer app1ic8.tion ·s capacHy to t>e ettSily 
understood and operated_. particularly ty inexpert peo_r,le. 

Describes an 8.rea of 8Pf>lication whose requirement is for an 
integrated set of systems (or progr8ms) specifically tailored for 
that area of activity or industry. 

Visutd Jii.spl-8:,V lc·rmitu-d/llnit; the te1evision-1ilrn screen 
attached to the computer. 

Public access information retrieval system using the telephone 
network; the system is run ty Telecom_. but information is 
supplie<l t;.y "service providers" unconnected with Te1ecom; 
access to the system is 1:>y any screen-based device equipped 'w'ith 
a modem an<l some special software. 



APPENDIX 2 

DEVELOPMENTS BEillG UNDER.TAKEN BY THE TR.AVLER. OVllER.'S 

ASSOCIATION (TOA) 

1. O The l'JS.lfNEI marketing and information service provided on Viatel

1.1 Overview of Viatel 

Viatel is a public-access information retrieval system. Information is provided ty a 

variety of independent Service Providers and distributed through the telephone 

network from a central computer (operated by Telecom). The information cer1 be 

accessed end displayed using an appropriate computer terminal, a special Viatel 

terminal, or a TV set .:::onnected ,vith an adaptor. Some information on the system is 

freely accessible and free of charge .. in other cases the user is charged a fee for 

access to each page of information, and in some C8$es the information is e.ccessible 

only to a �losed User Group (CUG ), ty means of access codes and p8$S�,.ords. finally_ 

Viatel provides the means not only of ac.:::essing information, tut also of sending 

messages to Service Providers or other users. 

1.2 The TOA ·s f'lSHNl'I system comet.ins some types of infot·mation which are freely 

accessible, namely: 

. regional weather reports; 

. news bulletin board; 

. vessel trol(erage (ie cl8$sifie<l advertising for vessels); 

: a variety of indexes of organisations 8$SOciated with the industry, eg buyers, 

restaurateurs, exporters; 

. fishing equipment (ie a form of advertisement for gear suppliers)an<l othet' general 

advertising material eg Gui<le r.o Eating Out.. 

It is understood that in the future, most of these will be available only to members of 

the Trawler Owner's CUG. 

1.3 Other parts of the system a.re (;urrentl y ac<;essi ble only to mem ters of the CUG, 

namely those relating to the marketing 8$pects of the system. These are 8$ follo'91'S 

i. Offering or updating a st811<ling offer of catch for sale.

This is a page of information generated by the fisherm.:1.n, and indu<les details of

species, quantHy an<l price offered. There is also potential to include a description of

the qw.:-uity of the catch, D8$ed on the system of quality evaluation developed by the

CSIRO Division of food Research.



ii. Acceptance of a purchase order.

This p;:ige is generated by the buyer, responding to a sale offer, an<l gives details of

the buyer, species type and quantity accepted, price, and shipment details. The NSW

fish Marke1.ing Authority (J:MA) is to te connected to the f' !Slfl/Er system, en<! �•ill

handle the accounting aspects of each transaction conducted through the system,

extracting a commission on the sale ( it is understood the TOA also takes a commission

on each sale).

1.4 It is understood users can access the F.lSHl/El system either through their oi-111 

terminals, or through terminals located in fisheries co-operatives along the coast. 

The cunent strategy, as advised by Steele and We1keer(pers. comm.) is that the FMA 

will initiatly provide funding to the value ofthe basic Viatel terminals to co-ors on 

the South Coast of NS1i'.il, who i:rill have the option of purchasing these or putting the 

funds towru·d buying more powerful microcomputers -w·ith Viatel capability. After 

trie11ing the system for some time, a decision will be made about extending the 

support to other areas of NSW. 

1.5 Practical observations 

As discussed in Section 3.13, a -display of the f' ISHNETsystem. was initia11y given at 

the St"b:ds:,vs 8_5 exliil>ition. Sut;sequently, t>y arrangement wit.h the TOA, the author 

accesse<l the system using a lendate <ledicate<l Viatel termine1 loane<l by the regional 

Telecom office in Hobru·t and also by means of en Apple Madn tosh microcomputer 

fitted �tith a modem and appropriate communications soft'?"ro.t'e, namely 

Ma·.: re·rmina:1 and 1flB,:: Videotex. 

'The author and Mr D O'Brien, neither of �/hom had direct experience using ViateL had 

no difficulty stepping through the peges, or entering test messages, using the 

latulats terminal. Operation of the system using the Me.dntosh computer '?"tes 

equally easy, using the pul1-dowT1 menu comma11<ls provi<led on M.a.;- Videote·x, 

although during this demonstration there was a problem with the tru1smission of the 

data, causing some of the characters m8king up the message to be dropped out or 

co1·1·upted slightly. At the time of writing, it hes not been established whether this 

problem was caused ty a poor quality excha11ge line, or -w·hether thet·e -w·es a prot>1em 

with the Mo:c ViJu..-te·.r sofl.ilru·e. M)art from this ho�lever, the display on the 

Macintosh, although using a small monochromatic screen, "w'c\S considered to be quite 

satisfactory ( note: Viatel displays w·e in colour). Also, the Viatel screens coulJ be 

printed off on the Macintosh printer, which is a faci1iiy most<lesiratle op Hon which 

most microcomputers are capable of 1>roviding. 
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2.0 Commercial Software 

This development by the TOA is the first attem;,t of whkh the author is a1:rw·e to 

develop and market small business computer software designed specifically for the 

fishing in<lustry in this country. 

The system which was on display at the Sc•.fi<JB,VS' ,..C/_5 exhibition had been developed 

on IBM-compatible hw·d'vtw·e, using the database dBese II, together 'vtith the 

paclrn.ge Open A ,:·a-ss.. 'i'lhich produced graphical displays of data. The system 

inspected by the author consisted essentie11y in an ex1>en,;1iture 8.(:counting system 

for the catching sector, 1irhich took data input from cash t)ook entries e11d invokes, 

and e11ocated expenditure to uset·-<lefine<l budget heads (eg f1Jel, supplies, cre'vl 

payments, boat repayments etc) producing the range of financial statements usu..."\l to 

this ty1>e of application. There ,-/as also the facility to e.llocate expenditures to 

specified projects, permitting for example the e11aysis of costs incurred by each type 

of activity in a multi purpose fishery. The TOA ·s soft'vtw·e consultant advised that this 

was tut one sutsystem of a planned integrated package for commercial management 

of a fishing operation. 

It is understood that since this demonstration, a "Log Boot" system has been 

developed, which o.ppeors similar to the "Cat.eh/Effort" <latabose referred to

throughout this project report. At the time of writing, there has not teen the 

opportunity to inspect this ne1:,. app1ice.tion, although it is understoo,j to consist 

essentially of a. database made up of the items captui'ed thl'ough tY1e neili' South East 

Trawl log book, supplemente<l with a few others t'equired by the fisherme11 for his 

personal records. Valkear (pers. comm.) has advised that discussions have 

commenced bet,;,een the TOA and the Commonwealth Department of Primary Industry 

(DPI) concerning the possibility of their a<::cepting data files from this system 

(probably tre1·1sm.itted through the CSIF.'.ONET net'l;•'Ot'k) in lieu of me.nually-completed 

rewrns from the fist1erm.en. There has t>een some suggestion that fishermen 

providing the data in this Yil8.Y may gain some rebate on their licence levy, due to the 

possible savings in clerical manpoi!i·er by the DPI. 

On the question of on-board computers, His understood that although the TOA are 

considering this iss1..IB, the systems currently being developed are regar<le<l 

essentially as on-shore applications. 



JO Discussion 

3.1 Tl:.d f/Sllll.CT ;;1.,t<.::ru a_vvt:Jtil'S to have considerable potential benefit to the 

catching, an<l processing/v,/ho1esaling sectors, through 1.he use of this new 

communications technology to provide an information service and to facilitate 

off-market purchasing transactions, which should be more efficient than the 

present centralised me1·1:;el.ing system in NSW. A strong point in its favour is that the 

system promotes the concept of buying product from a1pecific vessel, which should 

increase the buyer's at>ility to give preference (and higher i,rkes) to vessels with a 

record of we11-hand1e<l product. This in turn should be .:;111 itv::en ti ve to er11 fishermen 

to imprnve the qu-3.lity of their catch. 

The system is only in its early days, but the rc1.nge of information services 'w'hich 

could t>e carrit<l through this mt<lium is vitually limitless, covering such categories 

as: 

. advertising and promotional material; 

. classified advertising; 

. "real t.ime" information .. such e.s i:ree.ther e11d market prices; 

. reference material, su(;h as fisheries regulations er1a survey requirements.: 

. e<lucation: 

. ordering/purchasing system, eg for spare parts. 

finally, the Viate1 system could t,e used to linh: terminal users to priv"8.te computer 

systems, so for example a user with ar1 appropriate terminal c:oul<l in fact use a. remote 

computing service to maintain his own business information system. Walkear is of 

the view that this option 'il'toul<l not be attractive to most fishermen, 'lftho 

un<lerste11da.tly would prefer to maintain physical custody of their own fishing er1<l 

business records. 

3.2 There was insufficient opportunity at Seeders (01· since) to propet'ly evaluate 

and comment upon the commercial sofrware being developed by the TOA. As discussed 

in section 4, book-keeping and cost accounting systems ei·e 811 essential pei·t of a 

properly man8ged small business, and lend themselves to microcomputer 

applications, an<l so the applications un<ler <levelopment ru-e appropt'iate for, an<l 

likely to benefit, certain sections or the industry. The "Log Boot" system now being 

<levelope<l is considered to have more direct appeal to fishermen, for reasons also 

discussed in section 4. 

Choice of hei·wei·e e11<l so�ware is a contentious issue (see Discussion, sect 4.31 ). The 



author's Ot>inion was that the TOA cost a(:counting system was some'rlhat cumbersome 

to operate, although it is emphasised this W8s based on a fairly brief inspection of the 

system in the rather hectic environment of the Seede,vs exhibition. Also in this 

regard, the graphics employed were not of the sfilCJ.e qu<'.11ity as those aveilable using 

the Macintosh. 

4.0 Conclusions 

The developments db:ussed above a:re potentially of' consi<leratle significance to the 

catching and wholesaling sectors of the fishing industry. Ultimately_ the success of 
the F JSHNEl Viatel system depends on how many fishermen end buyers can be 

persuaded to join the system. Although the author considers the marketing aspects of 

the system to be <lesirab le, the receptiveness of fishermen to the system is an issue 

which cannot be authoritatively commented upon in this pa,1:>er. The attitude of 

fishermen outside the NSW sector of the SE Trawl fishery (which is understood to be 

the major constituency of the TOA) is perticularly unclear, given the different nature

of market.ing 0.rrnngements in the other States. 

Availability of the Viatel system would constitute ax-1 additional selling point for small 

business computers to the fishing industry, given the ability of these machines to be 

used e.s terminals( technical prnbiems with the M'"tc Vi,:ieotextdal not"l;•'ithsta.n<ling).

However, one should recognise the significant price difference betl);reen a t,asic 

Vie.tel adaptor ( about $1400, including the TV monitor), and a small business

computer with communications package ( in excess of $4000). The capability for a

computer to print off Viatel screens could be a desirable option, under some 

cit·cumstan ces. 

•As indicated by their other line of development (ie small business softi;rare for the

industry), the TOA clearly believes that the application of microcomputers should be

considered a b1:1.sic tool to be used by fishermen in day to <lay management of their

tusiness activities to m8int8in prof'itaN1ity in a sector \v't1ich is t,eing increasingly

subject to cost pressures. The general type of applications they are envisaging is

essentially along the same lines as those outlined in this report (section '3.20).
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APPENDIX 3 

PROTOTYPE CATCH/Efl:ORT DATA BASE 

1.0 System Outline 

This system com1)rises a database, structured e1ong the lines of the (private ) fishing 

log boot: maintained by the skipper, containing <letails of fishing effort( type of gear, 

duration of shot, towing and v:,inch speeds etc), catch details (weight t;y 

species),together with supplementary environmental details and remarks •:onsidered 

to be relevant to th_e catching operation ( time of day, sea conditions, depth, location. 

etc). 

The system has at least three uses: 

i. To f>rovi<le a collection of historical data 'X,.hich the fisherman can interrogate in a

variety of T>.rays in order to identify patt.erns and key factors associated with his

historical fishing performance ( the ultimate aim of which is to make more informed

decisions at,out ii"hen an-1 w·here 10 fish ) .

ii. To 1inl=: 'Xrith other systems (eg market price system, cost a<:<:ounting system ) to

produce fin;:1.ncia1 perf'orm;:uKe reports relating to the fishing operation, calculating,

for eX.8filple, trip profita.t>ility. The ultimate 8im of this exercise is to essist the more

effective management of' the enterprise.

iii. In those .:::ases li:here the data is ini,ut directly into ar1 on-board comput.er system.
the system can also produ.:::e automatically the log book returns required by the

relevant fisheries authority.

2.0 Design Criteria 

The Catch/Effort system should te capable of the following: 

i. Ease of data entry, by means of simple and <:omprehensible screen p1·ompts and

formats. formats to t>e capal:>le of easy modiikation, as required.

ii. Capacity to store and quiddy ac(ess at least 2 years' d;:Ha,. ihth the fadlity to pull in

further histork:al data (at least &11 a<ldition81 '3 years' data) for 8J1alysis.

iii. flexible 8J·1d simple procedures to int.errogate the data in a variety of �--ays. 

iv. Production of neat an<l comprehensitle outputs, t>oth on tl'le screen an<l on hard

copy printouts (including proforma Log Book returns). Output formats to be capable 

of ea sy modification, as required. 

v. Capacity to link with other <la.ta.bases.

vi. Some degree off1exit>i1ity in the design of the (jatat>ase itself ( eg fieMs can ad<je,d

or deleted, mathematical computations can be varied).
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vii. Capability of operating the system on e. reasonably-sized vessel (eg over 1�> m.).

3.0 System StnK;ture 

StnKture of tlle system is bes1 described ty reference to a f10'll'/Chan. The li&-lix 

soft11rore pa,::;kt1ge c:hosen to develop the prototyr)e on is strongly oriente<l to,;,ard the 

use of "icons" ie. pictorial symbols for system elements arid processes. Therefore it is 

appropriate to depict the system structure using, where possible, these symbols. 

3.1 Brief intro<luction to ilc"iix 

fig. 2 below depicts the icons are used in setting up and running a Hc-Jix 

a.pp lication. 

fig. 2 

Collect.ion Relation Selection. Template 

� [:!] 1�1) @
-

D 

Calc:hd,:1la Trip lo•� Qui?ry /upd.ate Enti?r d.ata 

-field Query Abacus Index 
:w ..••.•• : 

l�I [1] ■ @-
[,'ale Gen. Query tot-:11 c-:1lch Index 

These icons are defined c1s fo11o·w-s: 

Collection represents the mt:1-in database, --vtith all its assodated forms, functions and 

data files. The exe.mple shown here is the Cat.:-Ji:ds:t8· collection, which denotes the 

Cat<;h/Ef
l

ort data base. 

Relation represents each subsidiary database in the collection, and cer1 to some 

extent be thought. of as a data-file. 

Selection represents a process which rnn be intitiated by the user, such c:1S entering 

data querying or up<lating the <lata<lase(the example sho1"lr1 here), or pro<ludng en 

output report. 

Template represents the layout of a form for the entry or display of data (in this case 

the main (jata input form). 

field re1>resen ts each item of <lata in a relation, in this ex8.1Il.ple the date of a fishing 



operation. fields are grouped into records, which are not assigned an icon in l:icHx 

(see Glossary, Appendix 1 ). 

Query represents a. structured enquiry on the data in a relation, setting spedfie<l 

limitations on particular fields in the data.base end accessing the records 'i:,.hkh 

satisfy these defined criteria. 
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Abacus represents a c8kul::tted value associated with a record or grou1> of re,�or<ls in 

a rell:\tion, eg the sum of sever8.1 fields (stK:h as tot8.1 catch-the example here) .. the 

first. fevi letters of a 1.ext field e1.c: . C8.lc:ulauons C:8.n t>e ari'lhmetic81 .. textual, or log1cal. 

Index represents the pro(:ess of' setting up an index which establishes er1 order in 

which records ar_e accessed and displayed (eg l>y ascending order of <late and shot 

n ur.CL ber). 

3.2 The Cb:t(1Jdo:ta (olle(tion (:omprises t'i:,.o relations, or files, namely the rn�o lof;' 

c:11-id Ct;t.:·hdst.t·,: relations. The following figures ( figs 3 - �)) derict the logical layout 

of each of these relations, and ho'l? they fit together in the collection. Note: the 

Ct:d.s·hdEl.'i6: icon shown here i� specific to the danish seining operation, as developed 

in the {>rototype application, but the f1o'l"t (:ha.rt structure will t>e identical for a.11 

forms of fishing. 

Catch<lata 

�ie1::ition 

Selection 

TernplBle 

Query 

fig. 3 

�r w 
Catchdata (d. seine) l 

Enter data Query /update List uery 

Erit .. r d.i\.:. L isl que-ry 
r-----�A�-----�

Ci€'n. QuE'ry 

lnd€'X 

Codes rn .. s:t..ts 
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EXP-lanation 

. .Cc,;t,:·hdEds (d. sc.itu) is the name of the "relation", or main file (in this c8.se it is 

specific to the <lanish seining 0_1:,eration) . 

. n1ere are five "selections" falling 1/ithin this relation, ie pro<:esses 1.hat c,:1.n t>e 

carried out by the user, which consist in: initial data entry, general query on the 

database (�lhic:h co11 also be used to upd,:1.te a s_1:,e(:ific record), a listing type of query 

(ie a report that automatically lists out all records (:onform.ing to the query criteria), 

an enquiry on various codes used in the <le.ta entry process (ie species end geer 

codes), and finally a statistkal report on the database(whic:h C8r1 pro,JuGe totals .. 

averB.ges etc fort.he items in the databcise) . 

. There are four "templates" or form designs used in the 0_1:,eration of this part of the 

system., namely l'nttH· d-EdB.. List qu&·r,1,:. Fil&' SUitS Ei:Dd C'odc·s.? The lines shOii' 

whkh template is used by whic:h selection ( as "Yi, .. e ca11 see, the initial d8.ta entry 811,j 

general query/update processes use the same form layout). Figures 6, 10, 8 and 7 

atte.ched to this A1>pendix depict the four form le.youts .. 1·espe,;::ti vely . 

. Some of the selections in this relal.ion are governed t,y a single type of enquiry 

( r;·en. (Juen•·), which itself uses the Enter P&ts form layout an<l the data for the 

whole relation is store,101·1d accesse(j by a single indexing arrangement ( lndt::-x) .. 

which indexes catch records in ascending order of date 811d shot number, 

respectively. 

fig. 4 

Relation 

Selection Oen. Quffy 

Index 

Template 

Erat..r Trip data 



\.._. 

Explanation: 
. The Tnj;, L c,g relation c:on tedns onl ;l one selection, --vihich i,erform.s <le.ta. en try, 
query an<l update functions, using the form layout Enter trip d8!8. The imache<l 
fig. 9 <.lepkts the layout of this form. . 
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. This relation is governed by a single query type c11·1d a single index, in 1.his case the 
re(�ords a.re indexed by <late and tim.e of observation. 

The Catch data Collection 

?Ml El7Htl] 
(5il� [Y� 
sC'! sC'! 

Catchdata (d. seine,) Trip Lc11J 

fig. 5 

l------�l�---�----�--------+1 other 

@j � 
.ExRla.nalion: 

LoQ boc,k 
return 

Trip profit<1bility
-�ri,:1 ly sis 

rl?ports 

This diagram shows hov/ the tv"/O relations are connected for the purpose of providing 
the Log Book return (in this case the SE Tra�,.1 Log Book)_. Trip Profitability Analysis .. 
and linking into other fine.ncial and operating reports. These output reports have yet 
to be develope<l 
It should be pointed out that the splitting of the datat>ese in to two relations stems from 
the fact that catch details Br1d more general trip details (including ';;;leather etc) are 
not collecte<l simulte.neously. To illustrate, Mr 0'Brit.111 genern.lly only records trip 
details once per day, 'ii•'here8s he might mal::e up t.o eight shots per day, each with its 
OViln set of cat(:h records. It is undesirable within l:h-lix to have more than one data 
en try process in a relation, so it W8.S necessary to create two relations to accommodate 
the sept11·ate data entry. 
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1.0 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS fOR THE C.J. rcBP.J. r � SYSTEM 

Note: These instructions assume you have a bask fam.iliarity '{irith the operntion of 

the Macintosh, and a knowledge of the terminology. for example, you should be able 

to: 

11 perform the basic "mouse" operations of�� � and� � 

a start ·up the system, 8r1d � and �(00¥J disks 

11 � � and � icons 

11 posit.ion the cursor to type text or numbers 

11 � � menus and select 01>tions 

11 � through a z.rinduw 

11 move, re<limension an<l � win<lO'iVS 

11 make appropriate <;hoices in the <liclogue boxes controlling the printing process 

THE CA.TCHD.A.TA. SYSTEY 

1. ST.A.RT-UP

g load the start-up disk [td��-1�·.fet.s: fiisk .ir l, follcr-;i;,ed by the disk f..�9.tciUJ',_1L",: f.'isk

#'2 (in the external drive) 

II open l6:tchd6:te( l1isk #/: you must �lait a while here .. because the Helix 

program te.1::es some time to load 

11 when the disk he.s stopped grm<lwg f:J.Wo.y, the program hus been loa<leJ, so tht:.n 

you pu11 do1"1T1 the file menu and select Sho1J Collection 

1a this will open the Co:ti::hdata collection, from whkh you select an<l open up the 

[ttt,:;-J,data ie:on (there is another c:hoic:e, the Trip Lo.g icon, but this part of the 

system has not yet been <leve1ope<l) 

II you no11' see the main relation menu for the Cfi/,:;·hdata system(not the same 

8.S a puff <JOW'D menu), an<l can select 1;rhichever process you vffil1.t to perform, by 

opening u1> the desired icon, whid"1 'ii/ill be one or the following: 
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[�� I�) I�� 11s.� I�� 
Ent€'r data Quffy /update List query Fil€' Slats Codi:s? 0€-n. �IUi?PJ

2. ElHERING D.A.T.A.

• open up the £11 ttN' ds:ta: icon; you should see a blBnk form on the screen, but if

there is some other stuff (,vhich <lef,icts the Enter <lata relation), pull down the 

Search menu a1i<l select. Sho'ir' form, whicr1 will give you tl-ie cleer form(Clear form 

1"ri11 do the same thing c\nd is used if you have a partly completed form you wish to 

delete) 

11 the cursor prompts you on which box to put your <lata, so 1�ey in your data using 

the keybo8l·d, p·essing TAB at the end of each entry to move to the next box 

(note: the Ce.tch<:lata system has been set up to accept dates in the format " t t Oct 8 S" 

and you w'i11 get a beep if you don't use the right format, as you '7-\•'ill if for example 

you try 1.0 enter ·words into C:t field v;rhie:h is specified for numerical ,;lata) 

11 if you mar-:e a mistal,e 1'tithin a <jata box, conect simply using the BACKSPACE key 

11 if you discover a mistake after you have TABbed to the next box .. the data can be 

correcte<l by pointing to the t>ox, <lrc,gging: the cursor across it (v,1hich highlights the 

box), 8l"i<i typing in the correct <lata 

11 if you ,vish to jump over a number of boxes for which you don't have <la.ta, you <:8n 

either keep TABt>ing throu.gh the form or use the mouse to selec:t the next box where 

9ata is to be entered 

11 when all <lat.a is entere<:l f'or that form, press the ENTER key t:1.nd that <:lat.a 1ti11 be 

stored away; a fresh blsr11( form should then appear and a ne--w· record (ie shot) c:811 be 

entered 

11 if there are no more records to enter, <::lose the win<low, using the dose box, c11·1d 

you will be returned to the main relation menu 

3. SETTIHG UP A QUERY

This hru to be done before you C81"1 loc:ate a given record in the database, or run a 

report c1n a specified part of the database. The query function e1lo,-1s you to put limitf 

on the ,iata you wisl1 to lo<;ate, display, or print. In other 'Wor<.t it al.lows y"Ou to set 

<:onditions on spedfied elements of the database, and ac(:esses only those rec:or,js that 

satisfy c111 the conditions you set in a specific query. To set up a query: 

11 open the Gen. (!ue'I'.1" icon in the m8in relation menu 



11 this will open up a win<low <lisplaying a Mank form 'w'hich looks like the regulm· 

data en try form 
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11 click once on the first <lata item you wish to limit, for exami,le if you �u·e interested 

only in shots ma,je between 20 fm and 30 fm, clict on the ticpt.h box on the query 

form 

11 this \'i'ill open up e. (!ut?r,v field 1..·?'i'-''l°iogue box 'rthkh allows you to set tv,10

conditions on the chosen field (eg licptli) 

11 to set the first <�ondition click once on the required button on the left hand side of 

the dialogue box, selecting in the case of this example the _g'rc:·.s:tBr 11.16:11 or e1x
7 uBl 

to tiutton, le.belled v11ith the sign l , t.hen type in the required value in U1e top rig11t. 

of the ,1ialogue box, as prompted by the cursor (in this example .. type .20) 

" you can set just one such limit if you 'w'ish .. tut in this example we '\\•'ant a second 

limit on depth, so you no'?/ sele<::t the rig:ht button in the lo,;rer right at't.8. of the 

dialogue box, in this e.xample selecting the sign � (/c·ss tbBJi• or tNUB! tD ) .. 8.nd 

typing in the value of the second limit, ( ie ty-pe ]O) 

11 if you are satisfie<l you have set up the limitation correctly, dose the <lialogue box 

t>y clicking one:e on OK

11 this returns you to the general query form, -v;rhich now· contains a little notation in

the fit\t::ith box about the limit you have just set; if you want to set Hmitations on 

othet· fields (eg for shooting times betv,1een 1 :,00 c111<l moot you e:1ie:k on the required 

. data box at1d go through the limit setting process again, as ,,ro:s done for depth 

• you can set limits on every Heid on the form, if you Yi:rish, and the limits e:an be

numerical, as in the example, or <:at1 rela.te to dates or text (ie alphabetio:t.1 

che.ra<:ters); <jates at·e still limite,j t>y at·iti-imetical V8lues 

11 ,-,ith text-tyf)e field, the query <lie1ogue box gives you some e.dditiona1 buttons to 

select, for ex8.ffif>le Starts 'with lets you limit the data to those text field�� stat•ting 

with a specified set of letters which you ty1:>e into the right hand box; if you alTYc1.ys 

record hookups as such in the Comme11ts box, typing hc,-o.k (or even lwo) in the 

box v,rill fin,j all those particulat· records, although the Contains button is a safer '?.·'8.Y 

of choosing these, because the Co.n:,·u.,·ti'Jits box ma·r· contain the word iu;-okup, but 

may start '?.rith other comments, and so t>e missed 

A you have no,1/ set up the limitation on the Vithole databcl.Se that you are �inly 

interested in recor<ls (ie shots) where depth Yi/oS between 20 an<l 30 fm. an<l 'r.'here a 

hookup occurred; all reports run on the data will access only those records 



11 you then exit from the query mo<le ty closing the win<lo"<i-·, "i'i'hkh returns you to 

the main relation menu 

J(a). ·uHSETTINC; • A QUERY 
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The la.st query you set up \Vi11 remain in force an<l affect all subsequent access and 

reports until such t.ime ;:1s you return to the query mo<le and change or unset the 

limits you placed on the vc1rious fields. Unsetting is done in the same Yi/8.Y as setting 

up a query, except that you select the A 11 button in the dialogue box which unsets the 

existing limits on that field. It is a good i:>rnctice to do this as a matter of course after 

you have finished with a panicular type of query an<l tei'ore you <lo atly'"thing else. 

4. rnmING, UPDATING or DELETING a P.A.R.TICUL.A.R. RICORD

This may be necessat·y if you wat1 t details on a particular shot, or if you 1:tish to 

change some dat.a af1.er it has been en tere<l. 

11 if you have just entered the data, and are still in the E11 tt;-r J.,_•ftli• mode, you can 

f'in<l recently-entere<l recor<ls 1:.>y stepping thrnugh them 

11 in this case, f>U11 down the Sea re h menu and select Find Previous; Ds.N·hd,:;:ta· 

stores records in e.scending order of date and shot number (ie the earliest data is at 

the beginning of the file) .. so Find Previous 11ri11 throw up the next (e;:1r1ier) record 

to the one disp18.yed.: you C81i keet, repeating: this process 811d step b1:-i.<:k throug:h the 

rec:or,js (you can also s1.ep f'o1'wdl'•1 if required by using find Next) 

11 if' however the record you "w'81it is buried somewhere in the middle of the <latat)ase, 

·you C81·1 locate it. t,y setting up a. query (as described in point 3 .. using the date as the

limiting f8.-:::tor, ie setting the = (c·,1u.Eds) button and typing in the required date

11 having set up this query 81'1-d returned to the main relation menu .. open the 

[/uc·r,F/updathcon, which will display a blarik oata entry form 

11 you then select find fl rst from the Search menu, 8.nd the record oi'the first shot 

for this date "w'i11 appe81' on the screen; use Find Next to step through the record until 

you find the paticulat· shot record you 'ftant 

.. data in any box c;:11i be c1.mended by moving the cursor to the appropriate data box, 

dr�ging, t:md overtyping, 8S <lescribed for the Data entry mode; af'ter the t<..ffiendment 

has been ma,Je, press the ENTER key at:id the recor<l will be file<l 8:7ilay 5g8in 

11 if for some reason you want to delete the whole record you he,:ve located, select 

Delete from the Search menu and that record 'Fill disappear from the database 

11 return to the main relation menu by closing the window in the usual -w-ay 
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5. RUNNING .A. LIST QUERY

A "list query" is an output report (on the screen or the printer) which lists out 

relevant items or C8Kh /effon data for each record in the <lataM.se satisfl;ing a given 

set of query conditions. It is so far the most useful report to be pro<luced by the 

Ct..-t.:-hd-Ei!5: system, allowing a quick scan of historical data to look for key factors

effecting (:atch rates, such e.s time of day, depth, type of get1.1' etc. To run a list query: 

11 
first, set the specific query conditions you "front using the procedures t<lrect<ly 

described in pru·agraph 3 

11 open up the List quer,v icon from the mwn relation menu 

11 
the machine should quietly set1.1·c:h a'lftay for a 'w'hile, t1.1·1d then stc:11·t displaying the 

listing on the screen, which you keep moving by clicking on the scroll atTO\'i,. on the 

right of the screen 

11 if the screen <lisp lays some fi.mn y stufl (ie sho1ving the selection) an<l doesn't wme 

up with the rq,ort, select Sho'w" form on the Search menu 

11 to print t.he listing form, select Print form ... from the file menu; this will open 

up a dialogue box 1/hich gives you a few options 10 select t:>y dieting on 1.he desired 

but.ton (see sect. 8 for general procedures on Printing); Print Draft is the best 

01:-tion for this p8rticular form 

11 when printing is complete, return to the main relation menu by closing the 

current window· 

6. R.UHNIHG THE fILf. SIA.IS R.IPOR.T

This is a single report '1lhic:h lists out a summt1.1·y of the overall Cst,:;·hda"ta: <lata base, 

eg total no. of shots, average weight of flathead per shot etc. It is run simply by: 

11 opening the Pile· suds icon in the main relation menu 

11 the report takes a fair �;rhile to nm (ie 2 or 3 minutes for a fu11 year's data), but 

when it he.s managed to finish you will have the <lata displayed on the S(:reen, and can 

print this in the usual way (see sect. 8) 

11 return to the main relation menu by closing the window 
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7 . .ACCESSING THE COD:ES? REPORT 

This is t1.1ittle reminde1· report you can throw up on the screen if you've forgotten the 

various al>treviation codes used in the main fio:rs: enrrr form, such 8.S ge.:1.r code and 

s1>ecies c:o-:jes. 

11 access it by 01>ening the [:adt?S' F icon, 'lli'tdch 'lli'ill display the codes on the screen 

(you may need to scroll around the s<:reen a bit) 

11 return to the main relation menu l>y dosing this ,-1indo1r1 

8. PRINTHJG

Anything: displt1.yed on the screen can be printed off. You should ht1.ve some 

famili81'ity with printing on t.he J,,,fodntosh, tut the general procedures in 

Co:t.:hdflto: 81"e: 

11 
when 1:-·1·1at you '❖/81H prime,1 is displayed on the screen, pu11 <lovln 1i-1e file menu 

fm<l select the print option ii1hich C:811 te Print... or Print form ... depending on 

what :P81'ticular 1)t'ocess you are performing 

11 this will 01>en up e. di::i1ogue box vlhkh lets you chose from a number of options by 

clicking on buttons; Standord or Draft �1ith Conti nuou!l feed for All peiges is the 

usual 8.t't'angement, tut you (;ar1 't <lo 81YY h81'm t:,y experimenl.ing with the others 

11 you 1;ri1l then be given 81wther dialogue box with the option to Print No'ar' or Save 

until later; sele•::t the Print no"J option and make sure the printer is turned on! 



CATCH/EFFORT RECORDING SYSTEM 
CATCH DATA 

DATE I 17Apr84 SHOT NO. 14 GEAR CODE 1424 
LAT j42 I Dag I 48 ,�fin S: LONG 1118 jDeg I 0 !Min [

START TI ME l 1535 DEPTH ls1 I tm TOW DIRECTION I 
FLATHEAOI � 5_0 ___,\Kg Whiting I 1Kg H0RW0NG I 180 

OTHER (specify)

SPECIES CODE Kg 

COMMENTS 

I weed 

GEAR CODES SPECIES CODES 

4SEAMER: 424 Blue Grenadier GRE Shark, Dog 

King Dory DOK Shark, Gummy 

CiREDED BLUE EC: 425 Spiky Dory DOP Elephant Shark 

Gemfish GEM Squid 

3TAMDARD NET: 422 Red Gurnard Perch REG Mor'w'orig 

Ling LIG 
Silver Dory 

Trevalla, Deep Sea TRD Latchet 

Trevalla, Spotted TRS flat head 

sr,ark, School SHS Flounder 
Whiting' School 
Other Commercial 
Trash fish 

1Kg 

SHD 
SHG 
ELE 
SQD 
MOW 
DOS 

LAT 
FLT 
FDR 
WHS 
OTR 

TRS 

7 /. 



Statis·tics for Whole Catchdata File

No. of shots: '120 No. inufllid shots: 21 

Species Flathead Whiting Horwong 

No. shots 1346 122 I 137

Total catch: 150665 12020 I 17470 

Au. catch : I 146 192 I 1202 

CATCH/EFFORT SYSTEM 

TRIP LOG DETAILS 

TYPE OF OPERATION: (enter Y where applicable) 

L[AU I NG PORT D 
STEAMING D 

FISHING [[J 

ARRIUING IN PORT D 

Other 

I 42

12915

169

DATEI 11 0ct85 I 
TIHQ 600 I 

llllND OIR. ANO FORCE: 0 DI] 

CURRENT O I R. & FORCE: 0 [QI] 

BAROt'vi. PRESSURE: 1101 0 

F� SEA CONDITIONS: 

I discolouration in water

F � (use 2 digit code) []3J 

I R, Fors [CJ 

COMMENTS 

72-
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Date 

20De c 83 

200ec83 

270ec83 

270ec83 

270ec83 

6J an84 

6Jan84 

l8Jan84 

!8Jan84

24Jari84 

24Jan84 

25Jan84 

18Feb84 

18F eb84 

I 8Fe b84 

22F eb84 

22Feb84 

�arM 

9Apr84 

/0 

Sho-t 

4 

5 

3 

4 

5 

5 

6 

2 

2 

4 

3 

4 

5 

3 

4 

Lat 

43 7 

43 7 

43 3 

43 3 

43 3 

43 26 

43 26 

43 16 

43 16 

43 8 

43 8 

43 9 

43 2 

43 2 

43 2 

43 30 

43 30 

43 16 

43 30 

13 

Long Depth Start F'hea.d Whit. Horw. Total 

147 35 28 1425 385 385 

147 35 26 1620 800 800 

147 28 23 1205 300 300 

147 28 21 1335 440 440 

147 28 21 1520 170 170 

146 58 29 1230 200 440 

146 58 29 1410 200 rno 

146 19 26 1550 170 170 

146 19 27 1630 210 218 

147 37 26 1550 350 350 

147 37 26 1730 450 450 

147 40 26 1210 450 450 

147 32 31 1405 400 400 

147 32 31 1545 200 , 200 

147 32 31 1725 250 250 

147 0 29 1305 400 400 

147 0 29 1440 300 300 

147 24 25 1500 280 280 

147 0 25 1430 240 240 
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APPENDIX 4 

PROTOTYPE TROUT fl.RY FEEDING SYSTEM 

As mentioned earlier (se<:tion 2J0), this ·w·ort was carried out "'w'ithin the TSIT, at t.he 

suf�gestion of the author. It v/8S carried out by Ms R. 'lilatson 8S a final year computing 

project in the School of Business Studies. Given the role of the author in initiating 

this second project, together with his involvement in some supporting and liaison 

"w'ort, iT. is appropriate to describe this aq1.IB.(:ulmre project in some ,jet.ail here (for a 

detailed description and discussion of results, see Watson 19i:i�)). There is also benefit 

in discussing thi� 8.pplkation 8S it employed quite dif
ferent hs1•dy/a.re an<l softw81·e 

from the catching se(:tor 8.{)plic:ations developed 'l"tithin the Maritime College project. 

1.0 Project Strategy and M:ethodology 

1.1 Choice of an a_pp 1'ication. 

Initial discussions on possible a1,,plications 'll:1ere entered t>et1\1een Mr N forteuth of 

the Aq1.IB.culture Dept. in the TSIT.. Mr A. Purves, o,vner of Sevrup Trout Pty. Ltd. 011d 

the author. Mr Purves had recently 8.c:quired a sm8.11 busir1ess computer, and al though 

meJ:ing use of it in the area of boot keeping e.n<l word f>rocessing_. wa; anxious to 

extend its functions tot.he operaT.ione1 mo.nogement or his trout farms in northern 

T8.smania. An initial exti.ffiination t>y Mr Purves of the Landless trout farming 

_programs suggested that in some 8spects that pa<:kage W8S not directly applicable to 

Mr Purves's style of operation, and given the difficulty of modifying a system 

· developed overseas .. it v/8S. deGide<l that l•,ilr Purves·s immediate needs might best. be met. 

ty a progrnro developed 1ocn11y, on an exf>erimentai b8Sis. 1'.•1s Watson '\V8S interested 

in carrying this out 8.S her computing project, and accordingly it \i.'8.S decided to 

proceed with the development of the pilot system, kno,vn 8S the 

E.e·ed/G·1·01nll /In ve·11 tor,v Sysu·m .The role of the author wes essenT.iall y one of 

providing (gratuitous) advice ru1d essistan<:e in the initiai fact finding and system 

specification phese of the project. 

1.2 Har<lwru·e 

Because lvlr Purves owned en IBM-compatit>le Dick Smith [J}.ai/.e-r1-.g-e-r computer, it 

vies appropriate to develop the system on an IBM PC. In any event, this type of

machine is that favoured by the School of Business at the TSIT for business-type 

applications. 
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1.3 Sof1.ware 

Initie.lly it 'ftas decided to develop the system using the <lataba.se system dli'a-se I I, 

however, after soillt: consi<lerc:ttion, Ms 'illatson we.s tt<lvise<l that a spreaJsheet ffiigh t 

be more appropriate, at least for the initial tric11 system an<l accordingly she 

developed the prototype system in lilult1/1la-n. Although the system ,v·as developed to 

a stage where it was demonstrated to Z..fr Purves, I,,,Is 'i)Jatson felt. that if-.f ult1j•laD 'lit-as 

not suf
ficiently "user friendly" in this panicular application, so she convened it. to 

1..otus 1..:::.} whkh is a general purpose business soi'tv/ore package comprising a 

spreadsheet and s�me other facilities. 

1.4 re.et fin(jing and system specifications 

This exercise W6.S c&.rned out. pnmt:1.rily by Ms 'Wt\tson, 'litth some minor involvement 

by the author .. and consisted in on site exo.mination of the Sevrup operations, at t:.oth 

the Bridport on-gro1;:ing farm and the Cressy hatchery, and intervie'fts -vtith Mr 

Purves an<l some of his s1. aff. 1'.'11' roneath z..r&s also involve(j in provMing technk81 

advice on the feeding system. 

2.0 System outline 

2.1 System objectives 

Tlie overall obJect1ve of the system was to provide Et mt,ans hy ·{i:}ucli the fee(jing 

rations of the trout could be ca.kula.ted accurately, based on <la.ta about the ege and 

·llieat1 si:se of 1rom in each po11<l, and other p!irfilD.eters rdevant to the gro\Vth curve

for se.lmonids, stKh ru: 'l};•·ater temperature. It Yflfil hoped that ru: a consequence of this:,

there would be at·1 overall reduction in the trout farm feed bil1 (the biggest single

opereting cost) .. ru: the current tendency to overfeed wru: replaced by a more finely

tuned 1·ation requirement.

It Wc\S initially recognised that such a system �,.oul<l require some form of inventory

system for the stock held in ead1 pon<l, and the maintenance of this subsystem W8S 

considered to have other benefits to the operation as ,i;,•ell, so it could be considered to

be a secondary obje(:tive of the system. The system 11/ru: intended initic11ly to serve the

10 ponds at the Sevrup Bridport trout farm t:1.nd its 'vlaterhouse outstation, 'lllth

possible extension to the other sites operated by the compc1.ny.



2.2 System :=.:rruc:ture 

Tlie system (:onsists of the fo1lov/ing 1::ey e1em.ent.s: 

i. a m,:tin file serving 8.S ,:1x1 inventory of pond holdings_. (:ont8ining (urrent ,jeteils

for ea(:h pond such ::1.s number of fish .. ::1ge grouf'.• me.an size etc.
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ii. an 0.1 .. itofilo.t.ic: pro<:e:::s to upd,s.te of this 1n-ventory .. e.s a result. of information. on the

qti:mtily of fee,:j going to each pon.,:j;

iii. addition81 updfating far.::ilities for the main file .. enabling data items to be <:hanged

as a result of tnmsfers in to a pond .. trnsisfers ,:iut (eg mortality, cull for .m81·ket );

iv. e11 e.djust.ment process_. -.;;;,orking on the mein file .. based on the results of periodic:6.1

S8.mp1e ched::s of a.cnv.:tl .me81"1 fish sizes in e8.ch pon(j.:

v. ti;ro major reports generated by the ;;ystem e8.ch ,:j;:q:
. the FtJ"&·d K··.5·,1uh·&·a}f.I1-U· rer•ort .. displaying the optimum qua1·1tity of feed for each
pond in the fo1·m for a rill1ge of 1later temper::i.tures.:
. t.r1e ["J.Jrreru [isli' HL:•l.fin_gs rei;.,on. ,jisplaying the esumatt.J present content::: or 

eao:::h pond; 

examples of e,:1.di re1,ort ct.re 8.tta(:he<l .. as figures 11 and 12 .• respe<:tively. 

The system (:81-:::ul::i.tes fee(j requirement, e11d estim8.te-:j current fish holdings by the 

8.pplk:1.t.ion of 81'1 empiric::11 groi,lth model, t:,ese-:j on one re(:ommende,j t:,y Pipe'.r(l 970) ..

adapted by Purves ard forte,:i.th for loc,:11 {:onditions. One feature of the system is that

the user c311 v,:1ry the "t::1rge.t'' feed rate 8.Pf;lying to each pond ( for exc1.m.ple .. some
ponds will deliberately be given 8. ration be.1011.r the optimum .. in order to retard

. grov/1.h ord so -:::0111.rol t.he I1ov;r of m8r1::el8.t-le product), 8frj t.he mo,;je1 tates 8.•:>:::oun t of

this. 

2.:i System operation 

The operating pro.-::edures ( once the commencing s1.o-:::t data h8.S been specified in the
file) are broadly 8.S follows: 

i. The (faily Ff.•.f.•d lr'.'&·,1uir.5Iff.f:•t1ts report is run at the end of each day by the

comvuter Of>erator, m 1'e8.diness for the next do.y.

ii. Next morning_. farm st.aff use this report in ,:onjunuion VilitJ1 tl1e measured z.rn.ter

temperature .. to read off the optimum ra.tion require•J for ea(:h pond ( there is a
degree of discretion exercised here .. ::1Jlowing for other f:.:\(:tors .. suc:h ::is rnrbidity).

iii. After feeding .. the farm staff chec:t off the amount a<::t1JJ311 �t fed to each pond, a11d

this data. is ini::•ut to the computer.
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iv. The main file is 8.Utome.tically updated as a result and the next day's Ff,.t·d

l?equireuu·nts re1;ort can be run, as can the updated Current fish Holdings report, 

if required. 

v. Other adjusu:uents .. <lue rn u·c1nsfers in or out, or to the running of a sample check,

are made ty sep;:l!'at.e <lata entry 1)roce<lures. 

3. Discussion

Site testing of the syst.em is not expected to t)e carried out before late November l 9ti�) .. 

so it is not possible to.re1;ort results at this stc.<.ge. It is possible however to make some

general observations about this system. 

i. The l{l/u.s l. .. } . .lsof1_1"/are is considered by �lat�on to be appropriate for the job,

an<l has the capacity to store pre-progr;:1med operating steps known 8S "macros", 

which the user can initiate by e. simple key��troke sequence. This makes the operation 

of the system fairly easy, a1thougJ1 it is sugg:estea that a one <lay on-site trnining 

session for the operator 1"/ould be desirable .. in 8ddition to the provision of a 

procedural manu.:11. 

ii. Anoth�r 8.dvanto,ge of the soft""w·are is that it will te 1)ossib1e 1.0 ado on new pans to

the system if required with relative ease. 

iii. Execution times are consi<lere<l ree.sone.ble, with the me.in up<le.ting processes

taking only a minute or two. BeuJ.use there is no s1.ora.ge of historkal (jata in 1.he 

system at this stage_. there are no machine or disk capacity proMems. 

iv. The author 'Ytoul<l have ln:e<l to have seen a file c:onte.ining the histori,::sl fish

holdings <lata incorporated in this system, although iy'atson decided 8goinst this in the

prototype, due to the additional complexity c1nd the possible O(:(:urrence of disk 

m8.11E1gement prnblems. Such a database would permit the testing of the gro·wth model 

itself, with possible adjustments to the model to ref1ect the sctu,:1/ gro�•'th rates 

achieved on the farm. It should not t)e difficult to provide such a facility in a future 

version of the system. 

In summill'Y, the .Fc·.e·d/{,"ro1vtil /In vc·n tc,r,v S,vstem appe8.!'S to 'Ytork satisfactorily 

and is considered to have the potential to t>e a very valuable tool in the management 
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of a s8lmonid farm.Indeed it may have 8.I>Pli<:ation in other areas of intensive fish 

rearing, w·ith adaption of the gro'Wth mc,del being a relatively strc,ightforw'81'd 

process, a(:cording to 1latson. Given that a medium sized salmonid farming venture 

can have an onnn::u. fee<l bill in excess of $200))00 .. the potential for savings resulting 

from the use of this relat.ively simfile system could be signifko1A with j1.ist a 1 % 

re<lu<:t1on in the feed bill being suflident to justify the acquisition of lrn.rdvare BJ'.ld 

soft,-rtct·e (see cost/ benefit evaluation in the Discussion, sect 4.23 ). 
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.?31C. ::�2 
i1 '.; t.1 1 . :? 'J 
"::, :�l,. C. '.J'J 
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10 

l, c�::_; .. c,•;;J 
'.57.: .. 'JC 

28::t.i.. Cf:, 
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"/

)

'..'4(1 .. 23 

11.:315.!JS 
1:,,;312. 53 
11l1 :LU. :.''!,7 
.tJ. i\10. 37 
1110:=::::, . ..11 o 
l ::i::o:::,. 13

13140. 93 16025. 52
14942. 43 18222. 48
'. 4GO i.. 03 17 E',Ob. 1L,
�920�. 0G 35612. 27
2:::;,·J1. ,_,(I �-�7'?':33. 'J()
29628. 30 36132. 07
35�8J. �2 43035. 88
42397. 47 51704. 23 
17623. 79 21432. 43
25135. 78 30726. 56
22494. 72 27432. 58
27125. 62 33080. 02

!. 'JC:, 7 [\ . J 1 .:: :; 'J �) 7 • 7 (J 
i59SG. 38 20530. 71 

19433.28 23705. 44 
18�50. 32 ��]2�. 34 

·:.:�.r:..t2.:: .. <)'�! et ?:3o. 12 
�1=�9. 97 38475. 58 

1
.-,.:. 

532. 7!., 
GSC.Gl 

3231.41 
5777.lSl 
88514. 82 

12'J4L •. 87 
15229.54 
13053.l+C 
13053.4G 

1G042. T7 
1 7�"i9e. 30 
18333.20 
2084E,. 52 
20370. :2:::: 
{1.071\(1. l.i.4 
317':JC. 22 
41335. O':J 
t,9233. Ott 
�:i':) 1 lt 9. E,4 
2t.i.:'.':iB7. 34 
3:i151.18 
31382. 137 
37843.54 
311 :::; 1 S. 71 
::7ti.53 .. 37 
23C.70. 1 7 

27120. 17 
2E..l.1.;:51 • '35 
102£'.,2. 51 

9:::;23. 73 
t.,.1.,01 E.. 06 

: '..'�c,t:., • .. .  '' _ _: : · ..• ' .L •. : . • ·_:1 l .. : l r.l 7 C .. C 1 

··• .. c1 • ·••, ,-. ···- - ·- .,.-\...•'" ..:, ·-·
�OE� l 5 .. -;:'o
��OC:i73 . .L 7
.,,,·\07£-L t,5

·30L� t)E�. ,:)2
c.:;·-:,·-, l * / 
.._J ...:.,_ I '-� ., ..L •-� 

ut;,.-\(· .. o:; ·:JE385. 11 
:::�51'.:.,2,'.: .. : 1 i,OE,37. ::;::•J 
.::::5 l ,'.1 l .. 11) ::: .:.\ 7 G 1 • 4 1 
2545S. 08 29120.62 
53754. 21 61494.82 
5:::':M2. 1!.; l:,0555. 81 
.3715G. 12 42'.'SOE,. E,(l 

6431.88 7358.07 

T e1Y, pe r·;:,1 tu l'' f,i : 
14 16 

599. BO
739.25

3538. 1 "7 
6504.8G 
9959.L,1 

14574.30 
17145.54 
ll.C9G. 55
14596. 55
18062. lt+

1981 ::;. 47
20G40. 87 
23!.,70. 55
22334.30
458fJB. E.1
3�3790. 5.q
L.5538. 11
551.i.30. 21
E,E,595. 05
276B2. 25 

39575.80 

4.2607. 07 
386:�(::.. �.:.;o
2,09(19. 04 
2E.,,S4':.l. 52; 

30533.89 
2':37B 1. 57 
20::;3s. 77 
101+'37. 35 
1\9555. 54 
2,(.1.C,:J(> .. 31 
11129. 3'3 
l,.5752. t'..7 
32:rn1. 73 
32785. 15 
5'3235. 43 
58189.4B 
L,7[357.09 

8284.25 

'78<). 72 
38ti2. 21 
E,859. t:,8 

1 O::':i:28. '.:'i4 
15331.E,9 
18108. 19 
15520 •. 80 
15520.80 

1�)075. 11.J. 
:::o�L::'.Li. E,9 
21798.50 
2{.i.785.88 
2ti220. 55 
48(,.'.11. 1. 1 
37805.27 
!.i.31!.i.8. 15 
58�":.38 .. r.:Jb 
70329.97 
2'3234.78 
i'.d 7':..➔5. 37 
3r;:;11.i. 7':J 
li L; '::l '3 G • E, t.i. 
!.(0003. 18 
3;:c.1..::. 54 
:?8U1!.i.. 2'.3 

322{,6. 35 
31 /.i.'::i 1. 1:1,,', 
210.::30. 57 
l 1 Ot'!.E,. 0[::.

·::::bU.11. LO
11 753 .. 57
ML:,18. 45
34137. 83 
346:::,.:i .• '33 
73118.43
72013. /3:2:
505Ld. 10 

87!.i.8. 88 

DAH:: ·-
TEMPERATURE: --

Feed Rc:,t<� 
::::: 1001- ?? 

1 OOi� 
1001-
1001-
1001-
100'1-
1001-
1001-
1001-
1 OOi� 

1001-
1001-
1 OO;� 
100¼ 
1001-
1001-
1001-
1001-
1001-
100'1-
1001-
1001/. 
100�,; 
100;1. 
1001-
l.001/.

1301-

100¼ 
75¾ 

SO¼ 
501/. 

100';1. 
'.::..01. 

1 (lC)1/. 

601/. 
501-

100¼ 
1001-
100';1. 
1001-
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Pc-1,d r=·r·,,;d ,.ctc:-)d P1-eu1ctec:I l\lo. Fish 
Du,,:,, ... l.-i,_.,,:Jhl; (iJ) L.,.::·,igth (c,·r,) in Pond 

I •-r--, 
1·1 I . .::. 

r, • 
1\J. 

c-i··.-.· 
I\ ,�J 

P•J 
;'..: � 0 
r-', I f 
J"'\ .I. ... 

R15 
CI PC. 

PS 

.-, -, 
1·• I 

:-:• l ,:., 

... �J7 

L .1.'J 
l. t.2

1 t.'.>(l, 51 
::�:,:, 7. C:,:.::: 
5J. t7:.i. (l'.2 

57::;�. 2G 

795. 1�5
rJ'.:5G. B5

J 1 !. '..'5. '.::i7 
12:.'.:7. �:�g 
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INTRODUCTION 

Length'frequency data is often used to estimate both growth and 

mortality parameters in fish stock assessments. The techniques for 

analysing length frequency data are: (i) graphical methods such as 

those described by Buchanan and Wollaston (1929), Harding (1949), Cassie 

(1950,1954) and more recently by Tanaka (1962) and Taylor (1965) and 

(ii) computer programs such as those described by Pauly and David

(1981), Macdonald and Pitcher (1979), Kumar and Adams (1977), Hassleblad

(1966) and Schnute and Fournier (1980).

The Cassie graphical method has been used over a number of years and 

is still being used today to analyse for example larval cohort 

succession in herring, Clupoa larongus, (Lambert 1984), and growth of 

the threadfin bream, Nemipterus peronii, (Sainsbury and Whitelaw 1984). 

The Macdonald Pitcher program for the analysis of distribution 

mixtures has been used to determine the growth of the pollan Coregonus 

autumnalis pollan, (Wilson and Pitcher 1984) and it has also been used 

with the Cassie Method where the starting values for the Macdonald 

Pitcher method have been taken from the Cassie values for example in 

assesssing the population dynamics of Amphiura filiformis, (O'Connor et 

al. 1983) and the biology of the threadfin bream, Nemipterus peronii, 

(Sainsbury and Whitelaw 1984). There are not many papers published in 

which ELEFAN I has been used. Two of the more recent studies which have 

used this method are a study on the growth of giant edible clams, 

Codakia orbicularis Berg and Alatalo (1984) and a study on the growth of 

the Sea Hare,Delabela auricularia (Pauly and Calumpong 1984). 

Literature on the analysis of penaeid prawn length frequency data is 

very sparse. Pauly et al. (1981) applied ELEFAN I to a number of 

different sets of penaeid prawn data taken from the literature and 

collected in a number of different ways e.g., from shrimps grown in 

cap�ivity, from tag recapture programs and from length frequency data 

The only growth analysis on juvenile penaeid prawns found to date was 

conducted on data collected in the Gulf of Carpentaria by Staples 

(1980b) in which he used the Cassie method to determine growth rates, 

In the present study length frequency analysis has been carried out 

on a subset of the data used by Staples (1980b) for the juvenile banana 

prawn, Penaeus merguiensis. It has been shown that this species has a 

mixed life cycle with the adult, spawning and larval stages offshore and 

the juvenile stage taking place in an estuarine environment (Rothlisberg 



et al. 1985). It was noted that postlarval immigration from the Norman 

River during the period September 1975 to September 1976 occurred as a 

series of pulses with one major peak occurring in November and three 

smaller pulses occurring in later months (Staples and Vance 1985). 

Emigration out of the river was in three main waves with the time spent 

in the river varying between one and nine weeks (Staples 1980b). Three 

smaller cohorts came into the river during March and April and the 

majority of these prawns overwintered in the river until the following 

Spring (Staples 1980b). It seems that there were a number of cohorts 

entering and leaving the river during the wet season of 1975/1976 and 

that individuals did not necessarily leave with the group that they 

entered with. Pulses of immigration and emmigration were not 

consecutive. 

Staples (1980b) estimated, using the same data as used in the present 

study, that the carapace length of juvenile banana prawns, f..:.. 

merguiensis, increased by 1.2mm per week for the November to December 

and February to March periods and at this time growth approximated a 

linear relationship. The growth rate was found to decline with 

decreasing temperature during the autumn and winter months. 

The purpose of the present study is to re-examine the data set 

collected by Staples (1980a,1980b) by using three methods of analysis 

and make comparisons between them. Firstly a "pencil and paper" method 

as described by Cassie (1950,1954). Secondly, two computer methods 

ELEFAN I developed by Pauly and David (1981) and another which analyses 

a distribution mixture developed by Macdonald and Pitcher (1979). 

There are many differences between the three methods. The Cassie 

method is used for analysing one data set at a time. It was developed 

as a method of separating polymodal distributions into separate 

component groups based on a technique described by Harding (1949). The 

Macdonald Pitcher method also analyses single samples but separates out 

different component groups from a distribution mixture and the user has 

to choose the number of component groups in the sample and provide 

starting values for means, standard deviations, and proportions. ELEFAN 

analyses multiple samples and traces growth curves through a set of 

length frequency samples. It estimates growth based on the Von 

Bertalanffy growth formula and by fitting growth curves to the data 

selects which curve fits the data best and gives those parameters. 

One of the aims of the present study has been to examine these 

methods with the following questions to be �nswered: 

1. Ease of use.

2. Subjectivity.

3. The time taken to apply each method.



4. The biological relevance of the results.

5. The possibility of combining methods to give a better tool for the

analysis of length frequency.



--- -- - - ------ ----

Abstract 

This paper examines three methods of analysing length-frequency 

data: the Cassie method, the Macdonald Pitcher program for analysing 

distribution mixtures and the ELEFAN I method. The aim of the study is 

to answer the following questions about each method: (i) ease of use, 

(ii) subjectivity, (iii) time taken to apply each method, (iv)

biological application of the results and (v) possible combination of

methods. The data used in this study was collected by Staples (1980b)

for juvenile banana prawns, Penaeus merguiensis, in the Norman river

from September 1975 to September 1976. It was found that the Cassie

method had the advantage of being easy to use but subjective in the

selection of the number of groups in a set of data. The Macdonald

Pitcher method was also 'easy to use but the number of groups in a set of

data had to be known before the method provided useful results. With

ELEFAN I it is suggested that the Yon Bertalanffy growth equation on

which ELEFAN I is bas�d may not adequately describe the growth of

juvenile prawns. The method required accurate values of K and L� to be

entered into the program before running otherwise the results were 

unsatisfactory. 

It is suggested that ELEFAN I and Macdonald Pitcher could be used 

together to give a better tool for analysis. A further development 

could be the modification of the ELEFAN I program to describe the growth 

of juvenile prawns which approximates a linear relationship. There 

should be also be further study into the growth of juvenile prawns to 

try and accurately determine their rates of growth before applying 

length-frequency methods. 



METHODS 

Development of data and computer programs 

The data analysed in the present study was collected at a number of 

sites situated along the Norman River on the eastern side of the Gulf of 

Carpentaria from September 1975 to September 1976 and has been published 

by Staples (1980b). Eighteen sets of data, collected at three weekly 

intervals, ware collated from the original fieldwork notes with three 

lots of data collected from different sites being placed together to 

give reasonably sized samples to analyse. The eighteen data sets were 

then plotted into frequency histograms (Fig. 1). The Cassie method was 

applied to all data sets to determine number of component groups, means 

and standard deviations. From these, the length distribution of the 

component groups groups were drawn onto the frequency histograms (Fig. 

2) 

The MacDonald Pitcher program was originally obtained as a batch 

version which was found to be restrictive. The interactive version was 

obtained, debugged and a few minor modifications were made to assist the 
user, such as a counter is displayed on the screen while the program 

runs through its iterations to let the user know it is still running. 

There are two types of interactive program the single precision and the 

double precision version. The double precision version gives greater 

accuracy and was used througout this analysis. 

A set of normal data was generated for use with the Macdonald 

Pitcher method to test its sensitivity. Two normal curves were 

generated with means of 10.5 and 15.5 and a standard deviation of 1.5 

(Table 3). This data set was used to see what kind of differences in 

results occurred when changes were made in the original starting values. 

These results were then used as a comparative model for the 

P.merguiensis results.

A number of modifications were made to the original ELEFAN I 

program. A plotting routine was developed to enable the data to be 

printed out in the form of histograms and a length value was calculated 

for each three weekly sample entered and t�is was marked on the 

histogram by a cross these could then be joined to give the growth curve 

(Fig. 3). The restructured data was also plotted with length values 

marked on (Fig. 4). The program was also modified to allow time at 

whlch the animal has zero length to be printed for each set of data 



used. 

Cassie Method 

For each data set the frequencies of the different length categories 

were converted into probabilities which were then summed as a cumulative 

frequency totals. These were then plotted onto probability paper which 

transforms normal curves to straight lines. The plot was then studied 

and points of inflexion were picked out and component groups were 

identified. Inflexions correspond to low points in the frequency 

distribution. The means and standard deviations for each group were 

then estimated by drawing a line through the plotted data points at the 

fifty perce�t mark to estimate the means and drawing lines at 

approximately the sixteen and eighty one percent marks and dividing the 

different measurements by two to give the standard deviation. The 

assumptions of the method are that each component group is normally 

distributed and each curve can be fitted by taking away the curves one 
at a time and thereby exposing the flank of the next curve. 

Macdonald Pitcher Method 

This program has two versions, the batch version and the interactive 

version. Both of these versions were used with these data and it was 

found that the interactive version was more satisfactory as it enabled 

us to make decisions to be made based on immediate previous choices 

rather than waiting until the end of the run before changing the 

parameters. 

The aim of this method is to separate out different component groups 

of a distribution mixture and to give the best proportions, means and 

standard deviations to the data. A measure of how well the data has, 

been fitted is given by the chi square value. To do this the number of 

component groups in the mixture had to be decided upon and then the 

proportions, means and standard deviations of each group had to be 

entered. It was decided to use the values obtained from the Cassie 

method as starting points for this method. 

Certain criteria have to be met for the method to be successful; 

the proportions have to add up to one, any standard deviation must be 

greater than zero and the mean of the first group must be less than the 

mean of the second group and any other succeeeding group. The mixture 

has to be identifiable. After the initial parameters of the mixture 

were entered a number of options of how to analyse the data were made. 

These choices are called options. To determine which set of parameters 

best fit the data two methods of fitting are used, the Minimum chi 



square or the maximum likelihood methods (MacDonald and Pitcher 1979). 

In order to get meaningful results it is suggested by Macdonald and 

Pitcher (1979) that there be at least fifty observations in each 

component group. After a series of trials the following option sequence 
was selected. 

1. The starting values for the proportions, means and standard

deviations were obtained initially from the Cassie results (Table 2).
2. The proportions were estimated with the means and standard

deviations held fixed

3. The means were estimated by constrained search while the proportions
and standard deviations were held fixed.

4. The proportions were then re-estimated.
5. The standard deviation was estimated while the proportions and means

were held fixed.
6. The proportions were then re-estimated.
7. Neither the means or standard deviations were held fixed while

constrained search was carried out.

8, The proportions were then re-estimated. 
9. Final estimates of all parameiers were made using the maximum

likelihood method.

ELEFAN. Method 

· ELEFAN I was used to analyse twelve sets of data starting with the
sample dated NOV275 (Table 1, Fig. 1) this was chosen as a starting 
point as a wave of recruitment started here and could be traced through 
the succeeding eleven samples. 

ELEFAN I is based on the Von 'Bertalanffy growth formula which can be 
described by: 

Lt a L (1-e)-K(T-To))

where Lt = length at time T 
L� • asymptotic length 

K • a growth constant which determines the shape of the curve 
To • time at which the animal has zero length 

• The program as it is stuctured will only accept twelve sets of data
Therefore, we were unable to analyse the full eighteen data sets at the 
one time. 

The twelve data sets were entered and a number of alterations to the 
data took place: 

1. Each sample entered was restructured and scoring points were assigned to
each peak in the data (Estimated sum of peaks�ESP).



2. The maximum ,number of possible points available for all the peaks

was summed (Available sum of peakscASP).

3. A series of growth curves was traced through the data after the L00 

and K values were entered.

4. All the points a particular curve scores were summed.

5. The best fitting curve was then selected.

6. The process was then repeated according to the step sizes fixed.

7. A table of the ESP/ASP scores was printed out and the best

fitting curve was selected by choosing the highest ESP/ASP ratio

(Pauly and David 1981).

This proc�ss relies on four assumptions. 

a. That the sample used is representative of the population being

investigated.

b. The growth patterns in the population are the same from year to

year.

c. The Von Bertalanffy growth formula describes the growth of the

population being investigated.

d. All animals in the set of samples have the same length at the same

age and that differences in length can be attributed to differences in

age (Pauly and David 1981).

Two additional parameters are also included in the programme.

Winter point which adds a factor in when growth is slowest and C

which expresses the intensity of the growth oscillation (Pauly and David

1981). Neither of these were used with the prawn data.



RESULTS 

Length frequency data 

Using the number of prawns <4 mm carapace length as an indicator of 

recently recruited prawns a major recruitment period can be seen in 

NOV275, which was the largest group sampled with 5376 individuals. 

Smaller pulses of recruitment can be seen in early November, January, 

March and April (Fig. 1). The structure of the population also changes 

throughout the year. During the summer months the population appears to 

be made up of greater numbers of smaller individuals with few large 

prawns remaining in the river. In contrast during the winter there are 

fewer prawns but these are more representative of different size groups. 

It is possible to trace some cohorts, visually from the raw data, from 

month to month as they grow in the river and it can be seen that in some 

cases cohorts appear, disappear and then reappear. 

Cassie method 

Using the Cassie method it was possible to separate out different 

component groups for each data set. However in some cases this proved 

difficult as the points of inflection were not clear. The proportions, 

means and standard deviations were also found (Table 2). 

From these �esults it is possible to trace groups through the 

different months by following their increase in mean length. For 

example using the large recruitment wave which entered the river in the 

NOV275 sample with a carapace length of 3.6mm it was found three weeks 

later, assuming some of the group were sampled again, that this group 

had grown to 5.5mm in the DEC75 sample (Table 2). The same group were 

found to have a carapace length of 8.2mm in JAN75 and 11.5mm in FEB176. 

This group probably left the river at the end of Febrary 1976 giving an 

approximate mean growth rate of 0.9mm p.w. 

The Cassie results can seem to give a negative growth rate in some 

cases e.g., if the group entering the river in FEB276 is traced through 

it appears that growth may decrease from 12.5mm in APR276 to 12.3mm in 

MAY76 (Table 2), the next mean carapace length of 17.3 would not be a 

reasonable estimate of growth at this time of year. If the Cassie means· 

are then fitted on to the length frequency histograms the progress of 

different cohorts can be traced through ti�e (Fig. 2). 

Three distinct growth rates can be seen during the 1975/19767 period 

(i) Prior to the large wave of recruitment in NOV275 three groups can be



identified in SEP75 the growth rate of the first group is approximately 

1mm per week. (ii) In NOV275 a large recruitment group enters and 

remains in the river until February. The growth rate for this group is 

as stated above: (iii) A third group overwinter in the river from MAR76 

to JUN176. The growth rate of this group is 0.83mm per week. There is 

a difference in growth rates between winter and summer and this agrees 

with Stap�es (1980b) comments on growth. 

Macdonald Pitcher 

Normal data 

When the normal data set was used with the Macdonald Pitcher method 

a number of things ocurred: 

1. The known values for the means, standard deviations and proportion

were entered into the program. After the program had run new values 

were given for the proportions means and standard and these differed 

from the starting values by the following: the proportions were changed 

by 0.0583, the standard deviations by 0.01460 and the means by by 0.52

(Table 7). 

2. When the number of component groups was known it was possible to

vary the proportions means and standard deviations widely and still get 

the same result. The proportions were varied between 0.1-0.9 while the 
2 

means and standard deviations were held constant and the same X value 

was given whatever the proportions. 

The critical X2 value for this set of data is X2 d.f,•19, P<

.05[19] a 30.144. Therefore the calculated value of 0.6364 was very 

significant (Table 4). 

When the means were varied by being placed closer together e.g., 

11.0 and 15.0, 11.5 and 15.5, or further apart e.g., 10.0 and 16, 9.5 

and 16.5. The same final result was also achieved (Table 4). The 

standard deviations were treated in a similar manner with the same 

results (Table 4). 

3. When the number of component groups was altered e.g., three

components or four components the method would follow the fitting 

procedure up to the final step where the maximum likelihood method of 

fitting took place. So even though significant x2 values were obtained

at the previous step, the final fitting process did not take place. The 

method would not work at all when five component groups were entered 

(Table 5). 



Juvenile P.merguiensis data 

The method was then tried on the juvenile banana prawn data. 

Certain data sets were selected for analysis. SEP75 was analysed and up 

until the .final fitting procedure using the maximum likelihood method 

gave a significant X value but was not accepted for the final step 

(Table 6). This happened to other data sets as well NOV175, OCT75 and 

APR276. 

At the end of each analysis a revised set of parameters was given as 

with the normal data. In general it appears that the Macdonald Pitcher 

method estimated larger standard deviation values for component groups 

with larger-individuals than the Cassie method (Table 6). It also seems 

that the proportions vary widely in larger size groups. 

A way of assessing how well the method has worked is to see how far 

the starting values for the proportions, means and standard deviations 

differ from the values given by the program. When analysing the 

juvenile P.merguiensis data it was found that, in general, the means 

were similar to the Cassie values but the proportions and standard 

deviations differed . Where the starting values differed widely from 

the values given by the method as in the case of APR276 a large X
2 

is 

given and the final fitting process does not take place. 

Two data sets were rejected at the first step of the analysis where 

the proportions are estimated these were NOV275 and FEB276 (Table 6). 

Only one data set went through the whole procedure and came out with 

a significant chi square result this was JUN176 (Table 6). 

ELEFAN I 

NOV275 was selected as a starting point for the ELEFAN analysis 

because there was an obvious pulse of recruitment at this time and it 

was hoped that a growth curve would be traced from this point. 

The seeded parameters entered of La, and K were 35 and 3.7

respectively with an increment of 1 for La, and .1 for K for seven steps

(Table Sa). Based on adult growth parameters these values were chosen 

because Lucas et al (1979� stated that P.merguiensis had an L value of 
a, 

38 and a K value of .08 per week or 4.16 per year. It is preferable 

when using this method to have the expecte� La, and K values in the

middle of the step values. 

Four different values of To were tried to correspond with waves of 



recruits coming into the river and a knowledge of approximate spawning 

time. From the.results of this analysis it can be seen that no growth 

curve was drawn that passed through the obvious modes in the data (Fig 

3). Only a very minor part of the variation could be explained by the 

ESP/ASP ratio. In the case of To•O.O only 9.5% of the variation is 

explained; for To•-0.1 13%, To=0.1 11.5% and Toa0,18 5.7% (Table 8b). 

When using four different values of To all the ESP/ASP ratios were low 

the best result being obtained for To•-0.1 which would be approximately 

six weeks. All the different To values gave approximately the same 

values for L but differing values for the growth constant K (Table 8b). 
co 

The restructured data, which are plots of the peaks and troughs in the 

data, show that the curves did not pass through the peaks (Fig 4). 

As an alternative method not available on the ELEFAN I program, 

linear growth curves were fitted by eye and four different groups were 

traced through the time period (Fig 5). 

Average rates of growth were estimated using the four curves generated 

by the ELEFAN method and the four lines fitted by eye. It was found 

that when using the ELEFAN curves the value of K seemed very high when 

compared with the rates of growth obtained by the eye fitted line (Table 

9). 



DISCUSSION 

General comments 

The purpose of this present study was to look at a number of 

different methods of analysing length-frequency data and assess aspects 

of their performance with respect to; their ease of use, subjectivity, 

time taken to use the method, the biological implications of the results 

given and the possibility of combining methods. Their ability to 

separate out different recruitment groups was also investigated as was 

the use of the Von Bertalanffy growth equation used by Pauly and 

David(l981) in the ELEFAN I program for describing the growth of 

juvenile banana prawns. 

It was possible to use all methods of analysis on this data set and 

to gain information about the growth of juvenile P.merguiensis from the 

results. Even though the methods were different in their approach to 

the analysis of the data e.g., ELEFAN I required multiple sample inputs 

and Macdonald Pitcher and Cassie only analysed single samples certain 

comparisons between them can be made. 

Cassie method 

The Cassie method was easy to use and after the initial learning 

phase became repetitive. Because of this ease of use it is still used 

today and it has the added advantage of not requiring high technology 

machinery. Only a calculator is needed. 

One of the major problems with the Cassie method was its 

subjectivity when placing the inflexion points on the curve. At times 

it was very difficult to decide where the inflexion point should go. 

Sc�uute a11d Fournier (1980) point out that if an ambiguous decision is 

made regarding these points it then becomes cumulative when selecting 

the other points. 

A further disadvantage of this method was that it is not really 

suitable for large data sets as the length of time taken to compute the 

answer increases and the possibility for error also increases. 

Using the Cassie method on the P.merguiensis data proved difficult 



as the modes were often indistinct and selecting points of inflexion 

became difficult. This method appears to work well if the modes are 

clear but does not appear sensitive enough to pick up small differences 

in the data set which could denote different groups particularly when 

tracing juvenile cohorts of P.merguiensis through time. Even though 

this method only analyses one sample at a time it is possible to plot 

the data as a series of histograms and plot the curves on the graphs and 

trace possible cohort movement forward and backward in time (Fig. 2). 

The parameters obtained from this method were used as starting 

points for the the Macdonald Pitcher method but the lack of results 

obtained with this data set with the Macdonald Pitcher method could 

either be d�e to the wrong number of components being used because of 

the problem of picking inflection points or a problem with the type of 

data being used. 

It is difficult to say whether the growth rates obtained from using 

this method are biologically realistic although similar growth rates 

have been observed in the laboratory under optimal environmental 

conditions (Staples, pers. corn.) 

Macdonald Pitcher method 

This method proved easy to use once the interactive version of the 

program was being used. The batch version was very tedious as the data 

input had to be set out correctly and decisions had to be made without 

seeeing the results of the previous choices. 

This method was subjective as the number of component groups had to 

be selected. This is often the piece of information which is unknown. 

Macdonald and Pitcher (1979) suggest that where possible a small sub 

sample of the population be aged separately in order to determine the 

component groups. However with this data set it was not possible to do 

this therefore the Cassie results were used as a starting point. 

The results show that when using the normal data with a known number 

of'components, in this case two, the method will complete all the steps 

of the analysis as stated in the methods and give a final X
2 

value which 

shows a good fit when compared with the critical x
2 value. 

When the number of component groups is changed from two to three or 

four the method will not complete the anarysis at the final step but 

will give a x
2 

value at the previous step that suggests a good fit. 

This shows that this method is sensitive to the number of component 

groups given in the initial parameters and also a X value can be 



olJLui11ucJ lot the wrong 11u1111Jor ol cumµonunt gt·ouµi: wh!ch lookti good but 
is dependant on the options chosen and possibly the sequence of options 

chosen. Further· work would have to be done to test this, 

Macdonald and Pitcher (1979) state that that if the number of 

components is known the proportions used as the starting values are 

unimportant but the initial guesses for the means and standard 

deviations are important and should be as accurate as possible. Upper 
and lower limits have to be placed on the means and standard deviations 

and these values assist in the fitting process, The results from the 

generated normal data set support the claim made by Macdonald and 

Pitcher that the proportions are unimportant and, with this data set, 

the means and standard deviations were also varied widely without 

greatly affecting the final outcome. 

Another interesting result is that even when the known means of 10.5 

and 15.5 were used as starting values for the normal data set the method 

gave calculated means that differed markedly. I am unsure as to why 

this occurred. 

When the juvenile P.merguiensis data was used, the method only 

completely analysed one set of data. Two interpretations are possible. 

Either that the lack of results meant that this data was not suitable 

for this method or that the starting values given by the Cassie method 

werl:l incorrect. 1 would tl:lud Lo ta.vour thl:l latter suggestion, Perhaps 
with a better method of selecting component groups this method would 

have been more successful with this data. 

The program would not accept two of the data sets. With the FEB276 

data set there were only 131 observations the first component group 
having many more individuals than the second. The second group did not 

meet the criteria of having more than fifty individuals in it and so the 
data was unacceptable. In the case of NOV175 the starting parameters 

were probably too far removed from the real ones. 

JUN176 was sucessfully analysed by the program· it appears that the 

Cassie parameters were close enough to reality to allow the analysis to 
take place. This data set was taken during the winter period when 

there are small numbers of prawns overwintering in the river and there 

are representatives from different cohorts which makes clearly 

identifiable modes. 

The three data sets that were analysed up to the final fitting 
process gave an invalid parameter message. This can mean one of two 

things, either one of the component standard deviation is negative or 

the parameters do not have a positive probability over every grouping 



interval (MacDonald and Pitcher 1979). 

ELEFAN I method 

This method was reasonably easy to use apart from the time taken for 

the program to run. The method did not require subjective decisions on 

the number of groups in a data set but did require values for L and K 
• 00 

which suggests a good knowledge of the life history of the animal. 

Beddington and Rosen(l985) note that ELEFAN I requires good starting 

estimates of K to find an acceptable value for it. This was a problem 

when using this data set as the K value was unknown for juvenile 

P.merguiensis. From the curves that were-fitted to the data it can be

seen that the value of K was probably too high and consequently the

growth curv� estimated from the Lt values did not pass through the 

modes. The L
00 

value was also probably not correct and could possibly be 

as high as 44 for female P.merguiensis(Somers, pers. com.). 

It has been noted by other authors that a major problem with this 

method is that it consistently under estimates the value of K and over 

estimates the value of L
00 

(Majkowski and Hampton in press, Rosenberg and 

Beddington in press). The values of K and L used here did not seem 
00 

appropriate for this data set. This could be because they do not 

describe the growth of juvenile prawns very accurately or that they were 

being affected by the problems of over estimation and under estimation. 

There is a need for more information about the growth of juvenile banana 

prawns. Rosenberg and Beddington (in press) conclude that "The ELEFAN 

method does not appear to reliably estimate growth parameters unless the 

input parameter range is narrow and the true value lies within this 

range". 

The results obtained from this method showed that the value of K was 

high and so the prawns were appearing to grow very quickly and therefore 

were not following the peaks in the data. The K constant used did not 

seem suitable for juvenile prawns. The parameters which were originally 

given were worked out using commercial fishing returns and it is 

believed that the L
00 

value should be much higher, closer to 39 for males 

and 42 for females and that the K value should be much lower, around .04 

per week (Somers pers. comm.). When these results are compared with 

the growth rates given by the Cassie method and the eye fitted lines 

there is a large discrepancy between them, with the ELEFAN I growth 

rates being nearly twice the other rates in some cases. Biologically 

the Cassie rates or the eye fitted rates seem more realistic and these 

agree with the work of Staples(l980b) who estimated the growth rate of 

juvenile banana prawns to be 1.2mm p.w. during November to December and 

February to March 1975/1976. Unfortunately growth rates for the 

Macdonald Pitcher method could not be calculated. 



The Yon Bertalanffy growth formula describes the growth of an animal 

throughout its tife and assumes a decreasing rate of growth through 
time, The data used in this study only describes a very short period in 
the animals life history. It may not be appropriate to use this formula 

as it stands to describe the growth of juvenile P.merguiensis. 

One of the major disadvantages with ELEFAN I was its slowness and 

its effect on the computer system. It could bring the system to a halt 
if it had a number of iterations to do. This factor highlighted the 
need to select accurate seeded values where possible to cut down on the 
time taken to give a final result. 

Comparison of methods 

The Cassie method though subjective was easy to use and is still 
being used today. It appeared to give biologically meaningful results 

although there is little known about the growth of juvenile 
P.merguiensis. Its major drawback was the selection of inflexion
points to determine the number of component groups and its subjectivity.

The Macdonald Pitcher method was robust once the number of 
components had been selected. If the parameters were too far away from 

reality then the method would not work. Sample size was also important 
here, groups with at least fifty individuals were required. 

ELEFAN I was cumbersome to use particularly if you are unsure of the 
growth parameters for the animal you are studying. If this information 
is known then it traces growth curves quite well. The plotting routine 

assists the user considerably. 

It was found to be more satisfactory with this data set to enter 
realistic values of To rather than allow the program to choose one. A 
knowledge of the spawning time was therefore essential. 

Recommendations and further work 

No one method proved entirely satisfactory for the analysis of these 
data but it seems possible that the methods could be modified to give a 
better tool for the analysis of this kind of data. 

The restructured data of the ELEFAN I technique could be used as a 
starting point for the selection of modes in the data. It would then be 
possible to calculate the proportions, means and standard deviations and 
use these as a starting point for the fitting procedure of the Macdonald 
Pitcher method. 



Another appr?ach is to look at the basis of ELEFAN I which is the 

Von Bertalanffy growth equation and adjust that to describe the type of 

growth found with juveniles which approximates a linear relationship. 

There.are other programs which have now become available for 

analysing length frequency data. One has been developed by Dr. A.Heron 

(CSIRO Marine Laboratory, Hobart)which objectively selects the number of 

components in a group even if they are overlapping. This is a 

repeatable process and does not require prior knowledge of the number of 

component groups in a sample. Another of these is a program developed 

by Schnute and Fournier (1980) which also analyses a distribution 

mixture without a knowledge of the number of component groups being 

necessary. 

A final point to make here is that a knowledge of the growth of 

juvenile banana prawns is essential and further biological study could 

be done to address this problem such as a tagging program designed 

specifically to answer questions about the growth of juvenile prawns. 
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Figure 1. Three weekly size (carapace length) frequency distribution 

juvenile Penaeus merguiensis from September 1975 to 

September 1976. Data was collected by Staples (1980b). 
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the component groups, as found by the Cassie method, 
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Length frequency histograms from the ELEFAN I method using 

juvenile Penaeus merguiensis data. Twelve samples were 

analysed. Four To values were used growth curves were 

plotted for each To value. 
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ELEFAN I method. The restructured data is a plot of the 

peaks and troughs in each set of data, The data used here is 

the juvenile Penaeus merguiensis data collected by Staples 

(1980b), Four different values of To were used. 
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Table 1. Original data set for Penaeus merguiensis juveniles used for examining length-frequency methods.Size is given in mm. The 

data sets are spaced at three weekly intervals and identified by the first three letters of the appropriate month. 

SamEle 

Size SEP75 OCT75 NOV!75 NOV275 DEC75 JAN76 FEB176 FEB276 MAR76 APR176 APR276 MAY76 JUN176 JUN276 JUL76 AUG176 AUG276 SEP76 

0.5- 1.5 24 

1.5- 2.5 14 593 2 20 32 1 

2.5- 3.5 31 1501 2 46 1 1 14 15 24 7 

3.5- 4.5 53 1619 15 97 3 9 22 47 44 16 12 1 1 

4.5- 5.5 131 550 213 108 70 44 48 137 121 46 29 13 1 0 

5.5- 6.5 148 359 565 90 272 38 155 104 , 119 118 16 25 2 9 3 

6.5- 7.5 123 232 652 121 358 18 215 81 149 128 13 26 7 18 15 3 

7.5- 8.5 5 55 173 567 126 309 6 232 60 208 134 23 25 26 50 21 11 

8.5- 9.5 14 2 18 105 428 70 203 5 187 38 150 143 24 42 34 62 29 9 

9.5-10.5 29 4 6 73 259 39 118 6 164 16 148 115 31 54 47 52 20 18 

10.5-11. 5 20 12 9 · 54 96 14 81 3 83 20 83 131. 24 49 47 45 31 26 

11. 5-12. 5 31 22 11 39 63 5 53 1 69 14 71 117 33 46 46 49 33 23 

12.5-13.5 27 34 5 17 34 4 29 43 16 61 65 37 44 32 48 39 27 

13.5-14.5 27 34 11 13 10 14 35 14 52 60 34 41 32 32 33 26 

14.5-15.5 20 26 14 12 8 11 36 10 39 39 22 34 18 26 25 20 

15.5-16.5 15 36 23 2 5 10 24 4 15 43 21 21 11 18 26 20 

16.5-17.5 7 20 25 0 4 7 9 4 18 32 16 18 11 27 23 14 

17.5-18.5 5 24 29 2 2 3 7 3 19 28 15 25 14 6 22 6 

18.5-19.5 3 21 33 1 3 3 5 0 12 13 5 21 6 18 11 11 

19.5-20.5 2 11 29 1 1 2 1 10 17 3 16 8 13 18 4 

20.5-21.5 8 28 0 1 1 8 7 2 12 5 10 8 5 

21. 5-22. 5 3 11 1 1 2 8 4 3 9 6 6 

22.5-23.5 4 7 0 1 1 1 0 4 7 2 

23.5-24.5 1 4 1 1 0 1 2 3 4 

24.5-25.5 4 1 1 1 2 1 



Table 2. Results obtained using the Cassie method for analysing P.merguiensis length frequency data. Components, 

proportions, means and standard deviations were calculated. 

# 
Sample 

SEP75 OCT75 NOV175 NOV275 DEC75 JAN76 FEB176 FEB276 MAR76 APR176 APR276 MAY76 JUN176 JUN276 JUL76 AUG176 AUG276 SEP76 
Components 3 3 4 3 3 3 3 2 3 4 5 4 4 4 3 4 5 3 

0.3 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.2 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.1 0.8 0.1 0.5 0.2 0.2 ,> 0.8 0.5 0.2 0.1 
Proportions 0.6 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.7 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.8 .05 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.8 

0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 
0.1 .OS .05 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

.05 0.1 

10.0 13.2 5.8 3.6 5.5 4.7 7.5 5.6 4.1 5.9 4.6 7.7 5.5 6.7 1.7 9.2 8.5 8.3 

Means 13.6 17. 8 11. 7 6.7 8.3 8.2 11.5 9.2 8.5 10.8 8.1 12.3 9.6 12.4 18.6 13.8 12.8 13.5 

18.0 24.2 18.1 19.7 16.1 12.6 16.5 15.5 14.1 12.5 17.3 14.1 19.l 24.5 19.7 17.1 20.5 

22.2 20.9 18.1 22.4 18.5 23.l 23.6 20.2 

22.7 23.4 

1.0 1.6 1.7 1.0 0.7 1.1 1.1 0.9 1.8 1. 7 0.8 1.7 1.1 0.9 2.3 1.3 1.2 0.7 

Std. 0.5 1.7 0.7 3.4 1.5 1.4 1.0 1.3 2.1 0.9 1.4 1. 7 1.4 2.3 1.6 2.1 1.5 2.2 

Deviations 1.7 1.6 2.2 3.0 2.1 0.4 2.1 2.2 1.6 1.6 1.8 2.0 1.2 .25 1.5 1.3 1.1 

2.0 0.2 1.7 0.9 1.4 1.2 .65 1.6 

0.8 .65 



Table 3. Normal data generated to test the sensitivity of the Macdonald 

Pitcher method. Size is given in mm. 

Size Freguency 

0.5- 1.5 

1.5- 2.5 

2.5- 3.5 

3.5- 4.5 

4.5- 5.5 

5.5-·6.5 1 

6.5- 7.5 4 

7.5- 8.5 11 

8.5- 9.5 21 

9.5-10.5 26 

10. 5-11. 5 21 

11.5-12.5 15 

12. 5-13. 5 · 15

13.5-14.5 22

14.5-15.5 26

15.5-16.5 21

16.5-17.5 11

17.5-18.5 4 

18.5-19.5 1 

19.5-20.5 

20.5-21.5 

21. 5-22. 5

22.5-23.5 

23.5-24.5 

24.5-25.5 



Table 4 Macdonald Pitcher results for normal data. Std.Dev•Standard 

deviation. 

Pro2ortions Means Std.Dev. Final X,
2 

0.1-0.9 10.5 1.5 o. 6364

0.1-0.9 15.S 1.5 0.6364

0.5 7.5-12.5 1.5 0.6364 

0.5 13.5-18.5 1.5 0.6364 

0.5 10.5 1.0-2 .1 0.6364 

0.5 15.5 1.0-2.1 0.6364 

** No result possible at a Std.Dev of 0,9 



Table 5 Norrnal data using varied numbers of components to test the 

sensitivity of the Macdonald Pitcher method 

Pro2ortions Means Std. Deviations Best X 
2 

Final X
2 

0.33 10.5 1.5 

0.33 12.5 1.5 

0.33 15.5 1.5 0.6591 Invalid 

0.25 8.5 1.5 

-0. 25 10.5 1.5 

0.25 12.5 1.5 

0.25 14.5 1. 5 0.6938 Invalid 

0.2 8.5 1.5 

0. 2 10.5 1.5 

0.2 12.5 1.5 

0.2 15.5 1.5 

0.2 17.5 1.5 No result 



Table 6 

SEP75 

OCT75 

NOV175 

NOV275 

FEB276 

APR276 

JUtJ176 

Macdonald Pitcher results for P.merguiensis using selected months. 

Propor•Proportions, 

Original values 

ProEor Means Std.Dev 

0.3 10.0 1.0 

0.6 13 .6 0.5 

0.1 18.0 1. 7

0.5 13. 2 1.6

0.4 17.8 1.7 

0.1 24.2 1.6 

0.7 5.8 1. 7

0.1 11. 7 0.7

0.1 18.1 2.2 

0.1 22.2 2.0 

0.8 3.6 1.0 

0.1 6.7 3.4 

0.1 19.7 3.0 

0.8 5.6 0.9 

0.2 9.2 1.3 

0.1 4.6 0.8 

0.6 8.1 1.4 

0.2 12.5 1.6 

.OS 18.1 1. 7

.OS 22.7 0.8 

0.2 5.5 1.1 

0.3 9.6 1. 4

0.4 14.l 2.0

0.1 18.5 1.4 

Std.Dev•Standard Deviation. 

Revised values 

ProEor Means Std.Dev Best X Final x
2 

0.45 10.59 1. 3 8.34 

0.35 13. 7 1.27 

0.19 16.1 1.9 

0.52 13.5 1. 77 7 .96 

0.429 17.7 2.05 

0.04 23.4 2.63 

0.7 5.8 1.5 24.31 

0.05 12.6 2.2 

0.21 18.5 2.2 

0.02 21. 2 1. 6

No result 

No result 

0.13 7.07 2.0 47.56 

0.58 7.64 2.11 

0.23 12.38 2.19 

0.046 18.22 2.1 

0.007 19.28 1. 99 

0.13 4.98 0.61 5.32 5.32 

0.37 9.39 1. 87 

0.23 13.08 1.10 

0.26 16.21 l. 96



Table 7 Macdonald Pitcher results for the normal data set after the 

fitting procedure had tal(l•T\ place 

Proportions 

Means 

Std.Deviations 

Original Values 

0.5 

0.5 

10.5 

15.5 

1.5 

1.5 

Revised Values 

0.49417 

0.50583 

9.97423 

14.98241 

1.49761 

1. 51460



Table Sa An example of the output given from the ELEFAN I program 

·showing the seeded values.

Input Output 

To=O.O HIGHEST ESP/ASP=95 K=3.7 L •35 

3.7 3.8 3.9 4.0 4.1 4.2 4.3 

35.0 95 87 80 80 72 76 76 

36.0 87 80 80 72 76 76 76 

37.0 80 72 72 76 76 76 76 

L 38.0 72 76 76 76 76 68 68 

39.0 76 76 76 76 68 68 68 

40.0 76 76 76 68 68 68 68 

41.0 76 76 68 68 68 68 68 



Table Sb Resui'ts from the ELEFAN method when four different values of 

To were entered. 

To ESP/ASP K L 

0.0 95 3.7 35 

-0.1 130 4.2 35 

0.1 115 4.3 35 

0 .18 57 4.2 36 



Table 9 Growth rates per week obtained for juvenile P.merguiensis by 

using ELEFAN I, Cassie and the eye fitted lines. p.w.aper week 

Cassie Eye 

ELEFAN fitted 

To=-0.l 1.8mm p.w. 1.5mm p.w. 0. 77mm p.w.

To= 0.0 1.6mm p.w. 0.9mm p.w. 1.0mm p.w.

To= 0.1 1.6mm p.w. 0.9mm p.w. 0.88mm p.w.

To=0.18 1.3mm p.w. 0.6mm p.w. 0.70mm p.w.
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SUMMARY 

Juvenile fish were collected by beam trawl at three 

sites for a period of twelve months in Trinity Bay, Cairns, 

North Queensla�d, Australia. Species compositon, abundance 

and richness are compared between trawl sites which had 

different seagrass covers. The fish species composition is 

compared with samples collected from the Dugong River, 

Mornington Island. 

Species richness and abundance was found to be greater 

in an area of dense seagrass than an adjacent site without 

seagrass demonstrating the importance of these areas as 

nursery habitats for many species of juvenile fish. Fish 

abundance throughout the survey period were greater in the 

warmer months than in winter while the species richness was 

variable. 

The fish abundances were dominated by J�st a fjw 

species. In Trinity Bay eighty percent of the total fish 

were the species Leiognathus splendens, Pelates 

quadrilineatus and a species of the Siganidae, Sp.5. In 

the Dugong Riverthe family Teraponidae accounted for eighty 

seven percent of the total fish numbers with P. 

quadrilineatus and Helotes sexlineatus prevalent. 

Only a few of the the juvenile fish were of commercial 

value and the importance of the seagrass beds in this study 

do not seem important as nursery areas for for these fish • 

This study �,as confined to small fish by the selectivity of 

the gear and the importance of the seagrasses as feeding 

grounds for larger fish has not been established and needs 

investigation. 

2. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Seagrass beds are an important aquatic habitat for rich 

and diverse communites of fish and invertebrates, and are 

utilised by a number of species as nursery areas. They 

provide fish with shelter from predation and are areas of 

high food abundance, particularly of small organisms 

feeding on the detritus in seagrass beds. 

Species composition and abundance of the seagrass fauna 

may vary with factors such as species and density of 

seagrass, seasonal trends, diurnal variation, depth, 

substrate type, and geographical location. Predation by 

fish and seabirds may also be of importance. 

The objective of this study was to examine the species 

composition of fish fauna collected as the incidental 

by-catch from beam trawl surveys conducted by Northen 

Fisheries Research Centre staff. These surveys sampled 

inshore nursery grounds for penaeid prawns along the east 

coast of 0ueensland from Cairns to Cape York ( Coles 

et.al.,1985) and around the Wellesley Islands ( Coles and 

Lee Long, 1985) in the Gulf of Carpentaria. 

The purpose of these surveys was to locate seagrass 

areas important as prawn nursery grounds, and to gain 

information on the distribution and life histories of 

commercially important prawn species. This information is 

valuable in determining a strategy for the management of 

the prawn fishery and the protection of nursery grounds. 

The by-catch from surveys in Trinity Bay, Cairns forms 

the basis of the data used in this report this is compared 

with data collected at a sampling station in the Dugong 

3 • 
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River, Mornington Island ( the largest island in the 

Wellesley group ). 

Heasman (1983) conducted a beam trawl study in the 

Trinity Bay and Inlet areas and looked at the juvenile 

prawn populations of seagrass beds. More than twenty 

species of pena�id prawns were found including two 

endeavour and two tiger prawn species. They were: The true 

or blue tailed endeavour prawn, Metapenaeus endeavouri; the 

false or red tailed endeavour prawn, Metapenaeus ensis; the 

brown tiger prawn, Penaeus esculentus and the grooved tiger 

prawn, Penaeus semisulcatus. 

Within Trinity Bay fishing activities are limited to 

about four professional fishermen who work the area 

frequently ( Olsen, 1983 ). The major fish species landed 

are Barramundi, Lates calcarifer; Grunters, Pomadasys 

hasta; Salmon, £leutheronepra tetradactylum; Mangrove Jack; 

LutJanus argentimaculatus; Bream, Acanthropagrus berda; 

King Salmon, Polydactylus sheridan; Mullet, mugil spp.; and 

two Gar sp&ci•g Arrhamphug sclerolepis and Hyporcamphus 

dussumeri. 

This study reports the results of an investigation into 

the juvenile fish fauna of seagrass beds from two areas of 

North Queensland. It examines species abundance, diversity 

and composition of these fish and makes comparisons of 

these factors between different sites. Little work has 

been done on the fish fauna of North Queensland seagrass 

beds and as their importance as nursery areas for juvenile 

fish of commercial or recreational value is not clear, this 

aspect is also examined • 

4. 
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PREVIOUS STUDIES 

Pollard ( 1980) reviews various studys of 

seagrass-fish communites, with particular emphasis on 

Australian studies and compares species composition 

relationship• between different areas. 

There have been several surveys of fish communities in 

Australia using a variety of sampling techniques including: 

beam trawls ( Young, 1981; Young and Wadley, 1979.>; and 

poisoning Middleton, 1984 ). Seine, gill and stake nets 

were used by Blaber to examined the fish of the Trinity 

Inlet system at various sites in the bay and estuary and 

the species compositions can be compared with the results 

from beam trawling. 

Young (1981) compared the species composition and 

abundance from beam trawl sampling of vagile epibenthic 

fauna of Posidina australis and Zostera capricorni seagrass 

beds , at Port Hacking, N.S.W. It was found that the same 

general compositon of fish species in both species of 

seagrass but a greater abundance in the Zostera seagrass. 

Species richness and relative abundance was found generally 

to be higher in summer than winter. 

5 • 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Study Area 

Trinity Bay 

The Trinity Inlet system adjacent to Cairns in 

Queensland ( latitude 16•55'S., longitude 145•46'E.) 

consists of a tidal estuary approximately 10 Km. long 

entering a wide bay ( Fig.1.1 ). Trinity Bay is a shallow 

embayment with extensive mud flats, sea.grass beds, 

sandbars and small areas of rocky outcrops. The area has a 

maximum tidal range of 3 metres and at low tides large 

areas of mudflats and sea.grass beds are exposed. The area 

occupied by intertidal flats in the bay is approximately 

1000 ha including 640 ha of mangroves ( Olsen, 1983 >. 

Sea.grass communities form an important component of the 

extensive shoal areas of of silt and sand. The species of 

sea.grass present in Trinity Bay include Zostera capricorni, 

Halodule uninervis, Cymodocea serrulata, and Halophila 

ovalfs. The western side of the bay seaward of Cairns 

Esplanade has an dense cover of sea.grass extending to Ellie 

Point. The eastern side of Trinity Bay has sea.grass 

meadows in the Hills Creek and Bessie Point areas. 

Three sampling sites were chosen within Trinity Bay 

(Fig,1). Site 1 and site 2 were located off the esplanade, 

site 1 in shallow area of dense sea.grass cover and site 2 

positioned at a deeper area with no sea.grass present. A 

third location, site 3, was sampled on the eastern side of 

the bay near the mouth of Hills Creek. This site was a 

6 



Figure I.I

Trinity Bay, Cairns 

sampling sites. 

Figure 1.2. 
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T�1tJITY BlrY 

MORNINC,1"0N 

ISLAND 

Dugong River, Mornington Island 

sampling site.-e 
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shallow area with a patchy cover of seagrass and like site 

1 was exposed at low tide • 

Mornington Island 

A single site was examined from the Dugong river, 

Mornington Island ( Fig 1.2) in an area of dense seagrass 

cover 

SAMPLING METHOD 

The Trinity Bay sites were sampled with a beam t�awl 

1.5 metres wide by 0.5 metres high, fitted ·with 2.0 mm 

mesh. The beam trawl was towed at a speed of 0.5 metres 

per second < approximately 1 knot ) for 2.5 minutes 

duration between the marker bouys, covering a length of 

approximately 75 metres ( a swept area of about 112.5 m1 

>. A four metre aluminium dinghy powered by an outboard 

motor was used to tow the beam trawl. Water temperatures 

were recorded and water samples taken for salinity tests at 

each site. 

Trawling was undertaken from October· 1983 to October 

1984 on each new moon at the three Trinity Bay sites and 

also every full moon at site 1. The trawls were done at 

night on the high tide, during slack water at depths of 1.0 

m to 2.0 m at site 1 and site 3, and from 2.5 to 3,5 m at 

Site 2. 

The sampling proceedure was similar for Mornington 

Island except that the beam trawls were towed behind a 7.3 

m launch over a distance of 50 m. Dugong River data was 

available for nine sampling occasions from November 1982 to 

a er 



October 1983. 

Samples collected in the field were returned to the 

laboratory and sorted into seagrass, prawn and fish 

components and frozen for later analysis. In this study 

the fish component only was examined. The fish were 

identified with reference to taxonomic keys ( Lewis et al, 

1983; Knapp, 1981; anon., FAO > and reference books 

Grant, 1982; Gloerfelt-Tarp and Kailola,1995; Monroe, 1967 

and Russell,1983) and using an established collection of 

photographs and preseved specimens. 

Fish were counted and measured to the nearest 

millimetre, either as: 

(1) ."Caudal fork length" (FL>, the distance from the tip of

the snout to to the caudal fork, or 

2) "Total length" (TL>, the distance from the tip of the

snout to the tip of the tail; depending on tail 

configuration. 

ANA LYSIS 

Three measures of community parameters were used to 

describe aspects of species diversity, dominance and 

similarity. 

(i) The diversity of a community can be estimated by

calculating Shannon-Weaver diversity indices H' Pielo, 

1977 ) • 

H' = -L'.Nj/N x logNj/N 

where N = the total number of individuals in the sample 

and, 
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Nj = the number of individuals in the jth species in 

the samp 1 e, 

(ii) Sorenson's coefficient of community, CC ( Pielou 1977

) is a useful measure of similarity between groups. 

defined as: 

CC = 2a / < 2a + b + c > 

It is 

Where a =  the number of species common to the two samples 

concerned, and b and c are the number of species found only 

in the first and only in the second samples respectively. 

(iii) McNaughtons dominance index, DI, ( Greening, 1982

gives a measure of the degree of dominance of a sample 

population by one or two species. 

DI = n 1 + n2 > / N 

where nl and n2 are the numbers of fish in the first and 

second most numerous species of a sample and N = the total 

number of individuals in the particular sample. 

Total abundances from the three Trinity bay sites were 

compared for significant differences between means by one 

way ANOVA. The values were transformed to logx prior to 

analysis as the standard deviation of animal populations is 

often proportional to the mean and log transformations are 

appropriate for stabilizing the variances. 

Student T tests or Student-Newman-Keuls range tests 

were used to compare means where significant differences 

were detected from analysis of variance. 

10 
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RESULTS 

Fish species collected during this survey together with 

relative abundance and frequency of occurance for each Trinty 

Bay site are presented in appendix I. The species composition 

of the Dugong river is presented in appendix II, and the 

number of each species caught throughout the sampling periods 

for each Trinity Bay site in appendix III. 

TEMPl;RAT� 

Water temperatures measured at site 1 in Trinity bay 

Fig.2 >, were close to 30 °c from October 1983 to February 

1984 reaching a maximum of 32.5 °c in January. Temperatures 

declined steadily to a low of 22.5 °c in July. Temperatures 

at the other Trinity Bay sites when measured did not vary 

greatly from those at site 1. Water temperatures from the 

Dugong River on Mornington Island reached a maximum of 33.2 

°C and were above 30 °c during the summer months. There was 

a sharp drop in temperatures for the months June and July �lith 

a minimum of 14.5 °c, considerably lower than the minimum at 

Trinity Bay. 

11 
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Water temperatMres in Trinity Bay, site 1. 
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SPECIES COMPOSITION 

A total of 6751 fish were collected from the three Trinity 

Bay sites. Thirty five families were identified and 106 

species. The Siganidae family had the most member species 

with ten, followed by the Tetraontidae and Leiognathidae with 

nine species each. Twenty three species from 17 families were 

present in the 946 fish collected in the Dugong River. 

The number of families and representative species were are 

shown for each site as follows 

Trinity Bay 

site 1 27 fami 1 ies, 73 species 

site 2 26.families, 53 species 

site 3 24 f am i 1 i es, 52 species 

Mornington Island 

Dugong river . 17 f am i 1 i es, 23 species . 

Sorenson's coefficient of community, ( CC ) was calculated 

between pairs of sites to give an indication of similarity of 

species composition between sites. The number of species 

common to pairs of sites and CC values are given in table 2. 

Higher values of coefficient of community demonstrate a closer 

correlation of species present in the two sites being 

compared. 

if£ et w; 
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sites No. of spec:ies Sorenson's 
c:ommon to c:ommunity 

c:ompared both sites c:oeffic:ient 

sitel @( site2 32 0.51 

sitel s.: site3 32 0.51 

site! s.: Dugong R. 11 0.23 

site2 s.: site3 28 0.58 

site2 s.: Dugong R. 7 0.18 

site3 s.: Dugong R. 9 0.23 

Table 2. Sorrenson's c:ommunity c:oeffic:ient 

An estimate of the diversity of the fish c:ommunities is 

given by the Shannon - Weaver c:ommunity parameter H'. H' 

values for the total populations at eac:h loc:ation were, site 

1, 2.28; site 2, 2.88; site 3 1 1.90; and Dugong River, 0,63. 

H' values are plotted against sampling period for the Trinity 

Bay sites < Fig. 3), and range from 0.73 to 2,54 at site 1, 

0.86 to 2.38 at 9ite 2 and 0.86 to 2.34 at site 3. 

SPECIES RICHNESS 

The mean number of spec:ies per sample was greatest for site 

1 with 14.6, next 1-1as site 3, 10.2; followed by site 2 1-lith 

9,8 . Signific:ant difference was found between site 1 and 

site 2 ( P < 0.05) only. The species richness c:hanges over 

the sempling period are presented for the three Trinity Bay 

sites ( Fig. 4 ) 

Site 1 Species richness fluctuated c:onsiderably throughout 

the years sampling. The smallest number of species present 
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was five in October, and the a maximum number of twenty five 

in April. 

Site 2 Species numbers were fairly steady over the study 

period with a gradual decrease in number during the cooler 

months. A minimum of five species were present in July and 

September and the maximum number was fifteen for January. 

Site 3 The species richness at site 3 was highly variable 

with a maximum number of species of twenty five in April and a 

minimum of four species during October 1983 and Septemb�r 

1984. 

ABUNDANCE 

Three species and comprised two thirds of the total 

numbers of fish from the three sites in Trinity Bay. The most 

abundant species was Leiognathus splendens comprising 26 % of 

the total fish numbers. The next most abundant species was 

the Siganid, sp 5, 24 % and the Teraponid, ·Pelates 

quadrilineatus with 17 % of the total fish numbers. Fish 

samples from the Dugong River were dominated by the family 

Teraponidae with 87 % of the total catch, P. quadrilineatus 

with 50 %, Helotes sexlineatus, 30 % and Autisthes puta, 7 %. 

The percentage frequencies of the most abundant species 

are shown for each site in Figure 6. 

McNaughton's degree of dominance DI ) was calculated for 

each site. The value of DI was highest for the Dugong River 

site ( 0.81 >; followed by site 3 ( 0.70 >; site 1 C 0.59 >

17.
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and site 2 ( 0.42) 

Differences in mean abundances for sites 1, 2 and 3 were 

compared by ANOVA. Significant differences were found < P < 

0.05 >, and t tests revealed significant differences bet�1een 

site 1 and site 2 < P < 0.01 ) and site 2 and site 3 < P <

0.05 >. No significant difference was detected between site 1

and site 3. 

The numbers of fish at site 2 were considerably less than 

for the two seagrass sites in Trinity Bay and were less for 

all sample times at except for one occasion in October when 

abundances were low at all the sites. 

CHANGES IN ABUNDANCE OVER TIME ( Fig. 5) 

The abundance at the Trinity Bay sites was examined for 

significant changes between "seasons" by ANOVA. Significant 

variation was found only for site 2 ( P < .05 >. 

Student-Newman-Keuls range tests indicated significant 

differences ( P < .05) between the winter months and the 

three other "seasons" separately. No significant differences 

were found between other combinations. 

Abundance changes over the study period for the three 

Trinity Bay sites are outlined below • 

Site 1: 

Total abundance at site 1 reached a peak during December 

and for the remainder of the sampling period the number of 

fish fluctuated at low levels with three minor peaks. 

The abundance of P. quadrilineatus < Fig. 7.1 ) the 

dominant species at site 1 showed an isolated peak in December

1983. The abundance remained low from January to April and 

19 
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peaked again in June and August. L. splendens < Fig. 7.2 was 

collected from sixteen of the twenty samples and reached a 

peak abundance of 126 fish in April. Two smaller peaks were 

during December and June. The December peak yielded 

L.splendens individuals below 25 mm in length, smaller than

the lengths recorded for other sampling times. The third most 

abundant species was the Siganid, sp.5 < Fig 7.3) and was 

present almost exclusively in December and January �lith a 

length range of 16 to 34 mm • 

Site 2: 

Total abundances at site 2 were low in comparison to site 

2 and site 3. The cooler months from May to August yielded 

fewer than 45 fish per sample. The highest abundances were 

for fish collected in December 1985 and March 1984 with 160 

and 150 fish. The remainder of the months yielded fewer than 

70 fish per sample. The most abundant species L. splendens < 

Fig 8.1 > reached peak numbers in December 1983 and was rare 

from May to October 1984. The most fish in the months 

December 1983 and September 1984 were small juveniles of the 

family Engraulidae, Stolephorus spp. Fig. 8.2 ) • 

Site 3: 

The total abundance at site 3 was greatest in December and 

closely follows the abundance for site 1 from October to 

December 1983. After December the fish population declined to 

low level of abundance during the winter months. The December 

abundance was due almost entirely to two species; L • 

splendens and Siganidae sp.5 which contributed 95 % of the 

total abundance. The Siganid species contributed 378 

individuals to the December abundance anb was absent from all 

other trawls at site 3 I Fig. 9.1 ). Leiognathus splendens 
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the most abundant of the species at this site had a maximum 

abundance in February and was rare in the months August to 

October 1984 C Fig. 9.2 ). 
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Fig. 8.1 : TRINITY BAY 
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DISCUSSION 

This study shows that while many species of juvenile 

fish were present in Trinity Bay seagrasses, just a few 

accounted for most of the abundance. 

Th• �p•ci•� coll•ct•d in this study diff•r mark@dly 

from those present in a study of the Trinity Bay and Inlet 

fishes by Blaber (1980). Blaber sampled juvenile and adult 

fish poulations with gill nets, seine nets and stake nets 

from various sites in the bay and estuary. Of the species 

present in this study less than fifteen percent were 

identified in Blaber's study. None of the more dominant 

species ( Leiognathus splendens, Pelates quadrilineatus and 

the Siganid Sp. 5) from the beam trawling of seagrass beds 

were collected by Blaber. 

These differences can be attributed to factors such as 

gear selectivity, locations of sampling sites and diurnal 

and seasonal fluctuations. The beam trawl selectivity is 

towards small and less motile fish and in this study few 

fish were collected with lengths greater than sixty 

millimetres. 

larger fish 

The gill nets would be expected to catch 

depending on mesh size ) than the beam trawl, 

The seine net, however, would be more effective in sampling 

a wider size range of fish and if a small mesh size is used 

should catch fish sampled by the beam trawl. 

Of the sampling sites examined in Trinity Bay the 

average fish numbers per sample was greatest at site 1 

dense cover of seagrassl, loi.-,er for site 2 ( patchy 

seagrass cover >, although not statistically, and the least 

for site 3 ( deeper, no seagrass ), 

25 
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preference for seagrass habitats for many species. The 

total abundance at each site increased during the warmer 

months as has been found in other studies ( Young, 1981; 

Middleton et al., 1984 ). 

Seasonal trends cannot be determined in this study as 

only one years data was examined. However, no species was 

abundant for the complete survey period, and there were 

often pulses of increase abundance. The decline in numbers 

of fish in the cooler months may be correlated to the 

dieback of seagrass and to reduced availability of food in 

the form of small invertebrates. 

Species richness was also greatest at site 1, .with 

significantly more species present per sample than site 2. 

Site 3 had a greater mean number of species per sample than 

site 2 although this was not significantly different. 

It has been thought that species richness and abundance 

of fish are a function of of the complexity of the seagrass 

beds and that the change in the ratio of plant surface area 

to bottom substrate area may hinder or fa cillitate 

predation ( Heck and Orth, 1980 ), Heck and Orth 

hypothesised that as seagrass density increases , the 

juvenile fish and invertebrate populations increase to an 

assymtote and the the population of predators until the 

seagrass density is so great as to make hunting success 

less than in surrounding areas. 

The Shannon-Weaver diversity index and McNaughton's 

dominance index give a measure of the spread of species 

�lithin a sample and the degree of dominance of one or two 

species in a population respectively. The diversity index 

was highest for site 2 ( no seagrass >, and was reflected 
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by a low level of dominance. 

The similarity of the species compositions between 

sites was compared using a Sorenson's community coefficient 

and •how•d • larg• diff•r•nc• b•tw•�n th• gp•ci•s 

compositions of the Trinity Bay sites in comparison to the 

eit• in th• Dugong Riv@r. B•tw••n 91t•9 in Trinity Bay th• 

highest degree of similarity was between sites 2 and 3. 

This parameter however only takes into account only the 

presence or absence of particular species between samples 

and gives the same importance to rare and dominant 

species . 

Studies of fish in seagrass habitats in Australia have 

been conducted mostly in the cool to warm temperate 

climates. The dominant families found in these areas 

include the Syngnathidae, Monocanthidae, Gobiidae, 

Scorpaenidae, Sparidae, Tetraontidae, Apogonidae, 

Ambassidae and Kyphosidae ( Pollard, 1984 ). Examples of 

all but the family Kyphosidae were collected from Trinity 

Bay. 

The value of the seagrass beds of Trinity Bay and the 

Dugong River sampled as nursery grounds f�r commercially 

important fish species does not seem high from this study. 

This contrasts the value of these seagrassess for juveniles 

of commercially important penaid prawn species (Heasman, 

1983). Less than twenty percent of the species of fish 

collected from Trinity Bay were of commercial value and 

they contributed little to the total abundance. Many of 

the commercial fish occured on only one or two ocassions 

eg. Barramundi, Lates calcarifer and the Flathead, 

Platycephalus indfcus and do not seem characteristic of 
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the seagrass beds as juveniles. The site in the Dugong 

river also had poor representation and low abundances of 

commercial species. 

The three dominant species in Trinity Bay, L. 

splendens, P. quadrilineatus and the Siganinid Sp.5 

contributed eighty percent of the total abundance. In the 

Dugong River three species of the family Teraponidae , 

Helotes sexlineatus, P. quadrilineatus and Autisthes puta 

accounted for eighty seven percent of the total fish 

numbers. None of these sp�cies are recognised as having 

commercial significance in Australia. 

Studies in other areas however have shown the 

importance of seagrass beds as nursery habitats for 

juvenile fish. Posidonia australis and Zostera capricorni 

seagra�s beds in Botany Bay N.S.W. have b�en recognised as 

valuable nursery areas for commercially important fish and 

may provide spawning areas for two important species 

State Pollution Control Commission, N.S.W. ,1981 >. Of 

fourteen dominant species of commercial fish in the Botany 

Bay area nine were strongly associated with the seagrasses 

at some stage of their lifestyle. Be 1 1 , ·1980 ) 

Further study would be required to assertain the value 

of the the seagrass beds in Trinity Bay and other seagrass 

areas of North Queensland as habitats for commercial 

species of fish. Additional work could include examination 

of diurnal characteristics of the fish populations and the 

use of seagrass beds as a food source by adult and 

sub-adult fish. 
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APPENDIX I. Species collected in Trininty Bay, with relative 
abundances an frequency of occurance. 
Relative abundance = number of fish caught/ number of samples. 

(relative abundances < 0.1 fish per sample are shown as +.) 
Frequency of occurance = proportion of samples with 

a particular species present 

Relative abundance Freq. of occurance 
FAMILY 

Species 

ALUTERIDAE 
Monocanthus mylff 
Sp.1 

Sp.2 

Sp.J 

AP0G0NIDAE 
Sp.1 
Sp.2 
Sp.J 

ATHERINIDAE 
Sp.1 

B0THIDAE 
Pseudorhombus elevatus 
Sp.1 

CALI0NYMIDAE 
Sp.1 

CARANGIDAE 

SITE 

• 1

+

.2

.2

Alepes kalla +

CENTRISCIDAE 
Aeoliscus strigatus 

CHAND I DAE 
Ambassus burfensis 
Ambassus macrocanthus 

CLUPEIDAE 
Sardine/la melanura 

CYN0GL0SSIDAE 
Arnoglossus tapeinsoma 
Cynoglossus puncticeps 
Cynoglossus bilineatus 

DREPANIDAE 
Drepane punctata 

ELEUTERIDAE 
Sp.1 

ENGRAULIDAE 
Sp.1 
Stolephorus tysoni 
Stolephorus devisi 
Thryssodes mystax 

EPINEPHALIDAE 

2.6 
2.9 

.3 

.4 

• 1

3.8 

1.8 
• 4

Centrogenys waigfensis .9 

£pfnephalfs tauvfna .6 

Richardsonf�hthys leucogaster.4 
GERRIDAE 

Gerres sp.1 + 
Gerres setffer .2 

G0BIIDAE 
Bathygobius fuscus .8 

Stenogobfus genfvittatus 1.7 

Sp.1 3.2 

33 

1 

.8 

+ 

.5 

.2 

+ 

+ 

.3 

.3 

.8 

.2 

11.9 
1.2 

• 3

+ 

• 3
.8

5.9 

2 

.2 

+ 

+ 

+ 

1.5 

+ 

+ 

.9 

2.2 

2.5 

.2 

.2 

+ 

.2 

+ 

.2 

.5 

.5 

2.2 
4.4 

3 

.10 

.05 

.10 

.15 

.17 

.05 

.25 

.50 

.05 

.15 

.05 

.20 

.15 

.20 

.15 

.25 

.15 

.05 

.10 

.30 

.40 

.65 

1 2 

.17 .08 

.08 .08 

.08 

.25 

.08 

.23 

.08 

.08 .08 

.08 

.08 .25 

.15 

.15 

.17 

.42 

.08 

.25 

.15 

.25 .15 

.08 

.08 

. 17 . 08 

.08 

. 08 . 15 

.08 .23 

.17 .54 

.67 .54 
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FAMILY 
Species 

GOBIIDAE cont. 
Sp.J 

Sp.4 

Sp.6 

Sp.7 

Sp.B 

LATIDAE 

SITE 

Lates calcarifer 
Psammammoperca waigiensis 

LEIOGNATHIDAE 
Leiognathus splendens 

leiognathus equulus 

leiognathus bindus 

Leiognathus decorus 

leiognathus fasciata 

leiognathus moretoniensis 

Gazza minuta 
Secutor ruconius 

Sp.3 
LEPTOCEPHALIDAE 

Brachyconger platyrhynchus 

LETHRINIDAE 
Sp.1 
Sp.2 

LUTJANIDAE 
lutjanus fulviflamma 
Lutjanus russelli 

MULLIDAE 

Sp.3 
Sp.2 

Upaeneus tragula 

Upaeneus sulphureus 
OSTRACIIDAE 

Lactoria cornuta 
PLATYCEPHALIDAE 

1 

.2 

.9 

.7 

• 1

+

• 1

22.4 

1.6 

.4 

.5 

.2 

• 1

1.0 

+ 

+ 

.4 

.4 

2.9 

.3 

+

Cymbacephalus nematopthalmus +

Platycephalus indicus 
Sp.4 .1 

Suggrundus isocanthus + 

Suggrundus staigeri 
POMADASYDAE 

Pomadasys hasta 
SCIAENIDAE 

Sciaena dussuneri 

Pseudosciaena soldado 

Sp.1 
SCORPAENIDAE 

Paracentropogon sp. 

Sp. 1 
Sp.J 

Sp.4 

Sp.5 

• 6

1.5 

+ 

.4 

.2 

34 
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+ 

2 

+ 

.5 

13.2 

.3 

1.8 

.2 

.3 

4.9 

+ 

.6 

• 9

.2 

+ 

.2 

+ 

+ 

.4 

.3 

+ 

• 3

• 3

.3 

.2 

+ 

3 

1.2 

.2 

84.8 

4.4 

• 4

1.2 

+ 

+ 

10.8 

.8 

• 9

.2 

+ 

.3 

+ 

+ 

+ 

1.3 

.2 

pi 

1 

.05 

.25 

.25 

.10 

.05 

.10 

.BO 

.40 

.15 

.15 

.05 

.30 

.05 

.05 

.20 

.15 

.65 

.15 

.05 

.08 

.05 

.10 

.05 

2 

.17 

.08 

.58 

.25 

.25 

.05 

. 17 • 

.08 

.42 

.08 

.23 

.23 

,08 

.08 

,08 

.08 

.42 

3 

.46 

.08 

,85 

.77 

.23 

.23 

.08 

.08 

.54 

.15 

,38 

.08 

.08 

.15 

.08 

.08 

.08 

.30 .23 .31 

.08 

.05 

.17 

,08 ,08 

. 40 • 17

.05 .08 

.05 ,08 

.05 

¥ O 4 lb 



APPENDIX I cont. Trinity Bay 

FAMILY 
Species 

SIGANIDAE 
Siganus spinus 
Sfganus guttatus 
Sfganus fuscescens 
Sp.2 
Sp.3 
Sp.4 
Sp.5 
Sp.6 
Sp.7 
Sp.B 

SILLAGINIDAE 
Silla.go sihama. 
Sillago sp.2 

SOLEIDAE 
Synaptura meulleri 

Sp.1 
SPARIDAE 

lkan thopagrus berda. 
SYNGNATHIDAE 

Saurfda sp. 
Sp.1 
Sp.2 

TERAPONIDAE 
Autisthes puta 

SITE 

Amph i thera.pon caudivitta.tus 
Pelates quadrilineatus 
Sp.1 

TETRAONTIDAE 
Arothron imma.cula.tus 
Arothron hispidis 
Arothron migropunctus 
Arothron reticularis 
Sphaeroides hamiltoni 
Sphaeroides punctata 
0astrophysus spadiceus 
Sp.1 
Sp.2 

TRIACANTHIDAE 
Tri acanthus biaculeatus 

Sp.1 

TOTAL MEAN ABUNDANCE 

Relative abundance Freq. of occurance 

1 2 3 1 2 3 

1.0 1.4 .30 .31 

+ .05 

+ .08 

5.3 .2 .20 .08 

. 1 + .05 .08 

.4 .05 

62.5 1.8 29.1 .25 .08 .08 

.2 .05 

.2 .08 

.2 .05 

1.0 .5 .2 .40 .17 .08 

. 1 .05 

+ .05 

+ .08 

• 1 .10 

.2 .08 

1.3 .35 

.6 .2 .35 .08 

10.0 1.4 • 8 .70 .33 .38 

.2 . 15 

52.9 .9 4.0 .90 .23 .46 

+ .05 

1.8 .5 .20 .08 

.2 .3 .15 .17 

+ .08 

+ .05 

.2 .05 

+ .08 

.2 .15 

.8 .30 

. 7 .35 

+ .08 

.3 .6 .17 .23 

196.4 59.5 162.2 
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APPENDIX II 

DUGONG RIVER , MORNINGTON ISLAND 

BEAM TRAWL PROGRAM 

Fish species list, November 1982 to October 1983. ( 9 samples ) 

FAMILY 
Species 

TERAPONIDAE 

number of fish 

Pelates quadrilineatus 475 

Helotes sexlineatus 288 

Autisthes puta 16 
ALUTERIDAE 

Monocanthus mylii 45 

EPINEPHALIDAE 
Centrogenys vaigiensis 55 

£pinephalis tauvina 1 
LETHRINIDAE 

Lethrinus laticaudus 16 
GOBIIDAE 

Gobiidae Sp.1 9 
LUTJANIDAE 

LutJanus fuscescens 8 
LutJanus russelli 1 

ENGRAULIDAE 
Stolephorus sp. 7 

LABRIDAE 
Choerodon schoenleinii 6 

LATIDAE 
Psamoperca vaigiensis 5 

ATHERINIDAE 
Atherinidae Sp. 3 

GERRIDAE 
Gerres argyreus 3 

PLATYCEPHALIDAE 
Suggrundus staigeri 1 
Suggrundus rodericensis 1 
Cymbacephalus nematopthalmus 1 

SCOLOPSIDAE 
Scolopsis trilineatus 1 

CHAETODONIA 
Parachaetadon ocellatus 1 

SIGANIDAE 

Siganus tuscescens 1 
BLENNIDAE 

Dasson variabilis 1 
HEMIRHAMPHIDAE 

Zenarchopterus sp. 1 

TOTAL 946 
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APPENDIX I I I: Trinity Bay, Site 1
' number of 

SITE l Nuab,r of fish per uaple. I 20/10/83 to 10/09/84 I 
2010 2111 0612 2112 0301 1001 0102 1903 0204 1704 om 170s 2905 1◄06 2006 1207 2907 1308 2709 1009 
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2 2 2 . . 
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-�
36 2 2 4 3 2 2 2 

. 3 

' ( 

.-. 
. . 

2 5 
i2 

2 . . . 

. 4 5 5 
8 

11·· 288 
. . . 4 

792 101 66 . . 3 
5 57 41 3 . . 

2 l 1 14 1 

II 
1
4 . 

2 
8 . 

. 

2 
3 

2 
d

2 7 . 3 
2 

. . . . . . . 
7 12 . 2 1 I 2 l 

2 
I

I 
96 

2 . . 1 . . 2 2 . . 
l 22 40 . 5 4 4 J l4 3 2 2 2

. . . . . . l . . . . l . . . . . 
JI 26 182 51 50 8 3 2 32 185 29 88 108 153 40 67 
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. 

i4 
. l 

5 6 

. 
. . . l 2 . 2 8 2 

I 
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. J 2 7 
2 3 

5 11 11 16 9 ll 15 24 25 JI 17 12 l4 24 21 14 21 15 6 9 

I 
46 48 668 987 231 178 91 118 183 194 47 32 55 264 154 109 176 212 56 79 
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fish per sample. 

F. Tot. SpMin
2 
1
2 
3 
1 
5 
10 
1
J 
1 
4 
J
4 
3 
5 
3 
1
2 
6 
8 
13 
l 
5 
5
2 
J
2 
16 
8 

3 
3 
l 
J 
6 
J 
J 
4 
3 
13 
3
J 
J 
2 
1
6 

1 
8 
1 
l 
1 
5 
4
6 
1 
l 
1
1 
1 
8
1 
1 
2
7 
7
l4 
J 
18 
l 
4
J 
l 
6 
I 
7 
4 

3928 

2 Nonocanthus ■yl ii 
1 ALU.Sp.l 
2 APO.Sp.1 
3 ATH.Sp,1 
1 Alepn k1ll1 
52 A■bassus buriensis 
58 A■bassus ■acrocanthu 
6 Sar4inella ■elanura 
8 ELE.Sp.1 
2 EN&. Sp. 1 
76 Stolephorus tysoni 
36 Stolephorus devisi 
8 Thrlssodes ■ystax9 Cen ro�enys Nai9iens
11 Eelnep alls tauvina 
7 R1chardsonichthys le 
l Serres sp.l
3 Serres seti fer 
16 l1thy9oblus fuscus 
34 Steno9oblus 9enivitt 
63 608.Sp. J 
4 608.Sp.J
18 60B.Sp.4 
13 60B.Sp,6 
2 60B.Sp.7 
1 Lates calcarifer 
2 Psa■a11operca 111i9i 
4n Leio9nathus splenden 
33 Leio9nathus eguulus 
7 Leio9nathus b1ndus 
10 ·Leio9nathus decorus 
3 leio9nathus fasciata 
2 leiofnathus 1oretoni
20 Secu or rucon i us 
,l LEI.Sp.3 
l BndScou9ar platyrhy7 LET. p.J 
8 LEJ.Sp.2 
5B Lltjanus fulvifluu 
5 Latjanus russel Ii 
l NUL.Sp,2
1 Cabacephalus nnato
2 P A.Sp.4 
1 Su99rundus lsocanthu 
11 Po■adasls hasta
2 Paracen ropo9on sp. 
30 SCO.Sp. l 
8 .SCO.Sp.4 
l. SCO.Sp.3
4 SCO.Sp.5 
1250516.Sp.5 
106 SIS.Sp.2 
20 Si9anus spinus 
1 Si�anus 9uttatus
4 SI .Sp.8 
2 SIS.Sp.3 
8 SI6.Sp.4 
3 SIB.Sp.6 
19 Silla90 slha■a 
2 Si II alo sp.21 Synaf ura ■eulleri
2 Acan hofa9rus ber4a
26 SYN.Sp. 
J1 SYN.5f-2199 Autis hes puta 
3 A■rilherapon caudiv 
l057Pe ates quadrilineat 
1 TER.Sp.1 
36 Arothron i ■■acu I alus 
3 Arothron hispidis 
1 Arolhron reticularis 
16 TET.Sp.l 
4 S�haeroidts h••ilton
14 T T.Sp.2 
7 UAkno11n 

nu■ber of species 
total no. of fish 



APPENDIX III cont.: 

Trinity Bay, Site 2 , number of fish per sample. 

TRINITY BAY SITE 2i nu1ber of fish per sa1ple 

Datt: 1983 to 1984 
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1 
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. 
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. 

26 
1 

. 

44 

. 

4 

. 

2 
. 

6 
2 

10 11 15 17 9 8 11 8 8 5 11 5 
67 160 53 60 150 50 31 19 14 9 43 58 
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e MU 

F. Tot, Species 
2 9 ALU.Nonocanthus 1ylii 
1 1 ALU,Sp,2 
3 6 APO.Sp.3 
2 2 BOT.Sp,1 
1 1 CAL Sp, 1 
1 2 CEN,Acoliscus stri9atus 
1 3 CHA.A■bassus buriensis 
2 4 CYN,Arnoqlossus tapeinso■a 
5 10 CYN,Cyno9lossus puncticeps 
1 2 CYM,Cyno9lossus bilineatus 
3 143 EHG, Sp, 1 
1 13 EN6,Spls■alll 
1 5 ENG.Stolephorus bataviensis 
3 14 EHG,Stolephorus tysoni 
2 4 EPI.Centro9enys waiqiensis 
1 1 SER.Serres setifer 
1 3 60B,Bathy9obius fuscu1 
8 69 60B, Sp, 1 
2 9 60B,Sp,6 
2 9 60B.Steno9obius 9enivittatus 
1 6 60B.Sp,8 
1 3 LEI.Gana 1inuta
7 158 LEI.Leio9nathus splendens 
3 3 LEI.leioqnathus equulu! 
3 22 LEI,Leioqnathus bindus 
2 2 LEI.Leioqnathus ■oretoniensis 
5 59 LEI.Secutor ruconius 
1 1 LEI.Sp,3 
2 7 LEI.Unidentified 
3 11 LET.Sp,2 
3 7 LET.Sp,1 
1 2 LUT.Lutianus fulvifla11a
1 2 MUL.Sp,2 
1 1 MUL.Sp,3 
1 1 MUL.Upeneus traqula 
1 2 OST,Lactoria cornuta 
5 5 PLA,Su9qrundus isocanthus 
3 4 POM.Poaadasys hasta 
2 4 SCI,Pseudosciaena soldado 
1 4 SCI.Sp.1 
1 1 SCI.Sciaena dussu■ieri 
2 3 SCO, Sp. 1 
1 2 SCO.Sp,3 
1 1 SCO. Sp,4 
1 22 S16.S�.5 
1 1 Sl6.S19anus fuscescens 
1 '2 S16,Sp,2 
2 6 SIL.Sillaqo siha■a 
1 2 SYH.Sp,2 
1 2 SYH, Saur ida Sp, 
4 17 TER,Autisthes puta 
3 11 TER.Pelates quadrilinutus 
2 3 TET.Arothron hispidus 
1 6 TET,Arothron i11aculatus 
2 3 TRI.Sp, l 
1 1 TRI, Tri acanthus biaculeatus 
3 17 UNI.Unknown 

714 
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APPENDIX III 

Date: 1983 to 1984 

cont.: 
Tt:111\Jl'T'f BlW 
Site 3 ' number of 

0610 2111 0612 0301 0102 0603 0204 0305 2905 2806 2907 2708 2509 
2
l . 

1 
. . 

2 16 . 
. . . 

2 5 3 . . . 12 17 
13 20 

. 

4 .

. 1
2 . . I 

. 6 . 2 . . 
1 . . . . 4 2 
3 4 8 2 3 4 4
2 . . . . . 
I I 2 I 1 . 10 

2 5 6 6 30 7 
. 17 . . . . . . . 1 . . 

14 170 189 362 196 78 42 7 15 29 
2 13 28 5 2 1 3 1 1 

3 1 1 . 
4 9 2 

. . . . . 1 . . 
24 14 4 74 21 2 2 
3 . 8 . . 

. 2 4 2 3 
2 . 

3 
1 . 

1 . . 1 
2 2 12 

3 . 1 . 378 . . 
2 8 6 2 

2 . . 2 
1 . . . 

1 . 4 . 2 1 . 
7 10 . 3 6 25 . 1 

2 . 
' . 2 . 
I 4 3 
3 3 

10 4 11 15 8 12 6 16 11 9 13 7 18 
21 28 578 262 424 244 184 90 26 31 53 55 113 
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fish 

F. 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
l 
l 
5 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1
I 
2 
1 
3 
7 
1 
6 
7 
1 
1 
11 
10 
3 
3 
1 
7 
2 
5 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
5 
6 
1
2 
1 
1 
3 
3 

per sample. 

Tot, Species 
2 ALU,Nonocanthus 1ylii 
1 ALU.Sp,3 
1 ALU.Sp,2 
1 APO.Sp,2 
19 ATH,Sp, 1 
1 BOT.Ps1udorho1bus 1l1vatus 
1 CAL.Sp, 1 
12 CHA.A1ba1su1 burl1nsl1
29 CHA,A1bassus ■acrocanthus 
33 CLU.Sardinella ■elanura 
2 DRE.Dre�ane punctata
5 ENS.Sto ephorus tysoni 
1 EHG.Slolephorus devisi 
2 ENS.Thr{ssodes ■ystax1 EPI.Cen ro9en{s wai9iensis
7 GER.6erres se ifer 
2 SER.Sp,1 
7 60B,Bathy9obius fuscus 
28 GOB,Steno9obius 9enivittatus 
2 60B,Sp.8 
16 60B.Sp.6 
57 60B.Sp, 1 
17 LEI.sull
1 LEI.Gazza ■inuta 
1103 LEI.Leio9nathus splendens
57 LEI,Leio9nathus equulus 
5 LEl,Leiognathus bindus 
15 LEI.leio9nathus decorus 
1 LEI,Leio{nathus ■oretoniensis141 LEI.Secu or ruconius 
11 LEI.Sp,3 
12 LET .Sp, l 
2 LUT,Lut�anus fulvifla■■a 
1 NUL,Sp, 
4 MUL,Upeneus sulphureus 
l PLA.c

1
1bace�halus ne■atopthal■us1 PLA.P atycp alus indicus 

1 PLA.Su99rundus stai9eri 
17 POM.Po1adasys hasta 
3 SCI.Sp,1 
1 SCO.R1chardsonichthys l1uco9aster 
378 S16,sp,5 
18 SI6.S19anus spinus 
2 SI6,Sp.7 
1 S16,Sp,3 
2 SIL,S1lla90 siha1a 
1 SOL.Sp, 1 
9 TER,Autisthes puta 
51 TER,Pelates quadrilineatus 
1 TET.Arolhron 1i9ropunctus 
3 TET.Gaslrophysus spadiceus 
l TET,Sphtroid!s punctata
2 THE,Autisthes puta 
8 TRI,Sp.1 
7 UNI. Unknown 

2109 
nu1ber of species 
total no, of fish 
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TITLE. 

Species com position, abundance, fecundity and 

morphometry of the crab by-catch from a Gulf of Carpentaria 

prawn research project. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Gulf of Carpentaria ( referred to as the Gulf) is 

a l�rge, shallow bay enclosed on three sides by the 

Queensland and Northern Territory coastline. In winter the 

G u 1 f w a t e r s a r e m i x e d d u' e t o c o n v e c t i o n w h i 1 e i n s um m e r a 

thermocline exists from September until March causing 

surface and bottom temperatures to vary by as much as'five 

degrees celsius (Church and Forbes, 198� Closer to the coast 

, well mixed conditions prevail except during periods of 

heavy rainfall and river runoff. The survey area receives 

runoff from numerous rivers and streams, with particularly 

large volumes discharged in the monsoon season (January to 

March). The observed salihities ranged from almost fresh 

water to hypersaline water in both surface and bottom 

layers. The greatest diversity of salinity occurred inshore 

immediately prior and during the monsoon season. Also in 

these s h allow waters b a r o t r o p i c a·n d w i n d i n d u c e d 

circulation were predominant. 

The Gulf waters include the most important commercial 

fishing grounds in Australia, A s  part of a study of one of 
<3,0-.1.nds-

these fishing v ( reported in Robertson et. al. 1985 ) samples 

were made of crabs caught during trawling. 

Little work has been conducted on crabs caught during 

trawling operations in Australian fishing grounds. The first 

1. 
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attempt to review the Australian decapod crustacea was made 

by Haswell in 1882. His catalogue of that year recorded only 

32% of the decapods now known from Australian waters and 

shores. Since his study , several definitive studies have 

appeared covering selected groups of.Australian decapods. 

A mongst these are systemmatic reviews on the portunid 

swimming crabs (Stephenson and co-authors 1957-1960) and the 

account of Tyndale-Biscoe and George (1962), on the 

oxystomata and gymnopleuran crabs of Western Australia. 

The study area lies totally within the 20 fathor.i 

contour and 75% w ithin the 1 0 fatho m contour. 

Topographically , the Gulf floor consists of a variety of 

gutters produced by rivers from previous geological periods. 

Sediments of the Gulf floor range from silts and muds to 

muddy sands and clean sands and usually consist of a high 

calcium component derived from invertebrate exoskeletons. 

Twenty-seven species of crabs were identified from th� 

area of which the five most common were selected for study 

(see appendix 1 ). The five species include three portunid 

representatives, Portunus rubromar&inatus
L 

Portunus 

Kracilimanus and Charybdis laubertensis and two calappid 

species, Matuta inermis and Matuta granulosa. 

The majority of research into the swimming crabs has 

been performed on the larger commercial crabs of Australia 

such as the mud crab Scylla serrata and the sand crab 

Portunus �lagicus. Nevertheless, an understanding of non

commercial crabs is a valuable addition to our overall 

2.



kn owledge of the Brachyuran faun a of Australia and 

particularly the Gulf. 

The aim of the presen t study is to investiga te the 

composition and biology of the decapod orustacea from the 

Gulf of Carpentaria. The area in question is located in the 

south-east corner cen tred around the Wellesley Islands add 

bounded to the n orth by the 16 degr e es south l in e  of 

latitude (figure 1). 

3.
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Literature Review 

Stephenson (1972) in reviewing the portunid fauna of 

the Indo-West Pacific described six sub-families of the 

Family Portunidae. In his review he described the sub-family 

Portuninae as the most sucessful in terms of the number of 

genera and species. This sub-family includes the genera 

Portunus, Charybdis and 1.h.�lamita. There are numerous 

references to genera given in the literature. The following 

briefly describes a number of studies dealing with the 

portunids and swimming crabs in general. 

An examination of the pattern of change in sex ratios 

is useful for indicating differences between male and female 

b0haviour in crustacea (Thompson,1951;Prasad and Tarnpi,1953; 

Potter et.al.,1983). Du Preez and McLachlan (1984), working 

w i t h t h e t h r e e - s p o t t e d s w i mm in g c r a b Q.Y.�llQ�� J2.Q..9.£1�1Q.� 

related differences in sex ratios to differential mortality. 

In stating this they had to assume that the catchability of 

the animals remained constant. Thompson (1951) studying the 

s1;1nd crab Portunus �lagious observed that the dominance of 

males was attributable to the swarming or schooling of crabs 

according to sex. Potter et.al.(1983) also attributed a 

preponderance of males of� Q�l�&l.£.� to differential 

migration between the sexes. They related this difference to 

a more marked increase in activity of males as temperatures 

start to rise in summer. Hill (1975) investigating Scy_ll� 

��.r..r.�.� i n a S o u t h A f r i c a n e s t u a r y f o u n d t h a t f e m a 1 e s

migrated out of the entuary and into the sea after mating . 

4 . 
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He stated that this migration after copulation was a general 

phenomenon for the species. This work was supported by Brick 

(1974) who found females of h .E!.errat� in Hawaii migrated 

from brackish water to marine conditions prior to spawning. 

Hill (1974) had previously shown that the presence of 

berried females in marine conditions is essential as the 

first staee zoel larva of S. serrata is killed by salinities 

below 20 p.p.t. 

Geise (1959) has summarized the methods for determining 

the annual reproductive cycles in marine invetebrates. One 

of the five methods he outlined was the detection of 

ovigerous females. This method has been applied to a variety 

of crustacea by numerous authors (Boolootian,1959;Hartnoll, 

1972;Haley,1973), The percentage of berried females can be 

related to time to give a curve for the annual reproductive 

cycle. Reproductive cycles may vary seasonally with changes 

in temperat ure, salinity, food ·supply and light. For 

example, Du Preez and McLachlan (1984) have found that� 

punctatus berried females exist throughout the year yet have 

two breeding peaks ,one in winter and .a shorter one in 

sutnmer. 

In the Brachyura the most common form of mating is 

between hard _carapace males and soft carapace females. 

Pugettia £roducta is an exception in this species 

copulation occurs between hard carapace males and hard 

carapace females (Boolootian,1959), Pai.ring may occur 

between hard carapace males and females of h serrata, the

male carrying the female until her copulatory moult 

5.



(Hill, 1975). 

Temperature and photoperiod have an important influence 

on growth and growth increment during moult. Leffler(1972) 

has found for the blue crab Callinectes sapidus that moult 

increments decrease with a decrease in temperature. It has 

also been found by Sather (1966) that the majority of 

animals of the portunid Podophthalmus vigil moulted during 

the late evening or early morning hours. 

Due to their rigid exoskeleton and c onsequent 

discontinuous growth, crustaceans have been extensively used 

for relative growth analyses(Tessier,1960;Haley,1969,1973; 

Hartnoll,1974). Morphometric data has been used to separate 

sexually mature from immature animals for various species. 

This separation is achieved by relatins discontinuity in the 

relative growth curve to the size at which maturity is 

reached (Tessier,1960;Haley,1969,1973), 

Relative growth in crustaceans is usually described by 

isometric and allometric growth equations. Allometry has 

been defined by Gould (1969) as "the study of proportion 

changes correlated with variation in size of either the 

total organism or the part under consideration". Huxley 

(1932) was the first to demonstrate that the growth of 

appendages and other body dimensions is usually a close 

approximation to the allometric growth equation: Y = a times 

X to the power of b ,where a and b are constants. This 

equation is usually presented in a logarithmic form: logY = 

log a + b logX ,and is called the equation of simple 

6 • 
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allometry. While Huxley's mathematical models were seen to 

fit simply to empirical data, Gould (1966) has stated that 

the models a re chosen for three reasons,  a dequacy of 

statistical fit, simplicity and interpretahility. Recently, 

Williams et al.(1980),have illustrated the appropriate use 

of statistical technology in multivariate morphometrics. 

They applied modern techniques to analyse the relative 

growth of three species of the genera Uca. 

Hartnoll(1974)has reviewed the variation in growth 

pattern between secondary s exual cha racters of the 

Brachyura. In this review he noted the existence of 

subdivisions of juvenile and adult growth phases. Such 

subdivision s  have been demonstrated for the m udcrab 

S.serrata by Heasman (19800 who found four distinct growth

phases . 

Materials and methods 
Sampling 

Samples were collected between January and December 

1983 .using the F .R.V. 11 Gwendoline May" rigged with twin 

commercial otter trawls (six fathom headrope length Florida 

Flyers). 

Each lunar month, duplicate 30 minute trawls were made 

within four nights of the new moon. The survey area composed 

of thirty-eight sites situated around the Wellesley Islands 

in the south-east corner of the Gulf (Latitude 16 degrees 

south- 17 degroes 15 minutes south, Longitude 138 dogroeu 42 

minutes east- 140 degrees 18 minutes east). Of these sites, 

one located south of Bountiful Island was trawled at two 

7 • 
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hourly intervals over a twenty-four hour period in order to 

assess the day/night changes in species composition and 

abundance, For the purposes of this study only three sites 

from the thirty-eight were utilized. These sites were (in 

order of increasing depth along a transect running in a 

south-easterly direction away from Mornington Island) site 

24, site irn (the twenty-four hour site) and site 29, 

Surface and bottom temperatures were taken at the 

completion of each trawl. Information on depth was recorded. 

Taxonomy 

Species identification was based on the kejs, diagrams 

an d p h o t o g r a p h i c r e.f e r en c e s o f s o v e r a 1 au t ho r s ( S t e p h e n s o n 

et.al.,195 7,1959,1960;Stephenson,1961,1962,1972;Sakai, 

1976;Shen,1937;Tyndale-Biscoe and George,1962). A review of 

the taxonomic references used in this study is presented in 

Appendix 1. For the more common species (Families Portunidae 

and Calappidae) a variety of simple distinguishing features 

were used. Both families have representatives with flattened 

dactyls of the fifth leg but can oe separated by differences 

in their carapace. The portunids have a tendency for 

broadening of the carapace and especially the antero-lateral 

borders while the calappid genus Matuta has a more circular 

carapace, The portunid genera can be distinguished by the 

number of their antero-lateral teeth, fQ�i�nu� has nine, 

Charybdis hno oix and Thalamita hRa five. 

Measurements 

Sexing was performed by inspection of the differential 

shape of the male and female abdomen (Figure 2a ). The 

8 • 
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MALE - NARROW ABDOMEN 

FEMALE - BROAD ABDOMEN 

FIGURE 2a- CONFORMATION OF 

MALE AND FEMALE ABDOMEN 
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abdomen of the adult female is characteristically broader

than that of the adult male. Sexual dimorphism was overt for 

all crabs. Sexual maturity was recorded as the presence 

of egg masses beneath the female abdomen (ovigerous 

condition). 

The ovigerous female carries her spawn attached to her 

pleopods, with her abdomen deflexed. 

The following linoar dirnennlon� of crabs were 

measured:-

1. Carapace width (Figure 2b)- the minimum distance between

the tips of the furtherest protruding antero-lateral teeth

or spines. 

2. Carapace length (Figure 2b)- the minimum distance along

the midline between the posterior margin of the carapace and

the nadir between the central pair of frontal teeth or

spines.

3. Body d epth (Figure 2 c)- the maximum dorso-ventral

distance measured in the saggital plane.

Linear measurements of crabs were recorded using dial 

o a 1 i p e r s . A 1 1 1 e n g t h s w e r e me a s t ,· e d t o t h e n e a r e s t O . 1 mm.

Carapace width (CW) and length (CL) are common reference

measurements. Carapace depth (CD) was recorded to identify

any possible d ifferences i n  the three dimensional

conformation of the soma (cephalothorax and abdomen).

Two weight parameters were also employed. Limbless 

weight (cephalothorax and abdomen) was chosen as the main 

parameter because many crabs had lost legs during two years 

frozen storage. Crabs with their full complement of le�s 

9 • 
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were measured before their limbless weight was recorded. The 

amputation of limbs occurred at the basal-ischial joint 

using a pair of surgical scissors. Weights were recorded to 

the nearest 0.1 g using a Mettler PC 4400 balance. 

M oult stage w a s  separated into two stages, soft 

carapace (period post moult) and hard carapace (intermoult). 

Two species, P.rubromarginatus and 0_.gracilimanus were 

selected. For males and females of eac h  species the 

following relationships were analysed to determine if each 

two parameters were growing isometrically or allometrically. 

1 . Carapace width versus carapace length. 

2. Carapace width versus carapace depth.

3. Carapace length vers.us carapace depth.

4. Carapace· width versus limbless body weight.

5. Carapace width versus intact body weight.

These were assessed by transforming data to log 10 

scale and subjecting these to least squares linea r  

regression (Karmack and Haldane,1950). For all relationships 

the computed values of intercepts (a),regression slopes 

(b)and regression co-efficients (r) were· determined.

Statistical anaJysis 

Three statistic al tests were used. Chi-square tests 

were used to determine if there were any significant 

differences in sex ratios both on a monthly and an hourly 

basis. Chi-square tests were also employed to analyse 

monthly moult stage data. Significant differences were 

determined at the 95% confidence level. 

_,,..,.., ________ -____________
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F-tests (Sokal and Rohlf,1969), were used to determine

differing levels of allomet ry between the slopes of 

regression lines for males an d females. S ignifican t 

differences were determined at the 95% confidence level. 

S tudent "t" tests (Sokal and Roh lf,1969), were applied to 

the same slopes to determine differing levels of allometry 

within the sexes. This was done by com parin g slopes 

involving weight parameters to the isometric growth constant 

(3) and slopes of linear dimensions against the isom t ric

grow th constan t  (1) (Haley,1973). Significan t diffez:ences 

were ascribed at the 95%,99%,and 99,9% confidence levels. 
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Abiotic data 

Results 

The recorded surface and bottom water temperatures for 

sites 24,29 and 40, including the diurnal temperatures for 

July and December at site 40 are graphed in Figure 3, Depth 

measurements are also shown. 

Species comnosition and abundance 

Monthly (site 40) 

A total of 467 crabs (15 species) were identified from 

the nine months of sampling. The most abvndant species 

belonged to the Family Calappidae with Matuta inermis·42% of 

t h e c a t c h a n d � &�!!.�l.2.�� 1 9 % • T h e n e x t rn o s t a b u n d a n t 

species were Portunus rubromarg_inatus and Llracilimanus 

with 19% and 12% respectively. Charybdis j_aubertensis 

comprised 5% and the occasional c. callianassa and C. -----------

truncata were found. The largest catches occurred in late 

autumn and early winter. The calappids were also abundant in 

December. 

Monthly (site 24)

A total of 125 crabs belonging to 10 species were 

recorded from the eight months sampled .. The most abundant 

species were� rubromarginatus 30% and P.gracilimanus 22% • 

T h e s e w e r e f o 1 1 o w e d b y C • 1£.�!!.£.�l� a n d P a r t h e n o Q. e

au s t r a 1 i e n s i s w i t h 1 0 % e a c h , P o d o p h t h a 1 mu s �1.g_i_,l 7 % an d h 

jaubertensis 6% 

H. on t h lY. _( s it e ill

One hundred and forty crabs from 15 species were 

recorded from ten sa□p 1 ing months. P. rubromarg_inatus was 

12.
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the most abundant comprising 31% of the catch, closely 

followed by h gracilirnanus 29% , � jaubertensis 17% and � 

anisodon 9% • 

Hourly (site 40) 

In this study a total of 1409 crabs from 18 species 

were recorded from a winter month (July) and a summer month 

(December). July samples contained 157 crabs and December 

1252 crabs. 

In July P. rubromarg_inatus was the most abundant 

comprising 27% of the catch, C. jaubertensis 24% ,tL.. inermis 

19% ,.L.. gracilimanus 13% and M. granulosa 11% . 

In December the most abundant was !L_ i����i� with 51% 

of t he c at c h. This was more than t w i c e that of !:L._ g_ ran �.lQ�� 

18% . .L._ rubromarginatus comprised 12% ,.L... gracilimanus 11 % 

followed by C. j_aubertensis and C. truncata with 3% and 2% 

respectively. 

In both July and December the greatest abundance was 

between sunset and midnight. Fewer crabs were caught after 

midnight except for the calappids which were most abundant 

just after midnight. Very few crabs were caught during 

daylight hours. 

Sex ratios 

The results of the investigation of sex ratios are 

shown in Figure � This provides hourly and monthly 

information with the results of chi-square analyses. For 

all species the particular size range (CH) for each sex is 

provided. Figure 4 also depicts the monthly sex ratios of 

13 
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\, the five species. 

H. o u li s t a g i n g 

The three portunid species, P. rubroroarg,inatus, P. 

gracilimanus and h jaubertensis all possess significantly 

greater percentages of soft carapace throu ghout the year 

than the calappids (Figure 5). A greater percentage of soft 

carapace was observed during winter, particularly for the 

three portunids. 

Chi-square tests for each species indicate that there 

is a significant monthly difference between the nnumber of 

males and females with soft cara�ace • 

Percentage femal� ovigerous 

0 n a m o n t h 1 y b a s i s M • i Q.�£..!!!.i s w a s t h e o n 1 y s p e c i e s t o b e 

regularly berried. In March samples of this species were 23% 

berried ,in September 50% and in December 19% berried. The 

size (CH) of the berried females ranged from 26 mm to 32 mm 

(n=29). P. gracilimanus had 67% females berried in March and 

11% in May. Their size ranged from 37 to 41 mm (n=5). 

In July P.rubro�arginatus had one female berried at 

0423 hours (35mm).No other species were ovigerous. 

Conversely,in December (Figure 6) aJ.l species except 

P.rubromarginatus were ovigerous. M.inermis was shown to be 

consistently berried throughout the night. A trend with the 

other three ovigerous species was a preponderance in the 

four hours preceding midnight. Few ovigerous females of any 

species were found during daylight houra. 

At sites 24 and 29 the only species found to be 

ovigerous was P.gracilimanus with four females from each 

14.
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site. 

Parasitization 

The incidence of ecto-parasites amongst the samples was 

neglible. The only species found to be parasitized were 

P.rubromargiatus and lL_g_ranulosa with abdominal parasites

n n d t!�!lQ.£.!!!l:.Q. w i t h a c a rap a c e p a r as i t e.

diacanthus, the sponge crab was totally covered in algal 

growth whenever it was found. 

Morphometric relationships (Tables 1.1 and 1.2,Figures 7.1-

7 • 1 0) 

1. Carapace width compared to total intact weight.

Male P.rubrtimar&inatus showed a highly significant 

level of positive allornetry (b = 3.837) for t h i s  

relationship. Females showed no significant allometry even 

though there wqs an appearance of negative allometry. There 

was a significant difference between the slopes of 

regressions for male and female crabs . 

For P.gracilimanus, neither sex showed any significant 

allometry. Hales favoured positive allometry and females 

negative allometry. The regression slopes of the sexes were 

significantly different. 

2. Carapace width compared to limbless body weight.

P.rubromarginatus males showe d  a high degree of

significant positive allometry (b = 3,323). Females showed 

an isometric relationship and there was a significant 

difference between the regression slopes of the sexes. 

Conversely, P.gracilimanus males exhibited isometry and 

15.



the females small significant negative allometry (b = 

2.1 62) . T h e  r egr esslon s l o p es o f  the sexes w e r e  

significantly different. 

3. Carapace width c ompared to carapace length.

P . r u b r o ma r g__i�l}!.� m a 1 e s w e .r e f o u n d t o h a v e h i g h 1 y 

significant p ositive allometry(b = 1.127)and the females 

isometric growth. 

�racilimanus showed the reverse result with males 

having isometric growth and females small but significant 

negative allometry(b = 0.764). The regression slopes for the 

sexes were significantly different. 

4. Carapace width compared to carapace depth.

Males and females b oth showed small significant 

a J .  1 o me try f o r P. rub_ r o mar g_ in at us . Ma 1 e s showed p o  s i t i v e 

allometry and females negative allometry (b = 1.061 and b = 

0.904). 

Both sexes of P.gracilimanus revealed isometric growth 

althou gh there was a significant difference between their 

olopoo, 

5. Carapace length compared to carapace depth.

P • r u b r o m a r &.i.!l�l}!.� m a 1 e s a n d f e m a l ·e s b o t h h a v e h i g h 1 y 

significant negative allometry (b = 0.939 and b = 0.938) 

and their slopes were not significantly different. 

L_g_racilimanus males and females both exhibited 

isometry. There was however a significant difference between 

their slopes. 

16.



TABLE .L.J.. 

COMPAR I SON S BETWEEN SLOPE S (b) OF LEAST SQUARES LIUEAR 
REGRESSIONS FITTED TO LOG10 T RANSFORMED DATA OF TWO LINEAR/WEIGHT 
RELATIONSHIPS FOR P.rubromarginatus and P.gracilimanus. 

(SEE ALSO FIGURES 7.1-7.4) 

RELATIONSHIP SEX 

P.rubromarginatus

Carapace width M 

vs 
Intact weight F 

Carapace width M 

vs 
Limbless weight F 

P.gracilimanus

Carapace width M 

vs. 

Intact weight F 

Carapace width M 

V �� • 

Limbless weight F 

Student "t" test 

l! 

l! lt 

!HHI 

Not significantly 
Slope 

11 

SLOPE SE 

3.837 +/- O. 13 2 

2.522 +/- 0.232 

3.323 +/- 0.099 

2. 81 8 +/- 0. 125

3. 2 81 +/- 0.299 

1 • 97 6 +/- 0. 3 811 

2.671 +/- 0.237 

2. 162 +/- 0.359

different from 3.0 
{• 

SIG. 

**** 

* 

�** 

* 

* 

* 

* 

** 

at the p 

NO. 

(n=17) 

(n=9) 

(n=53) 

(n=32) 

(n=11) 

(n::8) 

(n=31) 

(n=20) 

0. 0 5 CO l1 f. \<N 

0 .o 5 q 

0.01 " 
0.001 



Table 1.2 

C O MP ARIS O !� S BE THEE N SLOPES ( b) 0 F LE AST SQUARES LI 11 E AR 
REGRESSIONS FITTED TO LOG 10 TRANSFORMED DATA OF THREE LINEAR
RELATIONSHIPS FOR P.rubromarginatus and P.gracilimanus 

RELATIONSHIP 

P.rubromarginatus

Carapace width 
vs. 

Carapace length 

Carapace width 
vs. 

Carapace depth 

Carapace length 
vs. 

Carapace depth 

P.gracilimanus 

Carapace wldth 
vs 

Carapace length 

Carapace width 
vs. 

Carapace depth 

Carapace length 
vs. 

Carapace depth 

Student "t" test 

SEX 

M 

F 

M 

F 

M 

F 

M 

F 

M 

F 

M 

F 

(SEE ALSO FIGURES 7.5-7,10) 

SLOPE SE 

1.127 +/- 0.0211 

0,955 +/- 0.039 

1.061 +/- 0.026 

0.904 +/- 0.036 

0.939 +/- 0.015 
/';;S, ( f'"-C ,,;-) 

0.938 +!- 0.022 

0 • 8 6 11 + / - 0 • 0 7 2 

0,764 +/- 0.092 

0.942 +/- 0.109 

0.908 +/- 0.193 

1.112 +/- 0.070 

1.287 +/- 0.143 

SIG. 

IHHHf 

** 

IHHHf 

*** 

* 

* 

* 

* 

NO. 

(n::53) 

(n=32) 

< 1; =53) 

(n=32) 

(n::53) 

(n=32) 

(n=31) 

(n::20) 

(n=31) 

(n::20) 

(n=31) 

(n::20) 

;i Not 
!H Slope 

significantly different from 1,0 at P 0.05 conf. l eve
0. 0 5 

*** 0.01 
**** 0.001 ,, 
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DIS3CU3SION 

Species composition and abundance 

Moflt or-abr1 caught (90%) WArn nwimming ornh11, Rovflntonn 

of the twenty-seven speoios recorded belonged to families 

such as Portunida e, Cala p p i d a e ,  Cory s t i d a e  a n d  

Hymenosomatidae. According to Hartnell (1971) all these 

families have swimming representatives. The reason for this 

high percentage may involve a combination of factors of 

which behaviour might be the most important. Swimming crabs 

are mot·e l ikely to be caught in the water column by otter 

t r a i.; 1 s. 0 no e caught in the net, the mesh size w i 11 ,be the 

factor determining the eventual abundance of crabs brought 

to the surf a c e. Larger swimmers such as L2-S:.l�B. i c ��may b e

able to escape a net by means of their greater swimming 

ability, According to Stephonnon (1972) 11 broadening of the 

o u r· 11 p a o o r· o l a L c u t o n t t' o n 111 l 1 n 1 n g w 1 t h 1· o op o o t t o 1 n t o r n l

motion, and the best swimmers ought to be the broadest 

animals". 

Swimming ability alone does not account for capture. 

Other factors in play include temperature, the type of 

sediment,the topography of the sea floor, the efficiency of 

the fishing gear, etc. 

Sex ratios 

An analysis of the sex ratios provided distinct trends 

although less than expected due to the small size of the 

samples. Also contributing to this result was the particular 

choice of samples. The largest samples were collected prior 

to midnight. However,as the period after midnight 
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represented the best continuum of data it was selected. In 

retrospect a preliminary assessment of this hourly data 

could have been made to ascertain the best monthly samples 

for analysis. 

There are obvious trends amongst the results. On a 

monthly basis most sex ratio� are close to parity. When 

differences were found they were most likely to be due to 

differential m igration between the sexes, differential 

mortality or schooling according to sex. 

Both sexes of the three portunid species were similar in 

size distribution. The calappid species differ, however, as 

their females have a distinctly narrower size range than the 

males. 

Moult stagin_g_ 

T h i s  i n v e st i g a t ion showed t hat there was a 

significantly smaller proportion of soft carapace calappids 

in relation to portunids (Figure 5) Crabs were kept in 

frozen storage for ·over two years and this may have had a 

softening effect on some of the crabs. 

The effect of temperature on the percentage of soft 

carapace animals does not concu1· with the findings of 

Leffler (1972) who found moult increments decrease with 

decreased temperature. This result might again be influenced 

by the s amp 1 e s e 1 e c t ion. No analysis was made of m o u l t stage 

over twenty-four hours and in view of Sather's (1966) 

findings for the portunid Podophthalmus �igi1_ of increased 

moulting around late evening and early morning, the choice 

18. 
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of post midnight samples in this study may have been 

unfavourable. 

For each species there were differences between the 

number of soft carapace males and females. This is related 

to the particular reproductive cycles of the species. For 

example , P.rubromarginatus was seldom found ovigerous and 

maintained a parity between the soft c arapace males and 

females. Conversely ,when the other species were ovigerous 

the males represented the majority of soft carapace animals. 

This is because females need to carry their eggs. 

Percentage femal� ovigerous 

As Hi ll (1974) showed with S.s����i�, the reason 

M.inerrois had so many females berried was probably because

the prevalent conditions were ideal for t�eir offspring. 

Hourly trends such as the preponderance of ovigerous females 

in the four hours preceding midnight and the paucity during 

daylight hours may be indicative of general behaviour rather 

than reproductive behaviour. 

Morphometrics 

Linear/weight relationships 

P.rubromat&inatus males have a di�tinctly different

growth pattern than do the females (Table 1.1). This result 

could partially be explained by positive allornetric growth 

of the male appendages. However, since with limbless animals 

the same alloroetry applies, the significant difference must 

be an inherent characteristic of the cephalothorax and 

abdomen. This does not hold true for P._g_raci limanus as the 

growth pattern for this species was isometric. The above 

19.



growth patterns may vary with age and moult stage. 

Linear relationships 

The most obvious result apparent from Table 2.2 is the 

consistently allometric growth (both positive and negative) 

of P.rubromarginatus and the consistently isometric growth 

of P.graoilimanus. For P.rubromarginatus the results for all 

relationships indicate that carapace width is a good 

reference parameter for studying relative growth between the 

sexes. In relationships without carapace width as a 

component (length v s  depth) there was n o  sig nificant 

difference bet ween male and female regression slopes. 

Although the allometry results for �racilimanus did not 

confirm this, it may require a larger sample size for it to 

be evident in this species. 

Carapace width is adopted as a common reference 

dimension by many workers (Haley,1969,1973; Heasman,1980; 

Wil l i a m s  e t.a l.1980;Pot t e r  e t.al.1983;DuPree z  and 

McLachlan,1984)involved with morphometric studies and is an 

accepted measure. W i 1 1 i am s , et a 1 ( 1 9 8 0). have discussed 

the limitations of many morphometric studies. In their paper 

thoy termed ro:1ult:J that 0.r-O ncqulrod from 0amplo0 moaourod

only once as cross-sectional. Measurements made at succesive 

intervalti in time they called longitudinal studies. No 

matter which of these methods is used they both suffer from 

the same problems. These include indivuals of the same size 

having different migrational patterns(Potter et.al.,1983) 

and indivuals of the same size having higher death rates 

20.



than younger animals(Du Preez and McLachlan,1984). There may 

also be sampling biases in the collection procedu1�es. 

Williams et.al.(1980) in their study of three �pecies of Uca 

stated 11 . . .  we do not know whether such biases have caused 

serious dep artures from what one wo uld obtain if 

longitudinal data could have been obtained". They did 

however assume that comparisons between samples can be used 

provided their size frequency distributions are the same for 

respective ages. 

Overall, this study has provided some use fu 1 results. 

Undoubtedly a lot of work still remains to be done on the biology 

of the Gulf fauna. However it is hoped that the knowledge gained 

from studies such as the present one is exploited in the future 

to the benefit of the fauna and our apprciation of it. 
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SUMMARY 

The abundant species found in the crab by-catch from 

the Gulf of Carpentaria were the swimming crabs belonging to 

the Families Portunidae and Calappidae. Fewer crabs were 

found in winter and during the daylight hours. 

Males and fomales or the five most abundant 3wimming 

crabs were represented in approximately similar numbers. 

Species of the Family Portunidae maintained a similar size 

range between the sexes and for the Family Calappidae 

females remained in a narrower size range than males. 

The Family Calnppidae also po3sessod fewer 30f t 

carapace animals than did the Family Portunidae. Moult stage 

was related to reproductive condit ion and ·no t  to 

temperature. The calappid M.inermis had the most ovigerous 

females ,caught mainly from summer. Ovigerous females of 

other species were poorly represented. 

T he r el a t ive g r owt h o f  P . r u b r oma r&inatus and 

P.gracilimanus using morphometric techniques was different 

between the species. Both linear and weight measurements 

were used to ascertain differences in the three dimensional 

conformation of the cephalothorax and abdomen. Growth was 

isometric between the of sexes of P.gracilimanus. The 

r e 1 a t i v e g r o w t h o f P • r u b r o m a r &1:.!!.£.1-�� d i f f e r e d b e t w e e n t h e

�0xno with both ponitivo nnd nogativo nllomotry ahown. 

Carapace width was confirmed as a suitable reference 

meaaurement. 
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Species Identification 
ll o • 

APPEHDIX 1 

Identifier 

1. Portunus rubromarginatus Lanchester 
Stimpson 
Fabricius 
Rathbun 
Herbst 
Fabricius 
De Haan 

2. P.gracilimanus
3, P,ho.statoides
4. Charybdis jaubertensis
5, C.callianassa
6. C.truncata
7, C.anisodon
8. C.hellerii
9, C.feriata
10. Thalamita sima
11. Podophthalmus vigil
12. Matuta inermis
13 . M.granulosa
14. Dorippe frascone
15. Phalangipus australiensis
16. Parthenope longimanus
17. Hyastenus diacanthus
18. Family Corystidae
19, Family Corystidae
20. Family Corystidae
21. Family Goneplacidae
22. Family Goneplacidae
23. Family Goneplacidac
24. Family Majidae
25. Family Majidae
26. Family Hymenosomatidae
27, Unidentified

A. Milne-Edwards
Linnaeus
H. Milne-Edwards
Weber

Miers 
Miers 

Herbst 

Reference 

Stephenson 1959 
Stephenson 1959 
Stephenson 1959 
Stephenson 1957 
Stephenson 1957 
Stephennon 1957 
Stephenson 1957 
Stephenson 1957 
Stephenson 1957 
Stephenson 1957 
Stephenson 1960 

Tyndale-Biscoe et.al.1962 
Tyndale-Biscoe et.al.1962 

Tyndale-Biscoe et.al.1962 
Sakai 1976 
Sakai 1976 
Sakai 1976 
Sakai 1976 
Sakai 1976 
Sakai 197 6 
Sakai 1976 
Sakai 1976 
Sakai 1976 
Sakai 1976 
Sakai 1976 
Sakai 1976 



APPENDIX 1 

P. rubrom&rglnatus- arm with 1 spine on posterior border

no dark spot on dactyls of propodus of fifth leg last 

tooth distinctly larger than other teeth; carapace relatively 

broad/ antero-external angle of 3 rd maxilliped strongly · 

produc�d laterally;postero-lateral border of carapace rounded 

hand of cheliped rpbust or slender at most only a little 
leas massive than arm. 

P,gracilimanus- lateral frontal teeth almost the same width 

as medians; mesogastric region of carapace with transverse 

ridges 4-6 spines on anterior border of a�m; hand of 

cheliped extremely slender; carapace without conspicuous 
spots. 
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APPENDIX 1 

M,granulosa- a line of 
on the outer surface of 
chelipeds covered with 
red 

distinct spines and three granules 
hands; carapace, legs and 

r�d spots; base of lateral spines 

M,inermis- carapace longer than broad; anterior 2/3's 
covered in coarse granules; lateral margin with small 
tuberclesi crest of hands with 3 sharp spines; pinkish beige 
in colour, 
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